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PREFACE.

IK introducing the third volume of this series

to the public, I have to express my satisfaction of

the appreciative manner in which the last two
volumes have been received.

The translator of this Upanishad, Pandit

Gang&nMba Jh&, M.A., F.T.S., of Daxbhanga, has,

J am sure, earned the best thanks of the public for

making the translation so faithful to the text and
the original commentary, and bringing out their

spirit so wellm a foreign language.

As this Upanishad is a big one it has been

thought fit to present it m two volumes. The first

four Adhy&yas are now published and the second

four will form the fourth volume which is now xn

the press*

Publisher.





Zhc (Ibba'nboQ^a TOpaitisbab

SR! SANKARA'S INTRODUCTION

OM TAT SAT

Adoration to Brahman' The Cbhandogya
Upamshad, consisting of eight chapters begins

with the word " The hijilable Qmi" &c , and with a

view to briefly explain its scope to people desiring

to learn it, we begin this shoit treatise, giving an
easy explanation of it. The connection is this.

The complete cour-e of Action (sacrifices) has been

comprehended, toget-hei with a full comprehension

of the deities Prctna and the lest,—such Action

being the means to the attainment of Brahman, by

the road known as the '* Light," &c. , as also the

Action by itself, which (without a knowledge of

the Deities) is a means tc Brahman, by the road

known as the " Smoke", Sec While for those, that

follow the bent of their natural inclinations and
are fallen out of both these roads, has been ordained

a troublesome fall downwards. But m none of

these two roads, is there an absolute accomplish-

ment of the end of man ; and henca that which is
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independent of Action, the knowledge of the second-

less Self, ought to be explained, setting aside the

three courses of metempsychosis (above explained).

And with, a view to this is the Upanishad laid

down. Apart from the knowledge of the seoondless

Self, there is no absolute attainment of the desired

end: as will be laid down— * Those that know
otherwise than thus, and worship others, fall in

perishable worlds , while one who takes the con-

trary course becomes the king of heaven." In the

same manner, one who believes m the false doct-

jrcne of duality becomes bound And just as the

thief becomes burnt and bound when he catches

hold of the hot axe (in the course of his ordeal), so

does such a person acquire the troubles of

metempsychosis* Having said this, it is again

said that one who believes in the true doctrine of

non-duality is neither burnt nor ijound, just like

one who is not a thief, and for such a ur»e there is a

cessation of metempsychic troubles, Liberation.

Therefore the doctrine of the seoondless Self it* not

compatible with Action. Because, inasmuch as it

serves to destroy all distinction of action, agent

anl result,—the knowledge, brought about by such

passages as "Ever existent, one and seoondless,

the self is all this," cannot possibly be suppressed

by any notions. If it be urged that " there is the

notion derived from the injunction of Actions

(which would suppress the aforesaid knowledge) "

—(we reply) no : because Actions are enjoined for

those that have distinct ideas of the Self having

the character of the doer and the enjoyer, and who*

are tainted by the discrepancies of affection and
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aversion for the results of actions resulting

from the aforesaid ideas. If it be urged that
44
inasmuch as Actions are enjoined for one who

has fully comprehended the meaning of the
complete Veda, Actions belong even to one endowed
with the knowledge of non-duality",—(we reply)

no * the passage "The self, existing, the one and
secondless is all this" serves to entirely suppress

the natural ideas of the doer and the enjoyer, &c,
which belong to persons entitled to Action. There-

fore it must be admitted that Actions are enjoined

for one who is tainted with ignorance, &c ; and not

for one who has a knowledge of non-duality. It is

for this reason that it will be declared later on: ''All

these acquire pure (happy) worlds , while one
resting m Brahman attains immortality." And m
connection with this doctrine of non-duality, are

laid down the various meditations that serve

to accomplish certain desirable ends -these

meditations, having their ends approximate to

Liberation, appertaining as they do to Brahman
slightly modified from the Secondless, such as those

consisting of the Mind and of the P? anas, &c.

And, inasmuch as these meditations have their end

m the prosperity of Actions, they are connected

with factors of Action. But still there is a similarity

between these meditations (and the knowledge of

the one Self). On account of the identity of the

doctrine of these, and of the similarity consisting

in the fact of both of these belonging to the

function of the mmd, that is to say, just as the

knowledge of non-duahty is a function of the mmd,
so are also these meditations functions of the mmd,
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and as such there is a similarity. "What then, is

the difference between the meditations and the

knowledge of non-duality We explain . The
knowledge of non-duahty is that which removes

the idea of the difference among the doer, the deed

and the result, &cM which idea is naturally imposed

upon the really unmodifymg Self
; just as the

ascertainment of the form of the rope, brought

about by the action of light, which serves to remove
the false idea of the serpent imposed upon the

rope. Whereas meditation as laid down m the

scriptures is based upon a certain substratum and

consists of the bringing about of a uniform function

of the mind with regaid to that substratum,

umnteriupted by any idea foreign to it Such is

the difference between the two. These meditations,

serving to purify one's character and thereby

illumining the leal nature of things, are helps to

the knowledge of non-duality. And inasmuch as

they are based upon a substratum they are more
easily accomplished ; and as such they are treated

of first* And inasmuch as ifc is the performance of

Actions to which people are accustomed, and by
abandoning Action it becomes extiemely difficult

to give up the mind to meditation,—it is the

meditation, referring to a part of Actions which is

treated of first.



ADHYA'YA I.

KMANDA I.

One ought to meditate upon the syllable 0m,
the udgitha \ because people sing, beginning with

Om Of this (now follows) the explanation. (1)

Co???,

—

"One ouqhf to meditate upon the syllable

"Om
1 " The syllable Om is the most appropriate

name of the Supreme Self, And when this name is

used, He becomes pleased, just as a man is pleased

when addressed by a name dear to him But here,

inasmuch as the syllable is used with the particle

nix' it is recognised, apart from its denotation

of the Supreme Self, as the mere verbal form of it

(which is to be meditated upon). And as such, like

idols, &c, it comes to be an image of the Supreme

Self Thus then, being the name and the image of

the Supreme Self, it becomes the means of the

meditation thereof ; and as such, becomes something

great, comprehended m all the Ved&ntas. The
greatness of this syllable is further proved by the

fact of its being frequently used in the beginning

and end of japa, sacrifice, and study of the Veda.
- Therefore one ought to meditate upon this syllable,

consisting of letters, and being called " udgttha,"

- on aocount of its being a part of the udgitha hymn.
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That is to say, one ought to bring about a firm

concentrated contemplation of Om, which is a part

and parcel of sacrifices, and is an image of the

Supreme Self. The Sruh itself mentions the reason

of Om being called the "udgtiha" "Because people

sing, beginning with Om" That is to say, inasmuch

as people begin with Om, and then sing (hymns),

the syllable Om is the " udgUha". ''Its explanation",

ue*, the explanation or the meditation of the same

syllable,—that is to say, an explanation as to its

qualities and results, Sec.
M Now begins" is to be

added ; that is, the full sentence is " now begins its

explanation*"

. ^. «w ^hep snsr 3#-ft nf: II h II

The essence of all these beings is the earth

,

the essence of the earth is water ; the essence of

water, plants; the essence of plants, man, the

essence of man, speech , the essence of speech, Bik\

the essence of Rik, Sdma ; the essence of Sama is

the udgitha. {%).

Com.*—" Of all these beings/' moveable and
immoveable, the earth is the " essence*

1—ie., refuge

or support Of the earth, water is the essence.

Inasmuch as it is in water that the earth is woven
like warp and woof, it is the essence of the earth.

Of water, the plants are the essence—since plants

are modifications of water- Of these (plants) man _

is the essence,—inasmuch as man grows out of

food (supplied by the plants). Of man, too, speech-
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is the essence,— since of all paits of the man,

speech is the highest (faculty* 1 Hence speech is

called the
4

essence of man/ Of speech again, Rik

is the essence, being a grade higher than it. Of

R%k %
Sdvia is the essence, still higher than the

former. And of Stiman, thQudqitha—the syllable

Ow—is the essence, highest of all ; and it is this

that is the subject treated here.

That uJgitha is the best essence of the essences,

the supreme, deserving of the highest place, the

eighth. (3)

Com —This syllable Om, called the "udqitha"

as the best essence of all the essences, bewqs, &c.

"The Supreme"—because it represents the Supreme

Self. " Ardha" is place* and "para" is 'highest* and
" par&?dhya "is 'that which deserves the highest

place' on account of its being the object of medita-

tion, like the Supreme Self. " The eighth "—in the

order of the afoxesaid essences, earth and the rest

sfjcrt ^tffi^^<wc^m wm> *m ssfta m &w

What is the RiL ? What is the SCima ? What

is the wlgtthcrt This is what is (now) considered. (4)

Com.—It bas been said that " of speech. Bik is

the essence." Wow " what is this Eik, what this

Siima, and what this udgttha?" The repetition of

" Katama " is meant to signify the great regard (m

- which the secret of these is held). Objection; accord-

ing to Panini the affix datamach is used only when

-ihere is a question with regard to many gen ex a. But
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in the present case there is no multiplicity of the

genu* Rtk ; and as such, wherefore the use of the

affix datamach 9 Reply : This objection does not

apply to the present case ; the compound "jottpan-

piu&na" (m the sfiha) means 1

the question with

regard to the genus of many individuals' , and m the

case in question, we have multiplicity of the indivi-

dual Riks as composing the genus Rik The

compound does not mean ' the question of many
genera/ Objection , But the example cited

—
'what

is hatha' becomes possible only when the compound
is mterpieted as * the question of many genera',

whereas if it be interpreted as * the question of the

genus with regaid to many individuals,' the example
cited oould never be applicable Reply : But this

objection too does not hold , inasmuch as in the case

of the ' hatha' too,our interpretation applies equally

well ; since there too, the question is with regard to

the multiplicity of individuals included in the genus
*katha» If the word meant the * question of genera',

then you would have to lay down another rule in

order to explain such cases as
u what is Rik,

" This is considered "—i.e., an enquiry is made into

this.

Speech is Rik , breath is Sumo, , the syllable

Om is the udgttha , now Speech and Breath, or Rik

and Sdma constitute a couple. (5)

Coin.—The consideration being done, the reply

(to the questions) becomes appropriate ; and this is

that-— ''Speech is Rik, <£c." Even though Speech
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and Etk aro identical, yet the udgitha does not
cease to be the eighth (of the essences above
enumerated); because the two sentences, (the one
enumerating the essences and the piesent one, are

altogether different and do not affect one another)
inasmuch as the (present) passage 'The letter Om
is the whjttha" &c, means to lay down the results

attainable by the knowledge of the udqtthu , while
the other passage iays down the simple fact of the

udgitha being the highest essence. Since Speech
and Breath are the sources of Rik and Santa,

therefoie Speech is said to be Rik and Breath,

8(1ma. By mentioning "Speech" and "'Breath" as

the sources of Rik and Santa respectively, all Riks

and all SCimas become included , and by the inclu-

sion of Rik and Sama, all actions performable by
means ot Rik and Sama, become included , and the

inclusion of these covers also all desirable ends.

(And thus Om covers all desirable ends,) While the

sentence "The syllable Om is the udgitha" serves to

set aside any doubts as to devotion for any parti-

cular deity

—

e.g., Brahma as signified by 'A';

Vishnu by
l

U' ; and Siva by *M' , that is to say, as

in the case of Rik, &c, the generic names have

been explained as denoting all individuals forming

those classes , so people might think that Om too is

meant to signify the individual gods denoted by it,

for whom the Sruti enjoins devotion. In order to do

away with this idea, the word "Syllable" is added,

showing thereby that it is "Om" m its purely verbal

aspect that forms the subject of the discourse* The

word "tadva** refers to "mtthunam" (couple). In

% order to explain what the couple is, it is added
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"Speech and Breath" which are the sources of all

Riks and Setmas. "JRiJc and S&ma" (in the text
1

* mean
the sources of Rik and. Sdvuh as expressed by the

words " Rik and Sdma" and it does not si&mfy

that Rik and Sfma constitute an independent

couple by themselves. Otherwise "Speech and

Breath*' would be one couple, and "Rik and Sama*'

would be another ; and there would be two couples;

consequently, the singular number in "couple"

would not be correct. Therefore, the "couple" here

meant is that of "Speech andBreath*' as the sources-

of Bik and Senna (respectively).

WT^cf «nwr% 3rW?^q H ^ II

And this couple is joined together in the

syllable Om. Whenever a pair come together they

fulfill each other's desire. (6)

Conu—This aforesaid couple becomes 'joined to-

gether in the syllable
' l

Oiyi?*—that is to say, th^

couple, endowed with the attainment of all desir-

able ends exists conjointly in the syllable 'Om' and

thus the syllable 'Om* comes to be known as being;

endowed with the attainment of all desirable ends

It is a recognised fact that the syllable 'Om 1

consists of Speech and is accomplished by means
ofBieath,and that it is coupled together, and

lastly that the character of fulfilling desirable

ends belongs to a pair. In support of this, an
example is cited * just as in the ordinary world

whenever a pair m the shape of husband and wife,

come together in accordance with the custom in

vogue, then they fulfil each other's desirable ends
,
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m the same manner* it is established that the
syllable

iOm >

becomes endowed with the attainment
of all ends, by means of thu couple centered in itself.

This is the sense (of the passage).

I! II

He becomes a fulfiller of all desirable ends, who,

knowing thus, meditates upon this syllable as the

UfJgitha. (7)

Com*—In order to show that the singer who
meditates upon it (Om) becomes endowed with the

properties thereof, it is said "Pie becomes the ful-

filler of the desirable ends of the master of sacrifice,

who meditates upon this syllable, endowed WLth

the attainment of all desirable ends, as the udgttha*

To such a one does the afoiesaid result accrue,

This is m accordance with the Srutt "As one

meditates upon, so does he become/'

^^r

mgqi?% ii € ii

And this is a syllable of acquiescence ; when-

ever we acquiesce in anything, we say
lOm\ And

what is acquiescence is gratification. He who
knowing thus, meditates upon this syllable as the

udgttha becomes a gratifier of desires. (8)

Com.—The syllable ' Om ' is also endowed with

>
gratification, or prosperity. How * This, the sub]ect

of the discourse, is a syllable of acquiescence, that

is to say, the syllable
1 Om 1

signifies permission or
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acquiescence. How it is acquiescence is shown in

the passage itself. In ordinary parlance, whatever

-be it; either knowledge or riches—is permitted by

the learned or by the rich, when they come to

signify their acquiescence, they say
1 Om 9

(yes) ;

and m the Veda also, it having been &aid

(by Yagnavalkya) that " there are thirty-three

gods," Sakalya says " Om " (Vide Brihadaranyaka

Upanishad). In the same mannei, in the world,

when one says " this is the wealth, I am taking

it", the other says " Om " (all right). There-

fore acquiescence is gratification inasmuch as

acquiescence is the source of gratification It is

one who is himself fully gratified that acquiesces m
(gifts, &c»). Thus, the passage comes to mean that

the syllable 'Om' is endowed with gratification And
since one who meditates upon that which is endowed
with gratification becomes himself endowed with

that property,—therefore one who knowing thus,

meditates upon the syllable 'Om' as the udgUha t

becomes a gratifier of the wishes of the master of

sacrifice.

By this does the three-fold science proceed™

With 'Om' does one recite , with *Om
%

does one or^

der , and with 'Om" does one sing,—all this being

for the worship of this syllable. And also by the

greatness and the essence (of this syllable) does the

three-fold science proceed* (91 -

Com —The syllable is next eulogised, in order

to make it attractive, being as it is a fit object of
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meditation. How ? By means of the syllable form-

ing the subject of this discourse doe-, the three-

fold science, the three Vedas Rtk t &c,

—

i.e., the

actions prescribed in the three Vedas—proceed.

We explain " three-fold science " as the
1

actions

prescribed ' because it is a well-known fact that it

is not the Vedas that proceed by recitation, &c
but it is the action* (sacrifice^) that proceed

in that way. How ? Because the significance

of the passage " with *Om' does one recite, with
* Onf does one order, and with * Dm' does one

sing" implies that it is the 'Soma' sacrifice that

is here meant (by " three-fold science") And
this action is for the worship (or glory) of that

syllable, inasmuch as it represents the Supreme
Self , and hence the worship of that (syllable J is the

worship of the Supreme Self,—as declared in the

smith "Having worshipped Him by means of

action,' , m attains success." ' By qieolue&s and

essence*' t is by means of the greatness of this

syllable, the gieatness consisting of the breaths of

the Ritvic, the YajamCina and the rest— and by the

essence of this syllables the essence consisting of

offering* made up of the essences of corn and

barley, &cM—(that the actions prescribed in the

Vedas proceed). Because it is by means of the

syllable (OmJ that sacrifices and Hornets are perfoi-

med , these (sacrifices) reach the sun ; and from

there, by the process of ram, &c , Breath and Food
are produced , and it is by means of the Breaths

and the Food that the sacrifice is duly performed.

Hence it is said " i? is by means of the greatness

gncl essence of flits syllable (that Actions proceed )•'"
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Now, (it would follow that) both perform ac-

tions—he who knows and he who does not know.
(But it is not so since) knowledge and ignorance

are different. That alone, which is performed

with knowledge, faith and meditation, becomes
more powerful (effective), This verily is the ex-

planation of this syllable (Om). (10)

{Com).—It has been said that actions are

peiformed by one who has knowledge,— this is now
ob]ected to ; one who knows the syllable as explained

&bove> and one who knows only the action and not

the true nature of the syllable,—both these persons

perforin actions (as we see m every day life), and
since to both of them results would accrue m
accordance with their actions (which is the same
m both cases),—what is the good of knowing che

true nature of the syllable ? In ordinary life we find

that for 6ne who knows the taste of the HartUiki

and for one who does not know it—the teault,

motion of the bowels, is exactly the same, (The

reply is) it is not so ; since "knowledge and
ignorance are different". The particle ^ta" serves

to deny the former view. The knowledge, of the

syllable 'Om* being the highest essence, and being

endowed with the attainment of all desires and
gratification, is not mere knowledge of its being

subsidiary to Actions ; it is something more than
that. That is to say, msmuch as it is something more*

than the mere subsidiary to Actions, it must have
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greater results. In the ordinary world, we find that

in the case of the jeweller and the barbarian selling

a ruby, the jeweller, knowing more (of the ruby;

obtains more (price). Therefore that action* which
one perform? with a full knowledge of its

capabilities, and with full faith and with due

meditation (on one's Deity),— such an action alone,

becomes more powerful,

—

i.e , leads to better rsdults

than the action performed by the ignorant. By
saying that the action of the knowing is more

powerful, it is implied that the action of the

ignorant, is also powerful (though less so, than the

former). And the ignorant is not debarred from
actions ; inasmuch as we find in the ^vnshttstya^

'

chapter (the 10th Khanda of this Adhyaya) even

ignorant persons mentioned as performing sacrifices.

Meditation upon the syllable "Ow' 1

as the highest

essence, endowed with attainment and gratification,

constitutes a single act (of meditation), inasmuch
as this is not interrupted by any other efforts.

Since this (syllable) is capable of being meditated

upon several times, through its various qualifica-

tions,—therefore we have all this as an explanation

of the same syllable
<£ Om," as the uigffiuu which

forms,the subject of the present dwourRe

Thus ends the first Khanda of the first Adhy&ija.
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KHANDA II.

When the Devas and J.swras struggled together

—both born of Prajdpati,—the Dmzs caught hold

of the udgftha (thinking) * with this we shall

vancjimh them (the A suras)''. (1)

Coin.— ' The Devas and A$u?as"—Since the

word " Diva ' is derived from a root denoting

illumination, " Devas " stands for such functions of

the senses as are illuminated (regulated) by scrip-

tuxes* And e< Asuvub" contradictory to the former,

stands for such functions of the senses, as delight

in activity towards all (sensual) objects appertain-

ing to them, and are naturally of the nature of

darkness (ignorance).
11 Ha " and " va

n
are parti-

cular forms denoting past events. "Where 1
' ue., for

what cause,—namely, on account of their trying to

take away one another's belongings, " they strug-

gled." The root "yata" with the prefix 'suji* signifies

'to fight', hence the verb "sanyUti?

#

/'means ' fought"

or "struggled." The natural functions of the senses,

partaking of the nature of Darkness, —called the

^Asuras*—are engaged m suppressing the functions

illuminated by the scriptures, In the same manner,*
the 'Devas'—opposed to them, and partaking of the
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nature of the light of discrimination in accordance

with the scriptures,—are engaged in suppressing

the 'Asuras* who naturally partake of the nature of

clatkness* And thus m the body of all beings there is

a perpetual fight among the Devas and Asm as, the

one trying to subdu3 the other. Such is the sense

(of the passage). And it is this that is described im

the passage in the form of a story, with a view to

explain the discrimination of the ongiu of virtue

and vice ; and this is done with a view t,o lay down eu

knowledge of the purity of PrCtna (Breath). Both of

them, Devas and Asmas, are offsprings of Prajd-

poti, and PnjupGti is the Man entitled to both

Action and Knowledge,—as declared by another

Smtu "The man himself, consisting of the uktlat^ is

the great Prajupciti " And of him the sensual func-

tions, those that are m accordance with scriptures

and those that follow their naluial b'-ut, are opposed

to one another, like his cbildien,—being as both of

them are, born out of him. And with a view
to advancement (of themselves) and deterioration

(of the Amratx)) the Devas csught hold of the

ueUftthu t <?., they had recourse to the sacrifice,

which is perfoimed by a "singer," and which is

characterised by meditation upon the udgtiha. And
since it is impossible to take up only this portion of

sacrifice, the meaning is that they had recourse to

the Jyohshtomu, &c. With a view to show why they
took it, it is said * Having the idea thai 'by means of

this sacrifice we shall vanquish the Asm as*

3m Nifa %if% *t fqINr ^w*m ircfrs: II \ 8

2
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They then meditated upon the Bieathmthe
none as the wlgttha. But the Asuras pierced it with

evil ; and hence one smells both what is good-smell-

ing and what bad-smelling. Font is pieiced with

evil. (2)

Com.—When desiring to have recourse to the

udgitha-saerifice, the Devas meditated upon the

sentient Breath in the nose, i.e.i the olfactory sense,

the pronouncer of the ndgitha, as udytlha. That is to

say, they meditated upon the breath m the nose, as

the udgtthfii the syllable '0;?z,' This interpretation

saves us from abandoning our subject, and taking

up another. By saying "of this syllable Om" (m the

last Khanda\ it is laid down that what forms the

subject of the discourse is the syllable "Om*\ as

a fit object of meditation Objection You have
said that they had lecourse to the sacrifice

characterised by the udqttha^ then how is it that

now you assert that they meditated upon the breath

m the nose as the syllable
lOm ? Eephj : This objec-

tion does not apply to the present case ; since it is

m the whjitha-oaenfice itself that ihc syllable
l

Oni is said to be a fit object of meditation,—not

independently, hut only as being a part of the

meditation upon the udqttha, and being considered

as the Doity presiding over the breath of the per-

former of the action. Theiefore, U is only right to

assert that for this purpose they had recourse to

sacrifice And this duly appointed udguh t of the

Dei as— viz-, the breath in the nose, a Devu, in the

form of light,—the A&u>ct* t naturally consisting of

darkness, piercod or touched with evil arising out of
themselves,—this evil being m the form of attach-
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nient to vice. And the breath in those came to be

its discriminative knowledge subdued by a vicious

attachment m the shape of a bride that 'I perceive

only good smell' And through this discrepancy, it

becomes touched with evil. This is what is meant
by saying that

* l

This the Aswas pierced with evil."

And inasmuch as t^e olfactory breath is pierced

with evil, it lead* to the perception by being of bad

smell, when urged by that evil. Hence it is that

people smell both what is goad-smellnig and what is

bad-smelling; because it is pierced with evil The
mention of

14

both" is not meant to be taken literally

(as it is only the bad smell that is perceived through

the evil)
;
just as in the case of the sentence, " one

for whom both offerings are, &c. s &c," (where also
1

both* is not to be taken literally), specially since

we have another biuh passage m the same con-

nection 'm the Bnhadaranyaka Upanishadj, where
it is distinctly declared that " when one does not

smell the proper smell, that is eviL'*

g£cFTORPTO4 STW ^ WTT iftT ft^T \ "

li 2 ti
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Then they meditated upon Speech as the

udgitha ; but the Asm as pierced this with evil.

Therefore, one speaks both truth and untruth

;

because it is pierced with evil. (3i

Then they meditated on the eye as the udgitha ;

but the Asuras pierced it with evil , therefore we
see both what is sightly and what is unsightly :

because it is pierced with evil. (4)

Then they meditated upon the ear as the

udgitha , but the Asuras pierced it with evil , there-

fore we hear both what is good to hear and what is

bad to hear ; because it is pierced with evil (3)

Then they meditated upon the mind as udgitha,

but the Asm as pierced it with evil , therefore we
conceive both wiiat should be conceived and what

should not be conceived , because it is pierced with

evil. (6)

Com.—This explanation has been had recourse

to* with a view to bring about the realisation of the

extreme purity of the Breath in the mouth, which

is meant to be laid down as the object of meditatioiit

Hence the Deities of the eye, &c, are examined m
order, and being found to be pierced with evil, they

are discarded. The rest is as before ; the examina-
tion being that of Speech, Eye, Ear, Mind, &c

,

including also those that are not mentioned—we.,

the Deities of Touch, Taste, &c " These Deities are

all touched with evil " so says another statu
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Then they meditated upon the Breath, that is

m the mouth, as udgitha. The Asuras, coming to

it, were destroyed
,
just as (a ball of earth) hitting

against a solid (hard) piece ©f stone, is destroyed- (7)

Com*—Having discarded, the Deities of the

olfactory sense, &c, ag being pierced with evil,

they meditated upon the well-known Breath in the

mouth. This too, as before, the Asw as approached,

and were destroyed by their mere determination (to

harm this Breath). With a view to explain, how,

without having done any harm to the Breath, they

were destroyed, the passage cites an instance : ]ust

as, in the ordinary world, a ball of eaith (this is

supplied from above, as the appropriate nominative

m keeping with this context as well as with other

sruti passages), being thrown against a solid piece

•f stone (

M akhana" is that which cannot be dug

into with spades, &c, z.e., solid) with a view to

breaking the stone, becomes rent asunder without

doing any harm to the stone,—so were the Asuras

destroyed.

I £ \

Just as (a ball of earth) striking against a solid

piece of stone is rent asunder, so will one be des-

troyed 5 who desires evil for one who knows this, as

also one who persecutes him; for he is a solid

qstone. (8)
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Com*—Thus then, inasmuch as this Breath is

not harmed by the Asiuas, it is pure. The siutt

next lays down the result accruing to one who

knows this, and becomes identified with this Breath.

The case of the piece of stone serves as an instance

here also. In this manner (of the hall of earth) is

he destroyed, who wishes to bring haim to one who
knows the aforesaid Breath, and is thereby undesei-

vmg of any evil , and also he who persecutes him—
i. £?., gives him pain by beatmg, &c.,—is destroyed

in the same mannei. Because this knower of the

Breath, being identical with the Breath, is like a

solid stone a not capable of being haimad. Objection •

The Breath m the nose is also air, just as tha one in

the mouth , then how is it that the Bieath in the

nose was pierced with evil, and not the ono in the

mouth ? Reply : This obo^ction doers not hold the

Breath in the nose, though air was pierced with

evil, on account of the discrepancy (impurity) m
its substratum (the nose) , while the Breath m the

mouth was not pierced, because of the strength of

its Deity and substratum (the moufch). Just as the

implements, axe, &c
,
bring about excellent works,

only when m the hands of well-tramed workmen,
and not otherwise ; in the same manner, it was not

the Breath m the mouth, but that m the nose that

wais pierced, because of this latter being attended

by the faulty Deity of the nose.
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By this, one knows not; what is good smelling,

nor what is bad-smelling , because this is free from
evil. Whatevei, by this, one eats, and whatever he
drinks,— by that he support* the other breaths-

In the end, not finding this (Breath in the mouth),

the rest depart He opens it (tho mouth), at the

end (9)

Com —Berau e the Bi uatb in i^e mouth w a*-- tk»I

pinvcd by t\e Asma* th'refore by this, one di^os

not Lnow what is ',oo l-^niellinf> oc wh^t is bid-

sm dim:? ;
people k ow hoih tht^. by the !'o;u

Hence, inasmuch as * * Jo not find pny action of

it, vv e conclude that ir is mioh ar? h as all evil n -

moved from 1
1

,
pu- < And whiL the nc^e and

the 2 est aie nil only s i lf-ftcdm^, Lome, a>< they are

attached t J good and !
» »d, the Breath in tho mouth

i«* not self-feeds. *g
f
but ruppoxt 1

- all (b*ta»h i
) Tt is

explained how tli, is, whatevei one . .us and

drinks by this Breath m the mouth,—by this food

ana Junk, -t "-uppcrtj t k othas, thu nose and the

rest ,

—

i.c> they bve a] on this (foau and dunkj.

Thus, being tho supporter of all, thi^ < recth is

pun But how is it known that these live upon

what is eaten and drank by the Breath in the

mouth ? The reply is that (we conclude this from

the fact that) at the time of death, they (nose, &cM )

depart, when they do not obtain support from the

Breath in the mouth

—

i e
9 when they cease to be

supported by its functions of eating and drinking.

One who is without Breath cannot either eat or

drink; hence the well-known departure of the nose,

&c, at that time (when they do not receive food

^nd drink). Eren on this departure, the desire for
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food continues (hence it cannot be said that the'

departure is due to the absence of desire for food

and not to the absence of the food). Hence it is

that one opens his mouth (at the time of death, as

if asking for food) ,
consequently the want of food

is the characteristic of one who has departed.

SfHr Mod
Angiras meditated upon this as the urfgUha;

and people hold this to be
1

Anqtrasa' , because it

is the essence of the limbs* (10)

Com.—Baka D&lbhya, mentioned later on,

meditated upon the Breath m the mouths as the

udgitho* having Hi* properties of Angiras . such is

the explanation oi ihe passage by some people ; and

they also explain the next two passages as that,

'Baka meditated upon tins Breath m iho mouth, as

Bnhaspati and as Ayasya , and they base this

construction upon the next) passage which they

explain as people think the Breath in the mouth
to be Angirasa, Bnhaspati and Ayasya ' But such

indirect construction could be possible only if the

direct construction were not possible, but the direct

construction is possible; since there are many
©ther srutt passages making mention of Rishis by
name. As, for example, people call this Breath

and also a certain Rishi, "Satarchma". Similarly,

the srutt also mentions, of all the Rishis of the

middle (portion of the Rigveda)—Gritsamada,

Visvamitra. Vamadgva, Atn, &oM—as being the

Breath. In the same mannei, the present passage

mentions the Rishis, Augiras, Brihaspati and
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Ay&sya—the meditators of Breath—as Breath,

with a view to show the identity of these with the

Breath
; e.g., we have such assertions as "Breath

is father, Breath is mother" and so forth* Therefore,

the meaning of the passage is that the Rishi

Angiras, being the Breath itself, meditated upon
himself, the Angiras-Breath, as udgttha. Because
it, the Breath, is the essence of all the limbs , there-

fore it (the Breath) is " Angirasa."

Efrffcr fleft cl?*TT tffe: I II

Bnhaspati meditated upon this as the udgttha ,

and people hold this to be Brihaspati; because

speech is 'Brihah* and this is the Lord of that.

Ayasya meditated upon this as the udgttha ;
and

people hold this to be 'Ay&sya', because it comes

from the mouth. (11 & 12)

Com —Brihaspati is so called because he is the

Lord (or master) of Speech (Bnhoti). And Ay^sya
is so called because he comes from the mouth. Both

these are Bishis, identical with Breath Hence
every other should also meditate upon himself as

being identical with the Breath endowed with the

qualities of Angiras, &c, as the udgttha.

fa ^ 5 ^ 5T^TT f^R^R I *T 5 %MPTFTT~

This Baka D&lbhya knew. He became the

udgdtn priest of the Naimisiyas , he sang out

desires for them* (13)
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Com —It was not only Angiras, &c, that

meditated upon this. Baka, the son of Dalbhya,

knew the Breath, as described above. Having
known it, he became the adgdtn priest of the

Naimisiya-samficcrs And, through the power of

Ins knowledge of the Breath, he obtained their

desirable ends by singing. So do other singeis-

He obtain., wistibs by sir >i"«r, who knowing

this meditates upon the impensnabL udgttha

syllable This with regard to th* body. (UJ

Canu—He obtains wishes by singing v, ho

knowing this, meditates upon th» aforesaid Brerth,

as the lmperish ible udqithn (syllable Tins is the

visible result accruing (to the meditator),—the

invisible result being unification with tip Breath
,

the possibility of which is established by ^uoh Siuti

passages as " becoming a god, one goes to the ods."
" Tins uilh regard to the body" ic>, such is t^o

meditation upon the adgttha with reference to the

body. This, summing up, is with a view to attract

attention to the meditation of udgttha with reference

to the srods.

Thus ends the second Khanda of the first Adhy&ya,



ADHYA'YA 1

KHANDA III.

Now, bogms the oir. with ;eftrenoe to the gods:

one ou^ht to meditate upon that which slimes,—as

the u UjUha. When the sun rhes, he tang* for the

sake of all creatures. When ho rises ho destroys

the fear of darkness. He becomes the destroyer of

the f eai of darkness, who knows this (1)

Com.- After (his follows th ' meditation of the

utJgiUiu with refeience to the godb ; inasmuch as

the udr/ttha lb capable of being nuuitated upon m
vanous ways. w,Ojo ought to meditra^ upon the

sun, that icnds out warmth, as the u*lgitha" 1 1.,

one ought to meditate upon the whjUha in the shape

of the sun. Objection : The u Ujttha being a syllable,

how could it exist in the sun ? The reply is this :

Just as he rises, he sings foi the sake of the crea-

tures, i.e., tor the sake of the production of food for

the creatures , inasmuch as if the srm did not rise,

the corns would never ripen , therefore, he sings,

as it were, for their sake. And because he sings for

the sake of food, the sun is udgttha. And again,

just as he rises, he removes the darkness of night,

and the fears of living beings consequent upon it.

One who knows the sun with these properties,

jDecomes the destroyer of all fears of the self in the
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shape of birth, death, &c, and also of the cause of

fear, darkness m the shape of ignorance*

I ^ I

This and that are the same this is waim and
that is warm ;

this, they call 'svara' and that,

they call
l

sva?a
7

'
*

Pratyasvara* (reflected sound)*

Therefore, one ought; to meditate upon this and that

as the udgttha* ( 2)

(7o??*.—Though the Breath and the sun appear to

be different on account of the difference of place, yet

between these two, there is no difference m reality.

How ? Because m its pr©perties, the Breath is the

same as the sun, and the sun che same as the

Breath. Because the Breath is warm, and the sun

is also warm. And again people call the Breath

\<tvara\ and the sun, too, they call ' svara?—^Pratya-

$vma\ And they are so named * because the Breat,

simply moves along, having once died, it never

comes back; while the sun having set once,

comes back day after day , hence, he is called
s

Pratyasvara.* Thus, the sun and the Breath are

the same, both m properties and m name. And
hence, inasmuch as there is real difference between

the two, one ought to meditate upon both the sun
and the Breath as udqitha.
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One ought to meditate upon Vydna as the

urJgitluu That which one breathes out is the Prdaa
and that which one breathes in is the Apa,ia* The
junction of Prdna and Apdno is the Vydna , and
this Vycma is Speech Therefore, it is, while one
neither breathes out nor breathes m, that he utters

speech. (3)

Com.—-This explains another method of

meditation upon udaithu. One ought to meditate
upon Vydna,—a pellicular function of Breath, to be

explained later on—as the udgttha. The Srutt next
formulates its nature. When a person breathes
out— exales the air through the mouth and
nostrils— , that ib a particular function of the air,

called Pr ana ; and when he breathes m

—

i.e., inhales

the air by the mouth and nostrils—that constitutes

the function of air called "Apfoia" What of this?

''The junction of P)dna and Apulia"—ie» s the

function of the air m between these two—is

" Vynna" What is known as " Vyana" in the systems
of Sankhya and Yoga (according to which 'Vydna!
is the name of the air located m the shoulders)

is not real Vydna , inasmuch as the Sruti specifies

it (as the function m between Ptdna and Apdna)—
such is the meaning of the passage.

" How 13 it, having neglected Prdna and
Apdna, the Sruti lays special stress upon medita-

tion on the Vydna alone ?" Because it is the cause

of vigorous actions. It is explained how it brings

about vigorous actions •
" Vydna is Speech," because

Speech results from the Vydna. Since Speech is

accomplished by means of the Vydna, theieforeit

\s only when people are neither breathing in nor
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breathing out,

—

i.e., not perfoiming the functions

of Prima and Apdna—that people speak out.

^ra^n^ra tl 2 \\

Speech is Eik
,

therefore, while one neither

breathes m nor breathes out, he pronounces the

Eik Eik is Sama
,

therefore, while one neither

breathes in noi breathes out, he sings the Sumu
The Sdvia is udgftha

, therefore, while one neither

breathes m nor breathes out, he sings the

udgitha. (4)

Com.—The meaning is, that while one neither

breathes oat nor breathes m, it is by means of the

Vydna alone, that he accomplishes the Eik (a

particular form of Speech), the Setma (located m
the Eik), and the udgitha (a part of Soma).

Therefore, whatever actions there are that

require strength,—such as the rubbing out of fire,

running over a boundary (barrier), stringing a
strong bow—are all performed, while on© is neither
breathing out nor breathing in ; therefore, one ought
to meditate upon Vydna, as the udgitha (5)

Com*—Not only the utterance of Speech, but
even other actions besides this, that require extra
strength and effort to accomplish,—such as the
rubbing out of fire, the 1 mining over a boundary
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jumping over a fence), the stringing of a hard

and strong bow,—all this one does while neither

breathing m nor breathing out. That Vydna r-

superior to the other function* (of the air),

Prana and the rest. And it is bettei to medi-

tate upon the supenor, because it brings about

superior results;—like serving a king (which is

better than serving common men). For this rea-

son, one ought to meditate upon Vyihtu—and on

no other functions,—as, the udqithu, the result of

which would be the vigorousness of actions.

Psm \\ * 11

Now, one ought to meditate upon the letters of

the udgitha—i.e., of the word
4

udqttht? Breath is

" ut* , because by the breath, one rises. Speech is
l yt\ because speeches are called " yirCih". Food
is *tha*\ b^cau^e m (on) food does all this

subsist. (6)

Com*—"Now, one ouqht to meditaU upon the

letters of udgitha" In order that this may not be

invtaken for an injunction to meditate upon the

gods^of faith (denoted by a, u anj <///, V , Si nil

explains (its meaning) •

i%
of tne word ' udyttha

1 —
that is to say, the letters of the name 1

udyttha*. The
meditation upon the name bungs about the accom-
plishment of the object denoted by the name,—ab

for instance the case of the name of a person—
"'such and such a Ali&ta " Du (Ah is

u uV — i e , one

ought to think of this letter as BroaUi. It is explained
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why Breath is ut " Since by B?eath
i
one uses" {ut-

tishthatrh—since we find that all that is without

Breath falls down, therefore there is a similarity

between ' uf (up) and Bieatlu "Speech %s*gV",
because respectable people call Speech,

u
gih" (of

which * gir&h* is the pluial form). In the same"

manner " food is'tha'";" Since on food does all

this subsist," therefoie there is a similarity between
food and the letter tha \

Heaven is
<

'wV' the sky *gt/ and the earth

'tf/*a'« The sun is 'ut/ the air 'gl' and the fire 'thu'

The S&ma-v§da the Ya]ur-veda *gt\ and the

Rig-v£da 'tha. Speech yields the milk , and the

milk i^J Speech , and he becomes rich m food, an
eater of food (7)

Corn.—The similarity of the three (Breath, &c,
with the letters ut, &c.,) has been mentioned m the

Siuti itself (in the last passage). And the similar-

ities of the others (Heaven) are to be explained in a

similar manner- ** Heaven is ut" because it is

highly-placed*
c<The sky is gt" because it swallows,

as it woie, the worlds.
l< The earth is tha\ because

it is the abode of creatures. " The sun is ut
"

because it is on high* " The air is gt/' because it

swallows up fire, &c. " The Fire is tha/
9

because it

is the substratum of sacnfical fictions. The Sama-?
*

v£da is
* £

ut, " because it is eulogised as the
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15
Heaven." " The Yajur-veda as gt" because the

gods swallow the offering made with the yajush-

mantras. " The Rig-veda is tfta" because the Sdma
resides in the Rik. The Sruti now mentions the

result accruing from meditation upon the letters of

udgitha :

u
yields milk " to the meditator ; what is

that which yields ? " Speech/' What is the milk

that is yielded ? " Speech is the milk." That is to

say, the result (of such meditation) is m the shape

of all that is to be accomplished by the recitation

of the Rig-v&da, &c. This is the milk, m the shape

of Speech, that is yielded by Speech,—that is to

say, Speech yields itself. And further, " he becomes

rich in food— " ix., possessed of much food
if
an

eater of food "—i.e., possessed of good appetite :—

who knows and meditates upon the above-described

letters of udgttha—i-e , the letters composing the

word
14
urfgUha"

Next follows the fulfilment of blessings one
ought to meditate upon the objects contemplated

one ought to reflect on the Soma with which he Is

going to praise. (8)

Cow.—Now follows the explanation of the

method by which a fulfilment of blessings—?, e.,

desires—would result. " Upasaranas " are the

objects to be contemplated. How is one to medi-
tate upon this ? He is to meditate thus The parti-

" collar Sdma by which the singer-priest would be

going to praise—that Sdma one ought to reflect

upon, with reference to its origin, &c.

3
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On the Rik in which that Sdma occurs, on the

Kishiby whom it was seen, on the Deity which he

is going to praise,—on all these one ought to

reflect. (9)

Com*—On© ought to leflect upon the Deity, &c,
of the Rik m which that particular Sdma occurs

,

and also on the Rishi by whom that Sdma was
seen- And one ought also to reflect upon the Deity

which he is going to praise.

One ought to reflect upon the metre in which

he is going to praise. One ought to reflect upon
the hymn with which he is going to praise. (10)

Com.—By whatever metre—G-dyah i, &c, one

is going to praise, that metre he ought to reflect

upon. And the hymn by which he is going to praise,

that hymn he ought to reflect upon. We have the

Atmanepada in "Stoshyamana" because the

subsidiary result of the Hymn (Stoma) accrues to

the singer himself*

qi f^f^*FWcTT feipHn^ II \\ II

The quarter that one is going to praise, that

quarter he ought to reflect upon. (11)

Coin,—One ought to reflect upon the presiding

Deity, &cM of the quarters which he is going to

praise*
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^ ?r q^m- vmn-- sgffiifa

II ^ »

Lastly, having approached himself, he ought to

sing the praise, thinking of his desire, without

making mistakes. Quickly will be fulfilled for him
the desire, desiring which he would sing the praise,

—yea, desiring which he would sing the praise. (12)

Com.—At the end,— after he has duly-

reflected upon the 8Qmu
%
&cM the singer-priest

should approach himself, — Le,, reflect upon himself

with reference to his family name, &c„ and then

sing the praise. "Thinking of his desire," and
lfwithout any mistakes"—t*e., not making any
mistakes of accent and pronunciation, &c* And
thence for one who knows this, his desires become
fulfilled—the desires for the sake of which he
would sing the praise. The repetition is with
a view to show reverence (for the subject treated).

Thus ends the Third Khanda of the fiist Jdhy&ya.

ADHYA'YA I.

KHANDA IV.

One ought to meditate upon the syllable
lOm y

;

because one sings (beginning) with
l0m\ {Now

follows) its explanation. (1)
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Com—"The syllable 0??/, &c.,*' is repeated

again with a view to recall the sub]ect proper of

the discourse because it b?d been interrupted by the

mention of the meditation of the letteis of thr v/ord
" Udgttha and m order to arrest the attention

from going astray. Now begins the explanation of

the injunction that one ought to accomplish the

meditation upon the syllable treated of here,

endowed with the properties of immortality and
fearlessness.

% ^nf^q-clW-Tl fasjT qifrfl* Set ^7fa^T~
Sq^^T^^q- ^^S^T II \ II

The gods, fearing death, entered upon the

triadic knowledge. They covered (themselves)

with the metrical hymns And because they

covered (themselves) with them, therefore the

metrical hymns are called Chlanrfas. (2)

Com.—It is explained that the gods did when
they were afraid of death, / e.

y oi the killer. They
entered upon triadic knowledge, they commen-
ced the performance 'of actions prescribed m th&

Vedas, thinking this to be a protection against

death. And fuither, m the course of an action,

they continued to do /apa and homa with the

metrical hymns not used m that particular action
,

and thereby covered themselves. And because they

covered themselves by means of the metrical hymns,
therefore these hymns, are called " Chhandan"

3T3 m g?gfcr qftqsSft^ si-

ft q^ft
I
S 3 fiRafl^f ^riRT wfcr ttifa

'

m w \ \\
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Then jiut aa> one would ^ee a fish m water, so
did Death observe the ^ods m Eik, Suma and Vrrjus*

And tiie ^ods knowing tLis, rose from Z?*/m Fajws,

S<>"hf, and entered the SVwr (})

( 'nm>—Just as in tlio w odd, hshermen *ee the

fiVf in water, not vf ry aeep, thinking the fish to be

easii> accessible by mean > of n^hing-hooks and
di tailing of water so did Death see the gods, that is

to sct^ ,—Death thought the &ods to be easily acces-

sible by moans of the neglect of actions. It is now
explained where he saw the gods ; In the Rtk, tjthtur

and JTf/ju^ j

—
"i*** , in action connected with i??/c,

Stlma and Vttjus. And fbe j»od**, having purified

t^mselv ,s by vinhc actions and having themselves

duly purified,—understood the motive of Death.

Andha\nig understood it, tuey separated them-
selves from and rose above the actions prescribed in

the ft)g-v&da, Yw]ur-veda and ftama-veda. That is

to ^ay. finding it hopebss to be fjee from the fear

of death by means of such actions,—they had
recourse to the reliable, called Svara, which is

endowed with the properties of immortality. That
is to say, they became engaged in meditation upon

the syllable
1 OmS The evo (in " Svaiamtva") has

a restrictive sense, and serves to preclude the

possibility of the illusion of others , the meaning
being that they became engaged m the meditation

of this syllable alow*.

fl II 8 II
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When one gets (learns) the Rik, he loudly

pronounces ' Om *
; the same with Sarna and Yajus.

And this *Svma* (accent) is this syllable, the

immortal and fearless. Having entered this, the

gods became immortal and fearless, (4)

Com.—It is now explained how the syllable Om
comes to be signified by the word " Svara "

. When
one acquires the Rik, he loudly utters ' Om *

; so

with Sd?na and Yajus The " Svara " is that which
is the syllable Om, the immortal and fearless.

Having entered this, the gods acquired its proper-

ties, i.e., became immortal and fearless.

He who, knowing this, praises this syllable,

enters the same syllable, the " Suara the im-

mortal and free from fear ; and having entered it,

he becomes immortal, 3ust as the gods are immor-
tal. (5)

Com*—Whoever else knowing this, praises this

same syllable, endowed with the properties of
immortality and fearlessness ,~~by ' praise ' here is

meant meditation,—enters into the same syllable,

the
4

Svara, * immortal and fearless* And when he-

'has once entered there, then in the case of the

supreme B? ahman, there is no distinction of greater

or less proximity (or closeness of relation) with it ;

as in the case of people entering a king's palace,

there is the distinction of greater or less proximity.

Consequently, the immortality by which the afore-* «

said person becomes immortal is the same immor-
tality whereby the gods become immortal—?, e.K
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there U no difference of greater or less degree in the

case of immortality,

Thus ends the Fourth Khanda of the First Adhydya.

ADHYATA I.

KHANDA V,

m ®% v 3ffter- mft ^ : to: h 3*{ta

Wow verily that which is the udqUha is the

Pranava
, and that which is Pianava is the udgitha*

This sun is the udgitha^ and also Pranava ; because

he (the sun) goes along pronouncing ' Om \ (1)

Com.—Having discarded the aforesaid medita-

tion of udgitha, as qualified by the notions of

Breath and Sun with regard to it,—and subsequently

having mentioned the identity of udgitha and
Pranava,—the S?*ut? now begins to explain the

meditation in thiB identity of the syllable as

qualified by a differentiation of Breaths and Rays
(t. e., distinction of the Breath in the mouth from
the other Breaths and the distinction of the Rays
from the sun),—such meditation leading to the ac-

quirement of many sons. Now, verily, udgitha is

Pranava ; that which is called " Pranava " in the

Rig~v§da is signified by the word {t

udgitha, " in

the Ohhandogya (i.e., S&ma-vMa).
'* This sun verity is the udgttha % he is Pranava "

—That is to say, in the Rig-vMa too, it is the

^sun only and nothing else, that is signified by the
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word "Pranava." The sun is udgitfia ,
why 9

Because he moves along, pronouncing the syllable

*Om
f

which is called "urfgUha" "Suaran" is explained

as 'pionouncing,' because veibal roots have various

significations , or it may mean 'going'* Therefore

the sun is udqitlm.

f%ibRra I) ^ il

To Him did I sing, theiefore, thou art my only

one, thus said K&ushitaki to his son, 'do thou reflect

upon the rays, then wilt thou have many (sons).'

This with icfnrence to the gods. (2)

Com.—Before Him did I sing,

—

ue.* having

identified the Sua with his rays, I meditated upon
Him- For this reason, thou art my only son,™
Kaushitaki, the son of KusJiitaka, said Lhis to his

son. Therefoie, do thou leflecfe upon the ray a end
the sun, as distinct (from one another). The form
^panjfivuitaijidCd*' is due to its being related to

'HvamJ
1
' "Thus wilt thou have many sens." This

with leferenoe to the gods.

^F%f?f II \ II

ISTow with reference to the body: one ought to

meditate upon the Breath in the mouth, as udgtthu

because it moves along pronouncing *Om\ (3)

Com*—'After this is described that with refer-

ence to the body " one ought to meditate upon the. -

Breath m the mouth as the udgitha"*~~Thi& is to be

explained as before. Because this, Breath, also.
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moves along pronouncing 'Om\ -that is go say, the

Breath m the mouth pronounces *Om\ giving

permission, as it were, for the Speech, &c, to

function ; and at the time of death, people getting

jueaf the dying person, do not; bear this pronuncia-

tion of Cm by the Breath of the dyme: man. From
analogy v?fj infer thai tho pronunciation of 'Qm*
ny the sun too its only in the way of permission.

il « II

To him did I in^ , cfcereroir ttfion aiL my only

one , thus aaid KausMtflkj to his son: "Bo thou sing

to die Breaths manifold, so that thou rnayst

have many/' (I)

Cohu —To him did 1, &'j , before. Therefore,

thou must ihink of the Breath m the Mouth
as wtll a«i Speech, &c, as tho u>h/itha qualified

by diifeientiations . and should mentally sing

to them as various and manifold. The form

tidhyar/atat is to be explained as uvarzaynt as

above. So that I may have many softs—with this

molive (thou should ^ing) Inasmuch as the idea

of udgttha being the single Breath (the Breath

in the mouth as identical with all other Breaths)

and the single sun (considered as identical

with the rays), results in the obtaining of a single

son—it is faulty and as such discarded; consequent-

ly, one ought to think of the difference of the rays

•(from the sun) and of Breaths (fiom one another, is

enaomcd m this section, as resulting m many
^ons.
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li ^ It

Now, verily that which is udgfflia is Pranava,

and that which is Pranava is udgttha, (If one knows
this) then from the seat of the Hotri priest all mis-

singing is rectified,—yea is rectified* (5)

Com.—The identification of Pranava and udgttha

has already been explained ; the result of this

is now laid down: " Eotrishadana" is the place,

sitting m which the Hotri priest gives instructions*

'From the seat of the Hotri priest* means 'from the

duties of the Hotri priest rightly performed be*

cause from a mere place no result could follow.

What follows from this is that whatever is in-

correctly sung

—

i.e , whatever mistake is committed

by the uclg&tn priest, in the due performance of his

duties—is rectified
;
just as medication rectifies the

discrepancies of the humours (of the body).

Thus ends the Fifth Khanda of the Fitst Adhyuya*

ADHYATA I.

KHANDA VI.

This is Rik ; and fire is Sdma. This Sdma rests

on that Bik ; therefore, the Sdma is sang as resting „

on the Jfftfr, This is
l

Sd
1

and fire is * ama,' and that"

makes 'Sdma.' (1)
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Cowz.—Now, is laid down another method of

meditation on udgitka, for the accomplishment of

all ends. Tins Eatth is jRtft.—t.e,, one ought to

think of Rtk as the Earth. In the same manner,
Fire is Sdma, neM one ought to think of Sdma as

fire. It is now explained how Eai th and Fire have the

character of Rik and Sdma respectively. This Sdma
named * fire

1

rests on the Rtk in the shape of this

Earth,— it is located upon this, 3ust as the Sdma
does on Rik* It is for this reason, that even now
the fitfwm-singers sing the Sdma as resting upon Rik.

Just as Rik and Sdma do not absolutely differ from

one another, so also do the Earth and Fire. How is

that? This Earth indeed is * 86 *

—

ue., denoted by

the first half of the word * Soma 9 and the Fire fa

* ama% s.e., signified by the other half of the same*

Thus, the two, Fire and Earth, being signified by

the same word 'Sdma, * constitute 'Suma*' Therefore,

the two Earth and Fire, do not differ from each other

absolutely, and are mutually interlaced, just like

Rtk and Sdma* And for this reason, to Earth and

Fire belong the characters of Rtk and Set ma,—such

is the meaning. Some people explain the passage

:

<f This is S&, and Fire ama" as being for the purpose

of enjoining the thinking of the letters of the word
" Sdma", as Earth and Fire.

s^q*^* apt qfaefsr^r^ ?rr Hn^nrectcsrm \\\ \\

The sky is jfo/c, and the air Sdma ; this 5dma
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rests on that RiK ; theicfore, the Sama ib sting as

rebtmg on the Rik> The sky is ' S(V and the air

is 'S&ma'* and they constnuto Sama. (2)

The Heavca is Rih , and the sun is Sama. This

Sma a res 1*3 on that ,
therefore, this Senna is

sung as le&tmg on the Rik The Heaven is
4

Sa* and

the sun is *ama\ and they constitute
1

Sumo (3)

Com.—41
27n> s/vrzy ^s tte air Sama,' &c , is

to be explained as before.

II 8 II

The stars aie h'tk, and the moon Stun a, this

S'uua, rest 5 on that R>b , therefore, the Soma, is

sung as resting on the Rih ; the stars n/ *
* ut?,* and

the moon and they make up ' &uma\ (4)

CW —The moon is the lord of oil the stars;

hence it is called "Sthha*'"

II <\ II

How, the white light of the sun n /^/b ; and the

blue o;rc3ochng darkness is £M//ta. This rests

upon that Rile
,
therefore, this SWw sung as

resting upon that JRik (5)

Com.—That which is the white light m the sun
is Rth\ And that m the sun 5 which is extremely

blue or dark, is Sama. This (blackness m the sun)

is seen only by those whose sight (or mind) is well-

controlled.
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^cfc^ v«^r™ : gn* fern

The white light of the sun is * Sf>" and the bine

exceeding darkness 1 am a , thus, they make 1 Sumh '

Now, the golden person that is been in the sun,—
the person with golden beard and golden hair,—all

is golden, to the veiy tips of his nail*. (G)

Cbirt.—Those lights ot the sun, the white and
black, are 80 and Wtf'—thus making " S<tma\
Now, ts

the person inside the sun" who appears as if

made up of gold it is not possible for the God to

be made of gold
; firstly, because in that case, it

would not be possible for lum to have Sawn and Rik

for his joints, and to be free from evil. Foi, any-

thing made of gold, being inanimate, cannot be

touched by evil , and as such, it (.the evil) coiild not

be prohibited (with repaid to itX And secondly, be-

cause the person in the eye is not perceived to be so

(made ot gold). Therefore, the word *' ITironmuyn",

[golden) must be explained as an elliptical simile,

signifying " bright, ehuigent," (lit consisting of

light)* " The inter pi ptation of the following woids

also is similar. " Puiushe" (person) is that which

lies in the body (pun svte) or that which fills up

Kpiirayatt) the body. Such i person in the sun, who
is seen, by those whose e:;torior eye has been sup-

pressed (from activity) and whose minds are well

controlled, by such means as leading a life of

^studentship and the like (Brahmacharya, &c).

Inasmuch as even of one v ho is bright, the beard

and hair might be black, it (the shape of these in
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the Solar Person) is specified :
" with golden beard

and golden ,hair
u
—i*e.> his beard and hair are also

effulgent (i.e., consist of light only), "Pranakka" is

the tip of the nail ; all (his limbs), to the very tips

of the nails, are
tc golden"— i eM consist of light.

ifc U vs U

His eyes are bright like red lotus ; and His

name is u<\ He has risen above all evil. He verily

rises above all evil, who knows this. (7)

Com.—Of this person of golden colour, there is

a further peculiarity m the eyes. How ?
t£

A'm, of

the monkey"—A'sa A'si,to sit + glum, instrumental.

'A'sa means that portion of the monkey's back on

which it sits. And the eyes of that person is bright

like the lotus which is like the seat of the monkey.

Tnasmuch as the monkey's seat is compared to the

lotus to which the eyes are compared, the simile

cannot be said to be lower than the dignity of the

eyes. Of this Person, endowed as He is with the

aforesaid qualities, the secondary name is "272".

Why secondary ? Because this God (Person) has

risen above all evil and its effects It will be ex-

plained later on, that "this Self is free from evil,

&c.,&c." (Udtta = ui + ita, gone or risen above). For
this reason, He is named " Ut\ One, who knows m
the aforesaid manner this person, named " uV\

endowed with the aforesaid properties, he too rises

above all evil.
(tBa fl and " Vd" are mdeclinabeK

signifying certainty, the meaning being it is certain

that he rises, &c,
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Of Him, Eik and SW/wa are joints , therefore is

He udgithcu Hence (is the priest called)
4

Udgtd/i*

inasmuch as he is the singer (gdtd) of this (person*

named 4

UV). He is the lord of the worlds beyond

that, as also of the desires of the gods. This with

reference to gods. (8)

Com.— With a view to explain that the aforesaid

god is udgttha, just like the sun, &c > it is declared*
" Of Him Rik and Sdma aietlie joints As the

God is the Self (essence) of all, inasmuch as He is

the lord of the desires of all the worlds, high and

low,—it is only reasonable that He should have Rik

and &1ma % in the shape ofthe Earth and Fire, for

His joints , also because He is the source of all.

And since He is named " Ut " and has Rik and

Sdma for his joints, therefoie, He is mystically

called " Udgftha
"—the God being fond of things

mystic~~this name being suggested by the fact of

His having Rik and Sdma for hia joints. Such is

the meaning of the sentence,
tv

therefore He is

Udgithu" For this reason is the priest called
** udgdtd '\ the singer of Ut Because he is the

singer [gala) of this God named *' Ut n
, therefore

is " Udgdtd " the well-known name of the Udgdtn
priest. This god, named " Ut " is the lord of all

the worlds that are beyond

—

i.e<, absve—that, i.e.,

.the Sun. The particle
M
Cha "implies that He is

not only the lord of these (worlds), but He also

^upholds (or supports) them,*—as declared in such
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manttas as
u He upheld this Earth and the Heaven,"

&c, &g. And further " Tie is the lord of the dc&ires

of the gods " " Thib with reference to gods u <?.,

we have described the form of the god " udgttha

with regard to gods.

Thus ends the Siith Khamla of Adhy&ya I,

ADHYATAL

KHANDA VII.

Now, with reference do the body Speech is

Sik, Breath is Senna This Sdma rests on that Rik,

therefore, the Sdma is sung as resting on the Rih.

Speech w 1

Sd
1 and Breath * <una * and that makes

4

Sdmti (1)

Ctom.—Bow, we explain that with reference to

the body " Speech is Rik and Breath Sdma" on
account of the similarity of position above and
below. By " Bieath " is meant the nose together

with the air (breathed), *' Speech is * Sd ' and
Breath is * ama\ &c.'\ as explained before.

The eye is Rtk, and the self is Stitna. This

ffima rests on that Rik\ therefore, the Sdma is sung
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as resting on the Rik The eye is * Sti ' and the self

* ama ' and that makes * Sdma \ (2)

Com.—"The et/ei& Rik and the self Suma*\hy

"atf/i'V here is meant the shadon -self; and this Sdma*

because it rests m the eye (as Sdma rests in Rife.)

The ear is 7?*&, and the mind is Mama* This

6'dmc? rest on that ffifc , therefore, the Sdma is sung
as resting on the Rik. The ear is 'Sd* and the mind
*ama\ and that makes 'Sdma'. (3)

Co?ra.
—

"27te ear is Rtk and the mtnd Sdma:" the

mmd is "Btuna", because it controls the ear*

q^fcI^OT: p§ hi: ^q q^fR q?* sgcor rT^q-

r^Tiq || 8 II

Now, the white light of the eye is RiL, and the

blue extreme darkness is Sdma This Sdma rests

on that R\k ;
therefore, the is sung as resting

on the RiL> The white light of the eye is *Su* and
the blue extreme darkness 'ama' and that makes
(Sdma: 9

(4)

Com - "The white light of the eye is Eik*\ and

the blue extreme daikness,—like that in the sun,*—

which is the substratum of vision, is Sdma*

^mmm ctW W\ cfeq q^gcq qj^gcq ffcqt

^M q^W™ II <\ II

4
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Now, the person who is seen in the eye,—He
is Elk* He is Sama> He is Uktha, He is Yajus, He
ib Brahman. Of this (person) the form is the same
as the foj.m of that (person) ; His joints are the

same as those of the other, and His name is the

same as that of the other, (5)

Com.—-"The person that is seen in the Eije"\ &c,
ab before. This is the Rile with reference to the body,

and speech, &c M and the Earth, &c, are so, with

reference to gods. It is well-known that Rik consists

of letters composed in metrical lines , the same is

the case with Senna, Or, being mentioned with
"Uktha," 'Samd may mean the 'Stolra

7 hymn;
"Uktha" is the 'Sash a* hymn, and different from

this is Yajus—all such sentences as end m 'Svdha*

'Svuflha
9 'Vashat\ &c, are Yctjus ; and all this is

this (person) , because he is the essence (self) of all,

and the source of all, as we have already explained

(before) "He is Brahman" means that He is the three

Vedas , inasmuch as what form the subject of the

present discourse are Rih, &o, "Of this person m the

eye, the form is the same, &c," refers the aforesaid

form to the present case. What is it? The same as

the form of that,—i.e., of the person in the

sun , that is to say, the ^golden colour", &a,
mentioned above with reference to gods. The joints

of this Person m the eye are the same as the

joints of that Person in the sun. His name
is the same as the name of that Person m the sun

—viz., " Uf* and
41

UcJgftha\ If it be urged that

"inasmuch as there is difference of position, and

there are references of the form, properties ancf

name (of the one to the other), and as the objects of
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control are laid down as different,—there must be a

diffei*ence between the Person in the sun and that

in the eye",—(we reply) not so ; because, it is not

possible for one and the same (meditator) to be

both, one by (medicating upon) that (person in the

sun) and another by (meditating upon) this (peibon

m the tyej. That is uo say, the meditator of the

person m the sun becomes the lord of the worlds

beyond the sun , and the meditator on the person m
the eye becomes the lord of the world lower down;

now, for one and the same meditator, it is not

possible to acquire cwo different forms
,

therefore,

the person m the eye must bo held to be the same

the person m the sun. It it be argued that " one

and the same thing may hare a dual form through

its becoming divided two-fold,—as will be declared

later on that 'he becomes one-fold, he becomes

three-fold, &cV'—then (we reply) not so : since it is

not possible of a single sentient being, which is

im partite, to be divided. Therefore, it mubt be

admitted that that with reference to gods and that

with reference to the body are one and the same.

The reference of form, &c., which you have

asserted to be the grounds of difference, do not

imply any difference. What they do is only to

preclude any doubts as to these two being different

"on account of the difference of their positions.

m $ ct cfFrra m^m- i $ n

Of all the worlds that are beneath that (the

©ye), He is the lord, as also of the desires of men.
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Therefore, those that sing to the lyre sing Him
alone and hence they obtain wealth. (6)

Com.—" 8a &sha"—the person m the eye* Of
all the words that are below this self with refetence

to the body, He is the lord, as also of all desires in

connection with men. Therefore, those that sing

to the lyre smg Him alone ; and because they sing

the Lord, therefore, they become endowed with

wealth,

s § ^\^m<m £re>w «maifcr «r

II V9 H

He who knowing this, sings Sdmo, sings to

both. Through that (person in the sun), he obtains

the worlds beyond that (sun), and the desires of the

gods. (7)

Com.—One who, knowing this—ue
, knowing

the aforesaid god * Vdqttha*—-sings a SCtma, then

he sings to both the peison m the sun, as well as

the peison in the eyp. The result accruing to such

a knower i c described. On who knows this obtains

the worlds that are beyond that (sun), and also the

desires of gods ,—that is to say, after having become

the god m the sun, &c, &o,

And through this (person in the eye), one

obtains the worlds that are beneath this (the eye).
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and also the desires of men. Therefore, verily,

the udgdtn priest, knowing this, should hay the

following (to the saerificer). (8)

*What desire shall I obtain for thee, by singing?*

He becomes capable of obtaining desires by

singing, who, knowing this, sings a SCnna,—yea

sinsjs a Sumiu (9)

Com.—Through this—person in the eye*—one

obtains the worlds baneath the eye, and also the

desires of men ;-—that is to say after he has become

the person in the eye. Therefore, the udgdtn priest

knowing this should address tho sacriJicer, and ask

him "What desire, object, shall T smg out for thee?"

since the udcjatu priest, knowing this, becomes

capable of accomplishing a desirable end by means

of singing, Who is so capable ? One, who knowing

this, sings the Sarua. The repetition (in the end) is

with a view to indicate the end of the (treatment

of) meditation (on the udgttha).

Thus ends the Seventh Khanda of Adhydya L

ADHYA'YA h

KHANDA VIII.

There were three (persons) well-versed in

udgttha, Silaka SaLtvatya, Chaikitftyana Dftlbhya

and Pravahana Jaivali They said :
" We are well*
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versed m ttdgttha , iet us have a discussion on

udgitha" (1)

Oonu—The syllable
4 Om " being capable of

being meditated upon m various ways, the sruii

introduces another method of its meditation, result-

ing in the highest (happiness.), The story is intro-

duced with a view to make the comprehension (of

the subject) easy. " Three'
1

, t>e. } three in number.
* jHa,

,f

signifies tradition, Such is the tradition*"—

•

"They were well-ve?sed m theudgttha*—iw.
t
efficient

in the knowledge of udgUha.—tha.t is to say, among
certain persons congregated in a certain place, at a

certain time, and for a certain purpose, these were

the three versed m it ; for* certainly m the

whole world, these three alone could not have
been knowing the udgttha , and we hear of such

persons as TIshasfci, J&nasruti, Kaikeya, &c > bemg
almost omniscient. Who were these three ? Silaka,

the son of Salavata,-the son of Chikitayana, among
the descendants of Dalbha (or this person may have
been known as the son of two men, Ohikifeayana

and Dalbha),—and Pravahana, the son of Jtvah.

These three persons said: " We are known to be

well-versedm udgitha ; therefore, if you all permit,

we shall have some discussion on udgttha—i.e., we
shall consider the udqiiha, m the way of questions

and answers." And by a discussion among people

versed in it, there would be a destruction of all mis-

taken notions, appearance of fresh cognitions, and
removal of doubts. Therefore, it is advisable to

bring together people knowing a subject—such is

the signification of the story. We find such meeting
of Silaka, &c, in the present instance.
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?cfT# ^"cIT mpwf^rNr* STPTPfifa H ^ I

They said 'yes,' and sat down. Then Frav&hana

Jaivah said'
4 You, sirs, speak firt-t , and I shall

listen to the words of two Brahmanas convers-

ing * m
Co?n.—Having said

4

'yes*\ they sat down. Then,

inasmuch as a king is more forward (than the rest),

Prav&hana Jaivali said to the other two: "Do you
both, revered one^, speak first," From the force of

the expression " two Brahmanas" it; appears that

the speaker was a King (Kshatriya). "I shall listen

to what you two say/* On account of the addi-

tion of
i(

speech " some people take it to imply
"words without any sense.*'

Then Silaka Salavatya said to Chaikitayana

D&lbhya : 'Well, may I question you V ' Do ques-

tion* he said. (3)

Cow,—Out of the two thus addressed Silaka

Sal&vafcya said to Chaikitayana Dalbhya : "If you
permit, 1 shall question you " , and being thus

addressed, the other replied, "Do question

'What is the essence of Sdma ? * He said,

' Tune'.
4 What is the essence of Tune* ' He said
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1

Breath \ * What is the essence of Breath V He
said

8

Food \ 'What is the essence of food ?

'

c Water ' (4)

Com*—Having obtained permi^ion he said:
(> What is the essence or substratum, or final

principle, of Sum a' 9 By 1 Sdma 9

here is meant the

udgitha, because it is this, that, as an object of

meditation, forms the subject of the present dis-

course ; and it will be said later on that " tulqitha is

the highest &c Being thus questioned, Dalbhya
said .

" Tune,"—because the Sdma consists of tunes;

and that of which a certain thing consists, is its

essence, or substratum, just as the jar» &c, have

clay for their substratum or essence. " What is

the essence of Tune v" He replied "Bieath /'—in-

asmuch as tune is accomplished by means of

breath; breath is its essence. "What is the

essence of Breath ?" He replied "Food,"—because

the breath rests on food, as declared by the Srutis,

''Breath dies up, without food,'* and "Food is the

string " What is the essence of food ? " He re-

plied " Watci —because food is produced out of

water*

4 What is the essence of water *' He said ' That
world.' * What is the origin of that world ?' He
said ' One ought not to carry (the Sdma) beyond the*- r

world of Heaven , we locate the Sdma in the world
of Heaven, since Sdma is praised as Heaven V (5L
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Conu—'What is the essence oj to ate/ v Re said
4
That world because it is from *' that world

"

(Heaven, that ram is produced). 'What is the

essence of that world tf

?
,

-~being tfur questioned,

Dalbhya said;
u Ho one should carry the essence of

Stnna beyond that world of Heaven, Therefoie, we
too locate the Sdnut in the woild of Heaven , that

is to say, we recognise the Stnna as resting in

Heaven ; inasmuch as Soma is praised as " Hea-

ven,"—m such Srutis as " The $Awa-VMa is the

world of Heaven/'

Then Silafca Salavatya wild to Chaikitayana

Dalbhya .

fi

* Your Soma, verily, 0 Dalbhya is not

completely established. If now, ^ome one were to

say your head shall fall ojf\ sw cly your head would

fallorf." (6)

Com.—Silaka Salavatya sain to Chaikitayana

Dalbhya
i%

Your Sum a is not completely eslabhsh-

€d#"--that is to say,
11 you have not mentioned

its final essence, the highest " * V<£ recalls the

scripture (with regard to Soma), as does also
{

Kila\

If some knower of Sdma, not tolera Ling such inade-

quate treatment, 'were, at this time, lo say e

since

you wrongly know the incomplete Soma to be

completely established, on account of the fault of

making such an assertion, your head shall fall off,

* •—then, since you have committed sach a fault your

head would fall off, undoubtedly , though I do not

gutter any such imprecation,—such is the meaning.
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Objection .
" If he committed a fault for which his

head would fall off, it should have fallen even with-

out another person saying so ; and if it did not fall

off without such saying, it would not fall off even

on some one saying so. Otherwise, (if even with-

out a fault, one's head could fall off merely on

account of some one saying so, then) such assertion

by others would bring about the approach of (the

results of) actions not performed, and the destruc-

tion (of tha effects) of those performed," Reply *

This objection does not stand , inasmuch as the

actions performed whether good or bad, depend, for

the manifestation of their results, upon the agen-

cies of place and time* In the same manner, the

ignorance, which is the cause of the falling off of

the head, depends upon the agency of another

person's declaration.

"Well then, may I learn this from you, Sir ?
,f

He said
f Learn/ 'What is the essence of that world?*

He said
1

This world • 'What is the origin of this

world He said
1 One ought not to cairy the Santa

beyond this woild as its i*est. We locate the Stlma

in this woild as its rest * for Soma is oxtolled as

'rest: (7)

Com.—Being thus addressed, DUlbhya said.\

"Well, may I learn from you on what the Sdma
rests?" S&Uvatya replied - "Learn it.'* "What is the
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essence or substratum of that world'*?—being thus*

asked by Dalhhya, vSalavatya replied "This world",

—since this world supports that world (Heaven) by
means of sacrifices, gifts, offerings* &c0 &s declared

in the Sruti : 'Thus the gods live upon gifts*; and
further it is a perceptible fact that this earth is the

support of all creatures ; tberefoie, of Sama also,

this world is the rest (or support;. Being asked
"What is the substratum of this world ?" Sulavatya

said "One ought not to carry the Sumu beyond
this world, as its rest

;
hence, we locate the SOma

in this world, as its rest ; because, Suma is extolled

as test"—so says the Siufu "This ("Larth) is the

Jtathantara {BQmaV*

To him said Pravahana Jaivah : "Your Sama
verily O Saldvatya. has an end. And if any one

were now to say your head shall fall vjf, surely your

head would fall off.*' " Well then, may I learn this

from you sir ?" He said " Learn." (8)

Com,—When he had said this, Pravahana

Jaivah said to him :
tS 0 Saiavatya, your Sama (the

Earfch)hasan end (is perishable)
4

', fee, &c, as

before. Then Balavatya said :" Well then, may I

learn it from you, sir?" He replied "Learn it.
1
' And

being thus permitted, Saiavatya asked (him).

Thus ends the Eighth Khanda Adhyaya L



ADHYAYA I.

KH VNDA IX,

What is the essence of this world ?
,! " He said,

A'kdsa for, all these creatures are produced from
A'kdsa and return into A'kdsa* Because? A'kdsa is

greater than these , therefore A'kOsa is the sub-

stiatum. (1)

Com*— 1

TI7*a£ is the essence of this world 9
9

A'kdsa,' replied Frav&hana,—by A'kdsa is meant

the supreme Self, as declared m the Sruti, " He is

A'kdsa by name/* The production or creation of all

creatures is Its work , and in it do all creatures

become dissolved. As will be declared later on :

" It created Light ; Light in the Supreme Deity,

&c0 &C." All these creatures-—movable and immov-
able—are produced out of A'kdsa m the order of

Light, food, &c.)—by its innate energy, " They
ieturn into A'kdsa 1 e., at the time of Universal
Dissolution, return to It, in the reverse order.

Because 'Akdsa is gi eater than all these creatures,. -

therefore It is the supreme substratum (essence) of

all these creatures, at all times
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This is the udgitha, highest and best , this is

endless* He who, knowing this, mediates upon
udgttha, the highest and be?t, has what is highest

and best, and he wins the highest and best

worlds. (2)

Com,—This is the highest of the high and best

of the good, udgitha,— i.e., the fully equipped

Supreme Self Hence, It is endless, without an end.

One who, thus knowing this to be the highest and

best Supreme Self, without an end, meditates upon
the highest and best udgitha,—to him accrues the

following result . the life of such a knower becomes

high and excellent,—this is the visible gam ; and

the invisible gain is that he wins the high and

excellent, gradually impiovmg worlds up to the

Brahmic A'kasa* These results acciue to one who,

knowing this, meditates upon udgitha.

^ ii \ ii

Atidhanva Saunaka, having taught this to

TJdara S&ndilya, Raid • " As long as, among your

descendants, they will know the udgitha, their life

will be higher and better than ordinary lives." (3)

Com.—And further, knowing this udgitha

Atidhanv^, the son of Sunaka, taught this doctrine

of the udgitha to his disciple Udara Sandilya, and
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said :
" So long as, in the line of your descendants,

they (your descendants) will know this udgitha,

their life will be higher and better than the lives

that are ordinarily known.

4 And so will tueii fctafce in that other world be/

One who thus knows and meditates,—his life m
this world becomes the highest and best, and so all

his state in that other world—yea m that other

world. (4)

Com.—" And m the other invisible world, their

state will be the highest and best "—so said Atid-

hanvA. Saunaka to Udara Sandilya. In order to

remove the doubt—that " though such results would

accrue to the great ones of old, yet they could not

belong to us of this cycle* '—it is added that even

now, one who knowing this meditates upon the

udgitha,—his life m tins world will be the highest

and best , and so will his state be in that other

world.

Thus ends the Ninth Khanda of Adhydya I.



AOHYATA I

KH4NDAX

When these Kurus had been destroyed by
thunder and hail, TMiasti Oh^krdyana, with his

oMlu-wife, lived, m a deplorable condition, m the

village of the possessor of elephants. (1).

Com.—In connection with meditation on
wlgtthit) one ought also to meditate upon the

"Prastava"— " Pratihara "j and with a view to

explain this, the present Khauda begins The story

is meant to make the comprehension (of the subject)

easier. When the crops m the Kuru country had
all been destroyed by thunder and hail, and conse-

quently famine had set m, Ushasti, the son of

Chakrayana, together with his wife who had not

reached womanhood, lived in Jbhyagr&ma (i.e., the

Gr&ma or village, belonging to Ibhaya' or one who
possesses elephants), " vi a fteplorable condition"

i e„ arrived at the last stage of deplorabihty m the

house of somebody.

He begged food of the possessor of elephants,

who was eating beans. He (the possessor) said to
9
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him " I have no other (food) than thew, which are

put up before me," (2)

Com —Wandering about in search of food, fear-

lessly went over to the Master of Elephants who
was eating beans of an infenor quality, and begged

his food of him. The Master of Elephants said to

Ushasti. "I have got no beans save those that are

being eaten by me and are impure (or stale), that

have been thrown into this plate of mine. So, what
can I do Then Ushasti replied.

<$rqf ft ^tfrr ??fam aiwr

I ft q\c(K^7Tf?fcf 3>R II \ II

"Give me out of these" he said He gave them

to him. "Be said 'Well, here is water?' He replied *

'I would be drinking something left by another

(and hence impure),' (3)

Com.—"Out of these "
i. e., these,

14

give me"'

he said. These, tin Mastei of Elephants, gave to

Ushastz.
41 Take this water near me to drink "

—

being thus addressed he (Ushasti) said :

*' If I will

drmk out of this, I will be drinking something left

by another and hence impure." Being thus address*

ed, the othex said

SfaR ^ 3<4«MRfaRl SI 8 II

"Are not these also left over and impure 9" He
replied:*' I will not live, if I do not eat these

,

while as for a drink of water, I can get it whenever
I like/

5

, (4L

Com*— " Are not these beans also impure
On this, Ushasti said - "If I do not eat these
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beans, I will not live ; whereas I can get a drink of

water whenever I like- The meaning of this is

that one, who is endowed with knowledge and
fame, and capable of helping himself and others,

—

if such a one, falling under the aforesaid deplo-

rable condition, should do such a thing (eat

unclean food), no demerit touches him. A mean
action is faulty ,

only when it is performed even

while there are actions that are not mean, and which

would as easily save one s life *that is to say,

under this latter circumstance if some one were to

perform such mean actions, being proud of his

knowledge, then a fall into hell would be sure to

follow- These meanings are implied by the inser-

tion of the word " pradranaka " (m a deplorable

condition).

Having eaten them, he gave the remainder to

his wife. She had eaten before ; and having taken

them, she kept them away, (5)

Com.—Having eaten them, he gave the re-

mainder to his wife, having been moved to pity for

her. She, the child-wife had obtained food, before

getting the beans. Still, m keeping with the

character of (good women), she did not reject the

beans, but took them from her husband's hands
and laid them aside.
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Next morning, on awaking, he said ;

* s
Alas, if

I could get something to eat, I would get a little of

wealth : The king here is going to perform a sacri-

fice ; and he should appoint me to all the priestly

offices." (6)

Com,—He, knowing what she had done, having
risen from sleep m the morning, spoke out, within

the hearing of his wife: "Alas, if I could get even a

little to eat, then having eaten it, and become strong

enough, I would go and obtain a little wealth,

and then we would have a living." He shows the

reason of his hope for wealth. " This king, not

very far from here, is going to perform a sacrifice."

The Atmanepada in " Yakshyate " " is due to the

fact of the king being the sacrificer to whom its

result would accrue.*' And the king, having found

a fit person in me, would appoint me for the

performance of all the priestly duties in connection

with the sacrifice."

His wife said to him : O my lord, here are

those beans'. Having oaten them, he went over to

the sacrifice that was beiPg performed (7)

Com.—He having said this, his wife said to

him
* 4

Well, O my lord, take these beans, which

you had made over to me." Having eaten them, he

went over to the king's sacufice, which was being

performed (or laid out) by the priests,

!! £ II
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There sat down, in the orchestra, near the

Udgdtn priests, who were going to sing out hymns
of praise. H« said to the Prastotri-priest, (8)

Com*—Having gone there, he went over to the

Udgatri-priests in the orchestra— i.e., that m which
praises are sting and sat near them. Having sat

down he said to the Prastotri- priest.

O Pra«itotri, if, without knowing the Deity that

belongs to the Prastava, thou dost sing it, thy head
will fall off.

'

(9)

Com.—" O PxMhtotn* &c " are meant to attract

attention. The Deity that belongs to the singing

of the? Prast ivar—if, vithont knowing tins Deity of

the Frastava, thou dost sing it, before me, who
know it, then thy head will fall orf.

11
Before me"

—This 13 addt-d because if the head were to fall off

even in his absence, then such persons, as know only

the action (and not the secret of its Deity* &O.J
would not be entitled to any actions. And this

would not be right ; inasmuch as we do find actions

being performed by persons knowing only the

action (and not its meaning, and secondly

\

because we find the sruti laying down the ''Southern

Path
3
' (for those who do not know the secret

meanings); for certainly, if persons ignorant of the

secret meaning were not entitled to actions, then

the sruii would mention the ''Northern Path" only.

«*®qt can it be said that the
11
Southern Path" is

mentioned with regard to only such actions as are

prescribed m the sruhs (the "Northern Path"
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referring to actions prescribed in the Veda):—
because of such sruhs, as " by means of sacrifices

and gifts, fee." And further " after having been

thus exhorted by me" clearly shows that the

ignorant are debarred from priestly duties, only in

the presence of a learned person, and not in every

case, such as those of Agnihotra^ actions prescribed

in srutis* study of the Veda and the like because

we find the Veda permitting certain such actions (to

be performed by the uninitiated). Thus, it is

established that even those that know only the form

of the action, are entitled to its performance.

jpn*?fa % frqfMifr il ?
o

II

In the same manner, he addressed the Udg&tri

priest :
*0 Udg&tri, if without knowing the Deity

that belongs to udgftha thou dost sing it, thy head

will fall off.' In the same manner, he addressed the

Pratihartri- priest :
*0 Pratihartri, if without know-

ing tbe Deity that belongs to the PratiMra, thou

shouldst sing, thy head will fall off.' They stopped

and sat down in silence. (10. 11)

Com.—In the same manner, he addressed the

Udgatri priest and the Partihartri-pnest. The rest*

is similar to what has gone before* "They"—the
Prasfotri-pnesf, &c.—" stopped,"^., desisted froni
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their respective action*, for fear of their heads

falling off, and sat down m silence, without doing

anything else.

Thus ends the Tenth Khanda of Adhynyn L

ADHYA YA I.

KHANDA XI.

m %4 ^j^wr wwg f¥^M>3~

Then the sacriflcer said to him 1 should like

to know you, Sir.' He said .
' I am ITshasti Ciutkra-

yana.' ^)

Com —After this, the sacrifice^ the king,

addressed him . 'I should like to know you, res-

pected sir,' Being thus addressed, he said '

1 am
Ushasti Chakrayana, a name, which you may have

heard/

He said .
' Sir, T looked for you, for all these

priestly offices , and not finding you I appointed

others.' W
Com --The sacriflcer said: "Indeed, I did hear

of you, as endowed with many qualities, and hence

I looked out for you for all these priestly duties ;

"and having searched you, and not having found you

I have appointed others.'*
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But now, Sir, please take up all priestly dutub.

'Very well , let these, with my permission, sing the

hymns of praise. But as much wealth as you give

to them, so much give to me also/ The sacriflcer

said M very well.
8
' (3)

Com*—"Even now, Sir, do please accept thf»

priestly offices." Being thus addressed, Ushasti

said : "Very well, but let these,—that had been

appointed by you previously,-—-being gladly per-

mitted by me, sing the hymns of praise. But you

must do this. This wealth that you give to all of

these Prastotri and the rest,-—that much wealth you

must give to me." Being thus addressed,the sacriflcer

said "very well/'

Then the Prastotri-priest approached him (and

said) " Sir, you said to me, '0 Prastotri, if, not

knowing the Deity belonging to the Prastava, thou

dost sing it, thy head will fall of which is that

Deity r (4).

Oom*—Having heard this assertion of Ushasti,

the Prastotri-priest respectfully approached Ushasti^
" O Prastotri, &cM you had said to me. Now, which
is the Deity that belongs to the Prastava"
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He said * Breath/ For all these creatures

merge into Breath alone, and from Breath alone do

they nse. This is the Deity belonging to the

Prastava ; and if, without knowing this, thou hadst

sung it, thy head would have fallen olf, after thou

hadst been warned by me. (5)

Corn.—Being thus asked, he said " Breath/
1

It

is true that Breath is the Deity of Prastava. How?
Because all creatures, moveable and immoveable,

merge into Breath, at the time of dissolution, and

again from Breath do they rise, at the time of the

creation. Therefore, this is the Deity belonging to

the Prastava , and if, without knowing thus, thou

hadst sung it, thy head would surely have fallen off,

after thou hadst been warned by me that 'thy head

will fall off.* Therefore, you did well to desist from

the action prohibited by me. Such is the meaning,

cFRT W ^cffe II % II

Then the Udgatri-priest approached him. "You,

sir, told me, TJdgatri, if, not knowing the Deity

belonging to the udgitha, thou dost sing it, thy head

will fall off,
4—which is that Deity?

1
' (6)

Com The Udgatri-pnest asked "which is that

Deity, which belongs to the udqiiha ?"

*
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He said 'The sun'
,

for, all these creatures sing

to the sun when It stands on high , this is the Deity

belonging to the ndgitha , and if, without knowing
this, thou hadst sung it, thy head would surely

have fallen off, after thou hadbt been warned by

me. (7)

Com —Being thus asked, he said "The sun
"

Because all these creatures sing praises of the sun,

when It is high above. (The sun is his Deity.)

Because of the similarity of ut (in " Vchchaiti and
" udgitha"), iust as from the similarity of p?a
(P? ana is the Deity of PrasUvci). This is the Deity,

as before.

Then the Pratihartri-pnest approached him.
* You, Sir, told me, 0 Pratibartai, if, without know-
ing the Deity that belongs to the Pratihara, thou

dost sing it, thy head will fall off/—which, then, is

that Deity, (8)

Com.—In the same manner the Pratihartri-

pnest approached him, and asked him " which is

the Deity that belongs to the Pratthdra
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H ^ ii

He said
4

Food' « for, all these creatures live,

when they partake of food , this is the Deity that

belongs to the Piatihdra » and if, without knowing
this, thou hadst sung it, thy head would surely

have fallen off, after thou hadst been warned by

me. (9).

Cow.—Being thus asked, he said
u Food "

; be-

cause all these creatures live, while they are taking

food for themselves. This the Deity that belongs

to the Praiihura. The rest up to " warned by me "

is similar to what has gone before. The meaning
of the whole of this Khanda is that one ought to

meditate upon the Deities of Prastdvti, Vdqttha and

Prafihdta, in the shape of Breath, Sun and Food
respectively.

Thus ends the Eleventh Khanda of Adhydya I.

ADHYA YA I.

KHANDA XII.

mm: #r 33*fta*ci5 ^T^^n m^^nm^
w^gpn*? Ii \ \\

Now then, the udqtfhu of the dogs, Baka
Dalbhaya or Glava Maitreya went out for the
study of the Veda, "

(l).
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Com.—In the last Khanda has been described

the deplorable state brought about by want of food*

—a state characterised by the eating of impure and
stale food. Hence m order to avoid this, with a

view to the acquirement of food, the sruti now
begins the treatment of the udgitha as seen by the

dogs. Baka, the 'son of Ddlbhya or Glava, the son

of Maitr^yi—the particle
£

eh

a

' has a collective

force, signifying that Baka was the son of two
fathers (and we accept this interpretation) be-

cause, as m actions, so in objects also, there can

be no alternative views , and further we also

have such srutts as' with two names, belonging

to two families," and we do actually come
across' cases of people entitled to cakes from both

families. Or the word " Va " may be simply taken

as facilitating the reading of the Veda, its significa-

tion being the disregard of the Bishi, due to the

mind being engrossed in the udgitha. In order to

study the Veda, he went outside the village, near a

river, m some quiet place. Since we find the

singular number in the verb " Udvavraja" therefore

we conclude that Baka and G-lava are two names of

one and the same Rishi The meaning is that sine©

the Sage awaited the tune of the udqftha of the gods,

his study must be bred to be urged by a desire to

obtain food.

Before him a white dog appeared , and other

dogs gathering round him, said :

1

Sir, sing food for

us, we are hungry/
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Com-—Pleased with his ^tudy, the Deity or the

Sage, taking the foim of a white dog, appeared
before him, with a view to help him This white

dog was surrounded by other smaller dogs ; and

they toid Lira "Sir, please sing

—

ijc , sing and obtain

—food for us/' This (allegoncally) implies that

Speech and the rest, partaking of food in the wake
of Breath, spoke to the Prealh in the mouth. Since

these,—speech, &o.—bang satisfied with the study,

would naturally help tin- -Breath m the mouth,

—

therefore it is only proper that we should interpret

the sentence as wo have doir\
u
Bt>uu&(> we arr

hungty."

He said to them •
* Gome to me here to-morrow

morning', Eaka Dalbbya or Olava Maitrey a watch-

ed (them). (3)

Com — Having been thus addre&sed. the white
dog said to the smallei dogs " Come to me to-

morrow in this very place." In
1

CJpasamtyata* the

length of the vowel is a vedic peculiarity, or it may
be an incorrect reading. The appointment of

morning as the time is with a view to show that

what he will sing is rightly done m the morning
;

because the sun, who is the supplier of food, is not

in our front m the afternoon. In the same place

Baka watched his coming

% 5 qS^ ^Wm^R *TRW CIV mv, WF$-
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Ju^fc as the priests, that are going to smg
praises by the Sahtshpavamana hymn, move along

joined to one another, so did the dogs move along*

Having sat down, they began to pronounce
l Heis* (4)

Com*—The dogs did corns to the Sage,—just as

m a certain sacrifice, the Udgatri-priests, that are

going to smg the 1 Bahishpavamana ' hymn, move
along joined to one another , so did the dogs move
along, holding in the mouth one another's tail. And
having thus moved along, they sat down and uttered

* Him!

\\\\\

Qrn, let us eat ! Om, let us drink 1 Om, may
the God Varuna, Prajapati, Savitri bring us food.

Lord of food, bring hnher food, yea bring it. (5)

Com.—" Om, let us eat f Om, let us drink

'vDeva" (god), so called because He shines ,

"Varuna," because he rams m the world ;"Praja-

pati," because He protects the people ; ''Savitri** is

one who brings forth everything, i.e., the Sun. May
the Sun, having so many names, bring us food.

Having done this, they again said .
" 0 Lord of

food*"—being the producer of all food, He is called

its 'Lord/ inasmuch as without his ripening

influence, no food is produced for any living

creatures : hence He is called "Lord of food",

"Bring hither food for us, yea bring it."—The
repetition is meant to show regard for the subject-

Thus ends the Twelfth Khanda of Adhyayu J.



ADHYA'YA I.

KHANDA XIII.

^ir^rnsftte. II \ II

This world is the syllable
%hdu\ the Air i« thfc

syllable
s

hnt' , the moon is the syllable ,
the

Self is the syllable 'iha* ; the fire is the syll-

able 'f. (D

Cto/M.—Inasmuch as meditation upon objects of

devotion is connected with parts of Sm/ia, -what are

explained next are other form-, of meditation,

spoken of collectively, with reference to the sylla-

bles of the 'Stobho,' which is another part of

Sctma , and they are all spoken of together, because

all of them form parts of the Stobha. "This world

is the syllable *hau\" which is a Stobhaknown in the

'Bathantai a
9 S&ma ; and this earth is the Ratkan-

tara , hence on account of this similarity of re-

lations, one ought to meditate upon the Stobha 'h&u*

as this world. "The Air is the syllable 'hat —Tho
syllable

t
hcn

t

is known m the 'Vumadevya* Sdma\

and the connection of Air and Water is the origin

of the ' Vamacttvya" Stima ; hence, on account of

this similarity, one ought to meditate upon the syll-

able 7uV, the Air. "The moon is the syllable

'atha' "
i\e.> one ought to meditate upon the syllable

'atha* as the moon , inasmuch as this world ?ests on
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food, and the moon consists of food , and also be-

cause of the similarity of the presence of
%

thu? and

a
9 m both {f 7 om atha is the same as the da m

'ChcuJra) Thz Si4f w the syllable W\ The

Stobha ilia' signifies peiceptibihty, hence the Self

is called 'tha? ,
an»l Jin a Stobha. On account of

this similauly "no ought to medif-ate upon the

syllable
l

ih(C as the Self). ' 'The Fue is V:" because

of the similarity consisting in the fact of all S&mctn

containing an i b*nng ^acred to fire

-$[\m genii fqpr fife \m $\%\\%%k: m\-

The Sun is the syllable
5

U* : Invocation is the

syllable
le\ the Vts^etleoas aie the syllable *aahoyi*\

Ptajapati is the sellable ' Inn \ Bieath is svara , the

food is * yd the syllable
1

m/g ' is Virat. (2)

Com— The sun is the syllable
1

u \ because

people sing to the sun when He is high above

(uchchwh), and ^he Sliobha is ' u \ since in the Sd?na

sacred to the sun, the Stobha is
1 u \ therefore the

sun is the syllable
4

u \ The Invocation is the

Stobha
4

£ \ since people call or invoke by saying
* come ' and there is similarity (with the

syllable ' e *). The Visvedevas are the syllable
4

auhoyi ' *\ because this Stobha is found in the

Sdma sacred to the Visvedevas ' Prajupati is the

syllable
4

IIui* " becdusa Prujdpabi is indefinable,

and the syllable
4

Ai/i ' too is indistinct.
u
Breath

is svara *\ 'sya? a* is a Stobha, and Breath is * svara

because it is the source of
1

svara ' (tune)* " Foodi.%

'yd' i. e; the Stobha ' yd * is food, because of the

similarity lying in the fact of this world moving by
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means of food* The Stobha 'vug' is
4

Vtrdt
7

which
may mean ' food ' or a particular Deity of that

name ; because this Stobha is found in the Sdmd
sacred to Vuat*

«faaffqfer. sire wti fa* II \ II

"[Indefinable Us the thirteenth Stobha—viz., the

indefinite syllable ' hun \ (3)

Com.— " Undefinable"— because not distinct,

and hence incapable of saying whether it is this or

that , and hence *' sunchata " — indefinite "—/. <?„

having only a shape assumed (according to the

exigencies of different sections of the Veda),

Which is this > The thirteenth syllable * hun \ As
this is indistinct it ought to be meditated upon
without having its peculiarity defined ;—such is the

sense of the sentence.

^*mng'Tfara ^qf-i^ || y ii

Speech yields to him the milks winch is the

milk of speech itself, and he becomes rich in food

and an rater of food—one v/ho thus knows the

secret doctrine of the Santas --yea knows the secret

doctrine of the Somas* (4)

Com.—The result of meditating upon the letters

of the Stcbha are now mentioned. Speech yields

the milk, &c." has already been explained One
who knows, as explained above, the secret doctrine

of the syllables of Stobha* which, forms part of Sa?na,

to him accrues tho result mentioned The repeti-

tion is to point out the end of the Atlhy&ya ; or it
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iLay be taken as pointing to the end of the explana-

tion of a particular form of meditation on a

particular part of Soma.

Thus ends the Thirteenth Khunda of Adhyaya L

Thus ends the Fn st Adhyaya of the ChbJndogya
Upanishad



Zhe Cbba'nboc^a IJipantshab

ADHYA YA I!

KH\ND\

J

Meditation upon the whole is good

Whatever is good, that they call * Sam<(\ and what

is not y:ood
1 A&uma' (lj

CWz.—Tho section beginning wjth * one ou&ht

to meditate upon the syllable Yjm\ &c " has laid

down the meditation upon p^rta of Sthua, leading to

manifold lesults , and subsequently the meditation

upon the letteis of the 'Stobha* has beexi laid down
Because this too is connected with certain parU of

the Sumo* And now the S?uh begins a treatment of

the meditations upon the whole 8ama ; and it is

only proper that after the treatment of the medi-

tation upon parts, there should follow that of the

meditation of the whole "of the whole* &c "

—

Le<* of

the Sdma endowed with all its parts, fivefold and
sevenfold. "Khalu" serves only as an ornament of

speech. Since meditation upon the whole Scotia is

said to be good, the word "good" should not be
taken as deprecating the aforesaid meditations.

6
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Objection. '\Butit seems as if goodness^ not belong-

ing to the former ones is mentioned here as

belonging to the present one.'' Not so ; inasmuch
as the sentence concludes by asserting that "Soma
is good." The word "Sddhu" means good. "How do

you know (that Sama is good;?" It is explained*

Whatever is known, among people, as good oy

trrepioachable, is called 'Sama? by intelligent people;

and what is otherwise is called *Asama\

Thus, they say he approached with 8&ma %

where they say 'be approached him weir, and they

say 'he approached him with AsCuna\ when they

say khe approached him not well 5

{%)

Com —In the matter of differentiating good and

bad, people say—'he appi cached this King or

subordinate lord with Senna'—Meaning by 'he', one

from whom people feared ill-treatment of the king.

And ordinary people in givmg expression to the

same thought, say, 'he approached him well
9

, when
they find a person not imprisoned or in any other

way badly treated. In a contrary case, wheie they

find imprisonment or some other ill-treatment' they

say,
4

he approached him with Asaina1—i.e> 'he

treated him badly.'

^4toMTf • srara qmpg ^fcf ^ng^ctc^r

\\\ IU

And they say 'this verily is Sama for us
J

, where
they say 'this is good for us,

5 when anything is^
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good And they say 'this* is dsdma for us', where
they «ay 'this is not good

1 when anything is not
good (3)

Com,—And when they say 'this taat we know
is Samn for us wholly

1

they mean to say that it is

(joorf, when anything i- good foi them. When the

contrary is the case they siy "tins is Asdma for

Un'i—meaning that it is not yooih when anything is

not good for them. Hence it is established that the

words "'S&ma" and k

^SV/<//m
,,
(good) are synonymous.

If any one, knowing this thus, meditate upon
the Rama as good all good qualities would quickly

approach hum and accrue to him. f4)

Com.—Hence, if anyone meditate upon the

Sumo as endowed with qoohiess, knowing the

complete SCtf/ia to be goo<i™to him belongs the

following result
;
quickly do approach such a medi-

tator, all good qualities, m keeping with the Sruiia

and Smiths , and they not only appioach him, but

also accrue to him,— ?.<? , become his own objects of

experience and enjoyment.

Thus ends the First Khan la of Adhydya 1L



ADHYA'YA ih

KH4NDA IS.

Among the world f one ought to meditate upon

the Sdma as fivefold : the Earth as the syllable hti*,

the Fire as the putbtdva, the Sky as the udgttha,

the Sun as the pruhhara, and the Heaven as the

mdhana. This among the upper. (1)

Com.—Now, what are those complete Sdnw*>,

looked upon as good, that are to be meditated upon 9

These are now laid down Among tha tvorld$ t five-

fold, £c." Objection "That they should be meditated

upon as thp mo) Ids, and a^ain good, is a con-

tradiction". It is not so inasmuch as the word
" good

1

', signifying the cause extends also to the

effects in the shape of the worlds ; ]ust as clay do^s,

to its modifications, ]ar and the rest. Hence, just as

wh ei ever we have a notion of the jar, it is always
followed by the notion of clay

,
so, m the same

manner, the notion of the worlds is always followed

by a notion of the
{t
good'\ inasmuch as the world,

&c, are the eifects of Righteousness, &c, Though,
from the above, it would follow that the character

of the aforesaid cau^ belongs equally to Brahma ^
and Eighteousnes* (since hoth are equally

denoted by the word go™*"), yet, hev#» it must be
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admitted that it is Righteousness alone that is

signified by the word " good" , inasmuch as we find

people using the word "good" in the sense of

nglrfpoas, m such sentences as 'One who performs

nqhtettus dead* is go-) '\ Objection .

k<
Since the

notion of th^ c^u-e invariably folio ,vs that of the

effect in the shape of the worlds , therefore the

noUon of tin 'uood would follow by itself; and

th^re 1° no liOcd of a ty *ueh injunction as that 'one

meditates upon Hama as the qootV" Not so : because

•mch notion i^ got ot only through scriptures , since

m all oo sob, only nuvh ii^ht.ous d'uds aio to be

performed, a* are hnl down m the ^captures, and

n«'ver thoie V a I dix* not laid do , n, oven though

they be tight umih.
kl

O-ie ou^ht to meditate upon
Srima, as the good, fivefold"

—

i r
j
,, in five forms,

—

among tiie worlds Plow 3 ** The aailh as the syllable

run" The locative in ' luk*bhu" is to be changed

into the nominative, in urU rpVLLation (

%l

one ought

to meditate upon the worlds as the fivefold Sdma")

and the meaning of the subsequent sentences ia:
1 One ought to think of the Faith as the syllable

hm'—-tc.
% 'one ought to meditate upon the Earth as

the syllable lun\ Or the Locative m ' loke&hu' may
De transferred to hinkarci—the meaning, in this

case, being 'orir ou^ht to mtditate upon the syllable

hm, thinking it to bo the Earth.* Among these "the

Earth as the syllable Ian," because both are the first

'the Earth among the worlds and 'Inn* among the

Soma syllables], "Fire as the prastuva"—because

actions are performed in the Fire "Pi a&tuvd' is the

Bhaktt (a technicality m connection with Suinu)*

"The sky as the udgttha"— because the sky ia
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called * gagana\ and the letter \ja ocoui> m
"udqitha" also. "The sun as the prahhCua"—inas-

much as the sun faces all beings, and *
jach of these

beings 'faces him * "The Heaven as the mdhana"—
inasmuch as tho^e that depart from this world dije

deposited {nnlJvjante) m Heaven "This among the

upper"

—

i.e., the meditation upon the Soma, ae the

worlds among those that are above (m the ascending

line.)

srf^R: || \ ||

Now, among the lower ? The Heaven as the

syllable hin, the sun as the prast&va, the sky the

udgttha, the Fire as the p?atihara, the earth as the

mdhana. {%)

Qom.—Next, we have laid down the meditation

upon the fivefold Sdrna, among the lower worlds

in the descending line) The worlds are endowed
with motion, &c., and hence since these are mobile,

we have here the meditation upon Sdma as mobile

also* Hence, among the worlds m the descending

line, (one ought to meditate upon) " the Heaven as

the syllable Inn'—because both are first. "The sun

as the prastava"— because it is only when the sun

has risen that the actions of creatures are begun (to

be performed). "The sky as the udgttha", as before,
" Fire as the prahhdra"—because Fire is earned

here and there {pratiharana) by creatures, " The
earth- as the nidhana "—because people that come
back to the Earth are deposited here (on the—
Earth).
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The worlds m the a^c^nding as well as the

descending lines belong to him, who, knowing this

thus, meditates upon the fivefold 8uma among the

worlds. (3).

Com.—Wow, follows the result of such medi-

tation : The worlds, both ascending and descending,

—?.<?., endowed with motion backward and forward

-—become fit for him
;
i.e., come to be fit objects for

his en]oyment, for one, who knowing this thus,

meditates, among the worlds, upon the complete

fivefold Sfima as the " good Such is the cons-

truction to be followed everywhere—both m the

case of the fivefold and the sevenfold (S&ma).

Thus ends the Second Khanda of Adhyaya II

ADHYATA II.

KHANDA Uh

II \ I

One ought to meditate upon the fivefold Sama
z.e., the ram: the preceding wind as the syllable

Inn, the advent of the cloud as the praxtava, the

raining as the udgitha, and the lightning and thun-

der as the praithdra"
(1)
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Com.—One ought to meditate upon the fivefold

SCima in the tain —The immediate sequence of Ram
is due to the fact of the continuance of the worlds

being due to Earn '* The preceding wind as the

syllable hui "—by "ram" here is meant all the

processes from the preceding wind to the cessation

of the rain t ]u*t as the name 1 Pumu " belongs to

all beginning from the syllable Inn down to the

fiidhana. Hence is the piecedmg wind the syllabi©

hnu— both btmg the lirst. ''The advi at of the

cloud as the ptabto va
* 4—because it is \\ til-known

that the rams begin only when (ho clouds have
appeaiLd, duimg Liie rainy season.

u Tin raining

as the udtjtlha
"—because of impoj tan* e.

i%

Tjie

lightning and the thundoi as the pudtlwta"—*
because the»e aie (hJfusaL

Tho cessation as t\vi mdhaua. It rams for him,

and he bungs on ram,— ono, who knowing this

thus, meditates upon tlie fivefold bCnna m r-iin (2).

Con. —The cessation as the nidbuna—because

both aie ends. Next follows the irsult of such

meditation. It rams for him, whenever he desires,

and he biin^s rain, even wh*r» thero is no ram,

—

one who, &cM &c, as befoio.

Thus ends the Third Khunda of Adhyaya IT,



*OUN94 IV

W-^Tf iliqrffl i
Mi '^? rR*Tfe-

One ought to meditate upon h ivofold ,9t?#Wf/ f

an ail tin* wat«»L*« : lhr< c.itKnp*; v jlnnd* as the

^yliiblo /mi, tho .axiunis a tli^ ^/ *r " ^ tho-e fhat

U'jw to the east cv: i,ho ndqithn
%

, that flr»w to

r.Lt VvrAst as the pr(dih<rn/, .«nd in** 1 >c?an as the

Htan.'—Ow t night to tnMituu > t\e jn''j> Id

tidMtf, at all the iiatvih—-sincr jll i e:>ei\oh> of

water owe their ovipiu to :vu^ Jicrefoie they

follow after it. The collecting *>\ < be cloud-, one

over the other, into one thick mps:*, u called

" ^alhermQ of the clouds," and i\v~, the beginning

of the lain, is the liable /u??. Th 9 rainxn^ is -he

pnizfova—because after ram, fl"? water begins to

sp/ctt 7 all over. Those that flow T o he eas1 are the

udgitha,—heirg the mo^e, liupoi I -u^ And those

that flow to the west are the pruKhCucu—because

the particle
1
pi aft * is common (to praUhnra and

pvirttdn). The ocean is the mdhnan—because the

water is deposited therein.
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He does not die in water, he becomes rich in

water,—one who, knowing this thus, meditates

tipon the fivefold Snma, in a\l the waters {%)

Com.—" He does not die in wafei "

—

i.e*> \f he
does not wish it ; and hp becomes rich m water,

—

such is the result, o? the afniFs-ud meditation.

Thus ends the Fouith Khtxmht of Adhijdiju IL

ADHYA'Y A II

KHANDA V.

One ought to meditate upon the fivefold Sttmiu

among the seasons ,—the Spring as the syllable Inn,

the Summer as the prast&va
%
the Rains as the tidqt-

iha, the Autumn as the puitihwa, and the Winter
as the mdhancu (1)

Com.

—

One ought to meditate upon the fivefold

Sdvia among the seasons—since the order of the

seasons depends upon what has gone before; hence
the sequence. The spring is the syllable hiii,—

because both are first. The summer is the prastava

—because the gathering of barley, &c, for the rams
is begun in the summer. The rains as the udgitha—
because of importance. The autumn is thepratihara

—because the sick and the dead are struck down
during this season. The winter is the nidham—
because many creatures die during this*
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The seasons belong to him, he becomes rich in

seasons.—one who, knowing this thus, meditates

upon the fivefold Samu in the seasons. (2)

Qom*—Result, The reasons belong to him

—

i.e ,

afford for him all objects of eiuoyment, according

to the season. And he also becomes rich in the

objocts of enjoyment, atforded by the seasons*

Thus ends the Fifth Khanda of Adhmqa IL

ADHYA'YA IL

KHANDA VI

One ought to meditate upon the fivehold Sfima*

among the animals , the goats as the syllable km,

the sheep as the prastava, the cows as the udgttha,

the horses as the pruhhura* the man as the

nidhana*" (1)

Com*—"One ought to meditate upon the fivefold

Sdma, among animals"—when the seasons are m
right order, animals prosper, hence the sequence.

The goats are the syllable hin—because they are

the most important or because they are the first *

*so says the Sruti: "The goats were the first among
animals/* The sheep are the pr&stdua—bec&use we
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find the sheep accompanying thy goats Th^ cows
are the wlqitha—because of importance. The hordes

are the pmiihuia—because they carry men. The
man is the nu'hana—btcaust the annuals depend
upon the man.

Am'»nals belong to h'm, he b "Cum'-'S rich m
smrnals,—one who, kao vi^i* tlvs thus, meditates

upon the fivefold So 'iff among annuals. (2)

CVj?m.
—

"Result :

41 Annmh belong to him, he

hucomes rich in nnimaK'— ? c. #
he becomes endowed

nith the effects of the 'jo-session of animals—viz.,

the enjoyment and th* giving away of those.

Thus ends tV1 Si ill tJunida of Ai'tuaj*? Ji.

ADHYA'YA II.

KtUNDA VH.

II ? ii

One ought to meditate upon the highest of the

high fivefold Sdma, among the senses ; smell as the

syllable hin %
spe«oh as the prastQva

%
eye as the

udgttha, ear as the pratthdfa, mmd as the mdhana*
These, verily, are on* greater than the other. (1*)
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Cyo?N.—
u
Qne 0Ug]x i f0 meditate upon the highest

fivefold Sama, among the senses "—that is to say,

one ought to meditate upon the Stuna, thinking it

to be the senses, one greater than the other. Smell

ib the syllable Inn—because among the successively

greater, this is the first. Speech is the prastava—
because everything is eulogized by means of speech.

And speech is greater than smell, inasmuch as

speech can describe even imperceptible ob]ects*

whereas smell can cognise the odour that is present-

ed to it. The eye is the udgtfha inasmuch as

the eye illumines a greater number of objects than

speech, the eye is greater than speech ; and this is

the udQilha
%
because of importance. The ear is the

pratilidra, —because it is contracted : and this i*

greater than the eye, inasmuch as it: hears on all

sides. The mind is the ludlauia, because it is m
the mind that are deposited all the objects cognised

by the different <=ense- es then respective objects of

enjoyment ; and the rmi'd i Q greater than the ear,

because the mind pervades over the objicts of all

the senses ; as a matter of fact, even such objects as

transcend the other senses, are amenable to the

mind. For thes^ aforesaid reasons these sen&es

are, one greater than the other,

fcfSFm^ ih^fm* TTOiqT^Fff
i
?fe 3

Wh it n t^reatf r than th^ grerft belongs to him,

and he wins *ueh worlds rt- nre greater than the

great,—one v<hn nudirar* 1* upon the highest of
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the high Sftma, among the senses. This of the

fivefold. (2).

Co n —One who meditates upon the highest of

the high SCnncti thinking it as aforesaid, his life

becomes greater than the great, as has already

been explained. Thus has been explained the

meditation upon the fivefold Sfimu. This is added

in order to attract attention to the sevenfold Sfima,

treated of m the next Khanda,

Thus ends the Seventh Khanda of Adhy&ya 11

ADHYA'YA II.

KHANDA Vilf.

II \ II

Next of the sevenfold One ought to meditate

upon the sevenfold 8dma m speech , whenever

there is the syllable ' hum'* in speech, that as the

syllable hin, the syllable *prci as the prabtdva, and

the syllable 'd
1

as the ddi or first. (1)

Com.—Now begins the treatment' of the

meditation, as good, of the complete sevenfold

Sdma. The locative m "Vdchi' is to be explained as

before (in
(

lokeshu') 9
—the meaning being that one

ought to meditate upon the sevenfold Sdma,
thinking it to be speech. The particular form of

speech, 'hum' is the syllable hin,—because of the
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common letter 7ia\ The word 'pro! is the prastdva,

—because of the common letter *pia\ The syllable

"CC v\ the adu—because of the common letter *&\ By
l

thlt* is meant the syllable *Om\ because this is the

heqinmdq of all.

C7 as the utlqitha, praties the jp? atihttra, upa
as the tiparfnaci) and w as the nulhana, {%)

Conu—Ut is the udgitha—because the udgitha

begins with ut ; is the prntthdra^-because of

the common syllable ptati
, upa is the upadrava,—

because upaduiva begins with upn ; ni is the

7ii rfft ana,—because of the common letter m*.

^ faSF^nfa 5rerN" - OTTTfrt || ^ ||

For him speech yields milk, which is the milk

of speech, and he becomes rich in food and eater of

food,—one who, knowing this thus, meditates upon
the sevenfold Scima m speech. (3)

Com.

—

Speach yields milk, &c„ has already

been explained.

Thus ends the Eighth Kftanda of Adhydya IL



ADHYA YA 11.

KHANDA IX.

One ougiii. meditate upon the sevenfold

Sdma m the stir* , He is Sdma because He is always

the same* 'He is Sdma* because He is equal, (all

men thinking; He faces me', 'He faces me.' (1)

Com.—In thw first Adhyaya, among the five-

fold, it has been explained how one ought to think

of the member * of Sdma as the sun What is laid

down now is Lrat one ought to think of the sun a-

the complete Sdmrt. with due regard to its members

and then he ou^h io meditate upon the sevenfold

Sdma. How does the sun have the character

of So.ma ? Kepij . the reason for the sun being

Sdma is the same as the sun being the udgitha And,

what is that roa&on
c Inasmuch as the sun is always

the same, never undergoing any increase or

decrease, H> i« Sdma , and as he produces in the

minds of ail mpu, the idea that 'he faces me', 'he

faces me \ tience the sun is Sdma, And thus

being equally iooiced upon by all men, he is

Sdma t
on accourr of his equality And from the

assertion of the similarity of this with the Udgitha

Bhakth it follows that there is a similarity also as

to the syllable htn, &c, as m the case of the worlds,
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&c,; and for this reason she text does not give any

reasons for the syllable kin, &c. (with regard to the

sun). On the other %
a,nd, it would not have been

easy to comprehend why the sun is Sdma ; hence

the reason m the shape cf pquahtij* has been clearly

explained.

One ought to know tl at all beings de pend upon
Him. What He is before rising, that is the syllable

htn ; on this depend the animals. Therefore, they

utter * htn \—partaking a* tney do of the hinkdra

of this Sdma. (2)

Com.—On this sun— on different parts of Him
—all these beings, mentioned hereafter, are depen-

dent,

—

ie, they live by Him : thii one ought to

know. How ^ Because the form that the sun has

before rising

—

viz.* the form of Dharma— 4

that i«?

the Bhakfi consisting of dissyllable kin. And the

only similarity between the two is that that form

of the sun, which is the syllable huh—on this the

animals, the cow, &e*, are dependent ; i.e., they live

by this. And becaxise it ia so therefore, before

sunrise, the animals utter
l hm*\ hence these

partake of the htnltara of this S&ma\—that is to

say, they exist so, because they are only capable of

worshipping this paitieular Bhakti.

U \ II

7
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That which appears when He is first risen is

- fche prastava , on this men are dependent. Hence*

they are desirous of eulogy and desirous of praise,

partaking as they do of the prastava of this

S&ma.

Com—The form of the &un, that appears when

he has just risen,

—

vtz ti the form of the Sun—is the

'piastttva of the S&ma* and on tins tho men are de-

pendent—as before. Therefore, they desire eulogy

and praise, Because they partake of the prastOva

* of this Stima.

sfrn m& *tir ii «

n

And what appears at the sungava time, that is

A*dt* On this, the birds are dependent Therefore,

they hold themselves without support, m the sky^

and fly about,—partaking as they do of the A %

di of

this Stlma. (4)

Com*—At the sangava time—at the time when
the rays are put forth

; or, at the time when the

calves are allowed to be wifch the cows,—the form
of the sun that appears at that time, that is the

A'di Bhakti— the syllable *Onu
% And on this,

the birds are dependent. And becau&c iL is so, there-

fore, the birds hold themselves m the sky without

support—i.?. } having themselves for their only

support—and fly about. Hence, they partake of

the A di of tin* Silma,—on account of the common
letter '<}'.
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11 Ml
That which appears just at midday is the

udgitka On this the Devas are dependent. Hence,
they are the best among the offsprings of Prajdpati

—partaking as they do of the udqttha of this

Stima. (5)

Cow,—That which appears precisely at midday
is the UdgUJia Bkakti^aTid on this the Devas are

dependent ; because the sun shines best at that time.

Therefore, they are the best among the offsprings

of Prajdpati^—partaking as they do of the udgttha

of this SdmtL

WRJ II * II

That which appears after midday and before

afternoon, that is the pratthdrtu On this all germs

are dependent* Therefore, being conceived, they

do not fail down ,~~ partaking as they do of the

pratihdrn of this SCtma. (6)

Cum.—That form of the sun which appears

after midday, and before afternoon,—that is the

pratihdra. On this the germs are dependent. Hence,

it is that after they have been once held up (in con-

ception) by means of the Praiihara Bhakti of the

sun, they do not fall down,—even though there is a

way (for them to fall through.) Because they par-

take of the jiratihara of this Sdma.
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&m wrer. I! II

That which appears after afternoon and before

sunset is upadrava. On this the wild animals are

dependent. Therefore, when they see a man, they

run to the forest as a safe place ,—partaking as

they do of the upadiava of this S&ma. (7)

Com.—That form of the sun which appears

after afternoon and before sunset is Upadrava, and

on this the wild animals are dependent Hence,
when they see a man, they run away to the forest,

as a place free from dangers And since they run

away on seeing a man therefore they partake of

the upadrava of this Sdma.

That which appears first, on sunset is the

nidhana On this the Pitris are dependent. Hence
people deposit them,—partaking as they do of the

nidhana of this Sama* Thus, does one meditate

upon the sevenfold Sdma, in the sun. (8)

qq1Ui—The foim that appears on sunset, when
the sun has gone out of sight, is the nidhana ; and

on this the Pitris are dependent , hence people

deposit these-—i.e., put them away upon the kusa,

in the shape of father, grandfather, &c„ or lay

down pmdas for them* And since these are con-

nected with the ntdhana, therefore they partake of
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the nidhana of this Sama. Thus, does one meditate

upon the sevenfold S&ma, in the form of the sun

divided, in the above manner, into seven parts. And

one who meditates thus becomes identified with

the sun—this, as putting down the result—has to

be supplied from without.

Thus ends the Ninth Khanda of Adhya'ya 1L

ADHYAYA II.

KHANDA X.

iTow, one ought to meditate upon the sevenfold

S&ma, which is uniform in itself, and leads beyond

death. Hink&ra has three syllables, and 'Piastava
9

has three syllables. That is equals (1)

Com.—Death is the sun. And inasmuch as He
measures the world by means of time in the form

of day and night,—in order to cross beyond this,

one ought to meditate upon S&ma, which is now

taught. ' Now i.e.. after this, meditation upon

the S&ma, with regard to the sun and death is what

is
" uniform m itself i.e., is measured by the

eqtiality of its own parts, or measured by the

uniformity of the Supreme Self,—and
il

leads beyond

death" being, as it is, a means of conquering death-

Just as the letters of the udgitha^ have been describ-

ed, in the first Adhydya, as fit objects of medita-
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tion as the udgttha ; so here also, the letters that

make up the names of the sevenfold Bhakti, are to

be taken equally by threes , and being thus

assumed to be Soma on account of equality, these

(triads) become fit objects of meditation as here

explained. By means of this meditation, one

approaches death, by means of a number of letters

which are amenable to death {viz., 21 : 7 x 3.) and

by means of the remaining letters, he creates a

way of crossing beyond this Death, the sun. "One
ought to meditate upon the sevenfold S&ma, which

leads beyond death." Such a Sdma is that which

goes beyond death by means of the extra letter.

And of this the first three letters, are 'tankard
1

, and

the other three-lettered name of Bhrtkti is " Pras-

tava"\ and this is equal to the former name.

II \ II

A'di has two syllables ,

u
Pratihara" has four

syllables. Taking over one from this, it is equal. (2)

Com.

—

A'di has two syllables.
HA*di" is the

syllable
14

Om'\ which serves to make up the number
of sevenfold Sdma* u

P?atih&ra" has four syllables.

Now, one syllable, taken out of this latter, is thrown
into the former ; and thus they become equal.

m^v^^xi ii \ ti

Udgttha has three syllables, and 'Upadrava?

has four sliyables. Three and three become equal.

One syllable is left , and this becoming tri-syllabic,

becomes equal.
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Com.—Udgitha has three sylhbles, and '(TparL

rava has four syllables. Three and three become

equal ; one syllable remains behind. Thus, when
this discrepancy presents itself, in order Id re&fcora

the uniformity of the Scim<h a devise is laid down.

Though one, this syllable becomes tu-syllabic ; and

hence it becomes equal

Nidliana has throe syllables , and this is uni-

form These indeed are the twenty-two syllables. (4)

Qom.—Nulhanah^ three letters
s
and this is

uniform. Thus, then, hnvmg accomplished the

Sdma through the umfoimity of three syllables, the

said syllables are counted. These* indeed, are the

twenty-two syllables of the names of Bhaktis.

ft* ftrl TOT^raqfrl II Ml
By the twenty-one, one reaches the sun ; for

the sun verily is the twenty-first from this (world).

With the twenty-second he conquers what is beyond
the sun. That is blisb; that is freedom from pain (5)

Com.—Then by the twenty-one—the number of

syllables,—one reaches the sun, t*e , Death- Because

the sun is the twenty-first, in number, from this

world. "The twelve months, the five seasons (taking

the whole of winter as one), and the three worlds

(make up twenty); and the sun is the twenty-first"

—says the Sruti.

And by the remaining, the twenty-second

syllable, one conquers that which is beyond, and
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higher than, Death, the sum Now, what is it

which is higher than the sun ? "That is bliss"—
that is to say, that where there is an absolute

negation of absence of pleasure, t*e.
t
Bliss, pure and

simple. And since all pam is based upon death ;

therefore, it is also "freedom from pam"

—

ue*,

freedom from all mental agony. One conquors this

{by means of the twenty-second syllable).

He obtains victory over the sun ;
and to him

accrues a victory higher than the victory over the

sun,—one who, knowing thia thus, meditates upon

the sevenfold Sdma, uniform in itself, which leads

beyond death, — yea one who meditates upon

S&tna. (6)

Co?n.—The upshot of what has gone before is

laid down* He obtains victory over the sun by

means of the (twenty-first syllable) and to him

accrues a victory higher than the victory of the

sun, which latter is amenable to death,—such

higher victory accruing to him by means of the

twently-second (syllable). All this belongs to him
''who knowing this thus, &c."—as already ex-

plained. The repetition (one who meditates upon

Sdma) is meant to point out the fact of the

treatment of the sevenfold Soma ending here.

Thus ends the Tenth Khaiuia of Aihy&ya II.



ADHYA'YA II

KHANDA XI.

*rt H^m ^WFa^wg^i: aftsi qfasrci snort

Mind is the syllable Inn, speech is Prast&va, the

eye is Udgitha, the ear is PraUh&ra, the Breath is

Nidham ; this is the Gftyatia Sterna, interwoven in

the senses . (1)

Com —In lb© above sections has been described

the meditation of the fivefold and sevenfold Fdma %

without the mention of the specific name of any of

these. Now are described the other meditations of

the Sdma> as bringing about certain specified results,

and as beaiing certain specified names. The

Gdyaira and the rest are to be employed in actions,

m the same order m which they are here explained.

"The mmd is the syllable hm"—-because of the

functions of all sense organs, that of the mind

comes first. And since speech follows it next, it is

Prast&va. The eye is Udqttha—because of its

importance. The ear is Pratihtira—because it is

closed. The Breath is Nzdhana—because during

sleep all the aforesaid become deposited in the

Breath. This is the QAyatra S&ma interwoven in

the senses.
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zfafafa ^BWI qrgfif^Kf q^ftfsrf f^RT^fT-

He who thus knows this G-dyatia, interwoven
m the senses, keeps his senses, reaches the full life,

lives well, becomes great \Uth children and cattle,

and great with fame. And the rule is
c be high-

minded.
1

(2)

Com.—(This is Gayaha) because the g&yatri

hymn has been eulogised (m Sruiis) as among
Pi anas 'Pie who thus knows this Odyaira
interwoven m the senses, keeps his senses',-—t>e.

t

none of his senses loses its activity. " Beaches the

full life ' a hundred years is the full life of man '

as says the Si utu " Lives well "—htei ally brightly*

He becomes great with children and fame. And
one who meditates upon the Gdyatra Sd??ia follows

the rule " be high-minded "

—

i.e.,
' never be mean*.

Thus ends the Eleventh KhanOa of Adhydya IL

ADHYA'YA II

KHANDA Xll.

snwrfct ^^w^mmt ll ? II

That one rubs is the syllable hui , that the

smoke rises is the Prastdva , that it burns is the

Udgttha ; that embers are produced is the Praiu
ham \ that it goes down is the Nidhana ; that is
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completely extinguished is the Nulhana ; this is the

Rathantara interwoven in fire, (1)

Com*—That one rubs is the syllable Inn—
because it happens first. That the smoke rises from

the fire is the Prastdva—because of its immediate

sequence. That it burns is (7dqttha>—because the

burning fire is connected with the offerings ;
and,

as such, is the most important, The embers that

there are, are the Praifa /z^ra,-—because the embers

are closed and collected, " Going out " signifies a

slight remnant of the fire , whereas'* Extin-

guishing" is complete cessation,—-and this Nidhana,

because both signify End. This is the Rathantara

interwoven in Fire , and is sung when Fire is being

produced by rubbing

afaigfrfa sqNtafci su^^t T^MefRi *rsT^c*tf *r

He who thus knows the Eathantaia interwoven

m Fire becomes radiant with Brahmic light, and

endowed with good appetite ; he reaches full life,

lives well, becomes great with children and cattle,

and great with fame ; the rule is ' do not sip water

or spit before the Fire/ (2)

Com-—He who, &c, as befoie—

'

sEadiant with

Brahmic light"—"Br&hmio light" is the radiance

arising from a proper study of the Vedas ; mere

light is common brightness. " Annuda" is one who
has a good appetite. One should not sip or eat

anything before Fire, nor should one spit out

phlegm, fee—such is the rule to be observed (by
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one who meditates upon the Rathantara Bama as

interwoven in Fire.)

Thus ends the Twelfth Khanda of Adhy&ya II.

ADHYA'YA II.

KHANDA XIII.

This the Velmadivya Sdma interwoven in pair.

Thus ends the Thirteenth Khanda of Adhy&ya II

ADHYA'YA II.

KHANDA XIV.

33Tfefirc gfta: ircaprr q'5^ asjfWlsrcw srfci-

When rising, it is the syllable /tin *, when risen

it is Prastdva; at midday it is Udgitha: m the

afternoon, it is Pratih&ra; when setting, it is
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Nidhana* This is the Bnhat, interwoven in the

sun. (1)

Oom,— The rising sun is the syllable hin
y

—
because it is the first to be seen. The risen Sun is

Prasf&vd,— because it is this that is eulogised at

sacrifices At midday it is Udgitha,—because it is

the most important. In the afternoon, it is

Pratihkraj—because at this time the cattle are

driven into then* homes. The setting sun is

Nidhana,—because, at this time, all creatures are

confined within their homes. This is the il Brihat ,?

interwoven in the sun,—because this Soma has got

the sun for its deity.

ingfcfa *%5fafa ^FsrswT qgfaW asf^M wj^i

He who thus knows this Biihat as interwoven
in the sun, becomes refulgent and endowed with
good appetite; he reaches full life, lives well,

becomes great with children and cattle, great in

fame. The rule is 'one should not decry the burning

sun/ (2

Com*—"He who cfrc", as before, The rule is
e

one

should not decry the burning sun.'

Thus ends the Fourteenth Khanda of Adhydya IL



ADHYATA II.

KHANDA XV.

g SSjfoft fMfract ^cR^frf *r q-fciffT 3§£ITfcI aftPW-

^|^q q*!* qtc!5 II \ 11

That the mists gather is the syllable htn\ that

the cloud rises is Prastuva , that it rams is Udgttha,

that it lightens and thunders is Pratth&ra ; that it

ceases is Nidhana. This is the Vairitpya interwoven

in the cloud. (1)

Com*—"Abhra" (literally) is that which holds

waUr ;

ilM6gha" is that which sprinkles water. The
rest is clear. This is the S&ma named " Va%nlpyun %

interwoven m the cloud ; because the cloud has

manifold shapes, on account of the mists, &c

q^^r^r *#n$cfcf ^^frara jispsfptt qufaferfa

He who thus knows this Vaaupya as inter-

woven in the cloud, obtains cattle, badly shaped, as

well as handsome ; he reaches full life, lives well,

becomes great with children and cattle, and great

with fame. The rule is one should not decry it

raining. (2)

Com.—He obtains ugly as well as handsome
cattle-—sheep, &c. The rule is one should not decry

it while raining.

Thus ends the Fifteenth Khaada of AdhyOya II



ADHYA'YA II.

KHANDA XVi.

Spring is the syllable Summer is Frast&vu,
the Rain is Udgttha, the Autumn is Pratthdru,

the Winter is Nidhana* Tins is the Vairdja inter-

woven in the seasons.

Cum —The spring is fan—because it is the first.

The Summer is Prastdva, &c, &c
,
&c«, as before.

m$ft flfoigtfh ^Nfafcf ???Fq^T qgPTwfii m-

He who thus knows this Vairaja as interwoven

m the seasons, shines with children, cattle and
Bivihrnic radiance ; he reaches full age, lives well,

becomes great with children and cattle and great

with fame. The rule is
5

one should not decry the
seasons.' (2)

Com*—One who knows this Vatiaja Sdma as

Interwoven in the seasons, shines ,—]ust as the
seasons shine m their respective, properties, so

does one knowing the above," shine with children,

&c. The rule is ' one should not decry the seasons/

Thus ends the tii\teenih Khanda of Adhydya II.



ADHYAYA1L

KHANDA XVII

farcftcTP £r%? sttctt* in h

The earth is the syllable Inn , the Sky is

PrasiCwa ; the Heaven is Udgttha ; the Quarters are

Pratihdra ; the ocean is Mdhana. These are the

Sakvart interwoven in the worlds, (1)

Com.— e The Earth is htnS &c, &c, as before.
" Sakvart

u
is always used m the plural just like

Bevaii , and these are interwoven in the worlds.

*r *f ^^t : wrr tot ^ ^Rflm^fe spsmg-

tfcf ^#^fcf S^F^R qgfll&lfa tlfl^ftwf ^m®

One who knows these Sakvari interwoven in

the worlds, becomes possessed of the worlds ; he

reaches full life, lives well, becomes great with

children and cattle, and great with fame. The rule

is
1

one should not decry the worlds-' (2)

Com-—4

Possessed of the worlds.'— endowed

with the results peculiar to the worlds. The rule is

one should not decry the worlds.'

Thus ends the Seventeenth Khanda of Adhydya II



ADHY'AYA II.

KHANDA XVII!.

gsqt ^#ctt\^. to It \ I!

The goats are the syllable hin ; the sheep are

Prust&va ; the cows are Uclgftha ; the horses are

Pratihara ; the man Nidhana, These are the Revatt

interwoven an the animals. (1)

Com —The goats are hi>u &c„ &c, &c, as

before " interwoven in animals*"

jngrfa w^fcf ^T-q^T qgfaferfa ^toT q?i^r

M^fRWLlI ^ ii

He who thus knows these JRevati as interwoven

m animals, becomes lich m animals; he reaches

full age, lives well, becomes great with children and

cattle, and great with fame. The rule is ' one

should not decry the animals '
(2)

Com.—The rule is
4

one should not decry the-

animals.'

Thus ends the Eighteenth Khanda of Adhyaya IL

8
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KHANDA XIX.

fH^ci^ffiq^ll m\ it \ II

The hair is the syllable fan; the skin is Prastdra;

the llefeh is Urfgitha , the bone is Pratih&ra

the marrow is Nidhana* This is the yajn&yajnfya,

interwoven m the members of the body* (1)

Com-—The hair is the syllable htn,—because of

all parts of the body, it is the first. The skin is the

Prasttiva,—because it is next (to hair). The flesh is

Udgitlia,—because of its importance. The bone is

Pratih&ra,—because it is closed up. The marrow is

the Nidhaaa,—because it is tho last. This is the

Sdma, named ^Yqjndyapifya, * interwoven m ihe

members of the body.

#i ^#cki s%3ftefc[ ^FJTipnqgffl^fetfe ^t^r^

He who thus knows this Yajntiyajntya, as

interwoven in the members of the body, becomes

equipped with limbs ; he is not crippled in any limb ;

he reaches full life, and lives well, great in children

and cattle, great in fame. The rule is one should

not eat marrow for a year, or that one should not

eat marrow at all (2)
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Com*—Becomes equipped with limbs—Le^ with,

^all his limbs complete ; and he does not become
crippled in any limb,—lame or without; hands. For
the period of a year one should not eat marrow, i.e.,

meat. The plural number in majjno is meant to
include fish as well. Or that one should never eat

marrow at all. Such is the rule.

Thus ends the Nineteenth Khanda of Adhydya II

ADHYA'YA IL

KHANDA XX

^ffem sn3 ! 3nft?T ^
The Fire is the syllable Inn ; the Air is

Prasidva ; the Sun is, Udgitha ; the Sfeais are

PratiMra and the Moon is Nidhana . This is the

Edjana, interwoven in the deities, (1)

Com.—Firo is the syllable Ain,—because it

occupies the first place. Air is Pfastdva,—because

both are next (to the former two). The sun is

UilyUhcu—because of its importance. The stars are

JPralihura,—because they are collected together.

The moon is Nidhana,—because the sacnficers

migrate into it, at death. This is the jRdjana, as

interwoven in the deities,--smce the deities are

effulgent beings.
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j^fwtt q^faferfcr nfF^cqf snwmw $Fk^jm
II \ II

He who thus knows this JR&jana as mterwoven
in the deities, obtains the same world or the same
prosperity, as, and union with, these deities ; he
reaches full life, lives well, and becomes great with

children and cattle, great in fame. The rule is 'one

should not decry the Brahmanas." {%)

Com—The result accruing to one knowing this

is mentioned. He obtains the same world, the same
prosperity as, and union with, these very deities,

Sire and the rest. The word "or" must be taken as

under-stood here : "obtains the same world" or, &c,
&c. Because there is a difference in results, due to

difference m the ideas of the agent; and also because

it is not possible for all these three to accrue

collectively, The rule is that one should not decry

the Brahmanas ,—because of such Srutis as "The
Srdhmanas are the perceptible deities, the

decrying of the Brfihmana would be decrying of

the deities themselves.

Thus ends the'Tfe enhcth Kbanda of Adhyaya IL



ADHYA'YA IL

Kli \NDA XXL

*r gsfrft WTf^f m\~<f§ *r ufci^ wd

The tnadic knowledge is the syllable htn ; these

three worlds are the Prastava , the Fire, Air and

Sua are the Udgitha ; the stars, the birds and the

rays are the PraiihCira ; the serpents, the Gan-
dharvas, and the Fathers are the Nidhana. This is

the SdmQi interwoven in everything. (1^

Com.—" The tnadic knowledge is the syllable hm"
—The sequence of triadic knowledge to the Fire

—

SCvma and the rest is due to the sruh passages

which mention it, as being the effect of Fire, &c.

The syllable Inn,—because it is the first of all the

duties imposed upon men. These three worlds

—

following upon the aforesaid, as being the effects

thereof—are the Prasttiva. Fire, &c are Udgitha,

because of their importance. The stars, &c„,

are Pratihara,—because they are held together.

Serpents, &c, are Nidhana—because of the

letter dha being common. This is the SCtma—with-

out any other specific name— a collection

of SCtmas interwoven in everything ; because

the triadic knowledge is everything. The Bhaktis

of Sama hin
9
&c, are to be meditated upon, as
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triadiG knowledge and the rest. The meaning of

all that has gone before is also that in whatever
object the S&ma is interwoven, it is to be meditated

upon as that object Because these meditations

serve to purify actions just like the clarified butter,

*r *t vpfaxm ^ g?K$ mfa II \ II

One who thus knows this S&ma as interwoven

in everything becomes everything.

Com.—The result accruing to one who knows
the Sdma with regard to all things is that " he be-

comes everything "—which must be taken to mean
that he becomes the lord of all (and not that he
becomes identified with everything) ; because it is

only when there has been no, such identification,

and the deities occupy the various quarters, that

there is any chance of offerings reaching them.

cf^r qrfa ^fff&T ^ftrM ?r ^m: tc-

qs^fer II \ II

Hence this verse :

' there are the fivefold three;

greater than these, there is nothing else besides.' (3)

Com-—To the same effect there is the following

verse : The " three "—the triadic knowledge and
the rest 1—that have been explained to be fivefold,

through division into the syllable fan, &c,—than
these five triads there is nothing greater ; and be-

sides these, nothing else exists ; inasmuch as all

things are included therein.

*m$tt cR^cm II 9 11

He who knows that knows everything. AU
the quarters offer him gifts. That *I am everything/
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so must he meditate ; that is his rule,—yea that is

his rule. (4)

Com.—One, who knows the Sdma consisting of

everything, as explained above, knows everything,

—that is, becomes omniscient. All the quarters

—

ue>, persons and deities residing in all regions—offer

to such a knower objects of enjoyment. That 1

I

am everything,' so must he meditate upon the

Sdma ; this alone is his rule. The repetition is

meant to point to the fact of the treatise on Sdma-
meditation having ended here.

Thus ends the Tumty-Fust Khanda of Adhyaya IL

ADHYAYA H.

KHANDA XXII

Of the Sdma, ' I seek the hujh-sounding one as

good for cattle '—this is the song sacred to Agni,

the undefined one to Prajdpati, the defined one to

Sdma, the so/2 awtZ smooth to V%w, the smooth and

strong to Indra, the heron-like to Brihaspah and the

<MZ to Vartma* Let a man employ all these, but

avoid the one sacred to Varuna. (1)

Com.—In connection with Sdma meditation,

the Text now lays down a few instructions, with
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regard to the richness of the varieties of Sdma
belonging to the udg&tm,—inasmuch as each

variety is accompanied by a definite specific result.

" High-sounding 'W.<?., a song having the high

tone of the voice of a bull ; and this is related to

Sdma, and good for cattle ; and this song has got

Agm for its deity and I seek this song,—so thinks a

certain sacrificing Udgatn. The one which is

undefined—'i.e., not specified as being similar to

any particular sound, is a song having JPraj&pati

for its deity,—-because Piog&pati himself is of an

undefined form, The " defined " or distinct one is

a song, having Soma for its deity. The soft and

smooth song has VCtyu for its deity. The "smooth"

and " strong *'— that which is accompanied by
much effort—is a song sacred to Indra, That
which £

heron-like '—i.e., like the sound of the

heron—is sacred to Brihaspatu The 1

' dull'

—

%,e.,

the one similar to the sound of a broken brass

vessel—is a song sacred to Varuna* One ought to

employ all these, avoiding, however, that which is

sacred to Varum.

«imFipft?^cnPr mm Tg^ftg ll \ II

* May I sing out immortality for the Devas \
—

thus should one sing ' May I sing out Svadhd for

the Father's hope for the men, grass and water for

animals, heaven for the sacrifices and food for my-
self

'—thus reflecting, in his mind, on all these, he
ought to sing out praises carefully. (2)
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Com.— ' May I sing out
9

Le< t
obtain—immort-

ality for the Devas. * May I sing out Svadhd—
oblations—for the fathers; hope, t-e ,

expectation, ue„

the object desired and hoped for—for men ;
grass

and water for the animals ; the heavenly regions

for the sacrificer ; and food for myself 3—reflecting

in his mind upon all these, one ought to sing out

praises,' carefully
1 ue , with due regard to the

proper pronunciation of the vowels and conso-

nants, &c.

All vowels belong to Indra; all sibilants belong

ioPiaiapaii; all consonants belong to Death. If

anyone should reprove him for his vowels, he
should tell him *I had taken my refuge in Indra ;

He will answer thee/ (3)

Com.—All vowels a and the rest—are the parts

of—z\<?., take the place of the different members of

the body of—Indra,

—

?,en of the Breath with strong

actions. All sibilants

—

sa, sha, sa, ha, &c.—are the

parts of Prajdpati—i.e„ Virat or Kasijapa. All

sparsa letters, i>e.^ the consonants Ka
% &cM—are the

paits of Death. If some one reprove the Udgatn
knowing all this, as that 'You have pronounced the

vowels wrongly —being thus reproved, he should

tell him this. "When pronouncing the vowels, I

had taken refuge in Indra, the Vital Breath, the

Supreme Lord
,

hence, it is Indra who will give
thee whatever answer befits thee/
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ife^ftri* ^ ^wither

If some one should reprove him for his

sibilants* he should tell him- 'I had taken my
refuge m Prajupati , He will smash thee ' If some
one should reprove him for his consonants, he

should tell him : 'I had taken my refuge in Death ;

He will burn thee/ (4>

Com.—Now then, if some one were to reprove

him for his sibilants, as before, he should tell him .

'Iliad taken my refuge in Prajclpati; He will

smash thee—reduce thee to dust.* And if one were

to reprove him for his consonants, he should tell

him * *I had taken my refuge in Death ; He will

burn thee, reduce thee to ashes
'

qt^Mtfcf ii \ w

All vowels should be pronounced with sound

and strength,—(thinking) 'may I impait strength to

Indra\ All sibilants should be pronounced, neither

as if swallowed, nor as if thrown out, but well-

opened,—(thinking) 'may I ^ive myself to Picydpati;

all consonants should be pronounced slowly,without

crowding them together,—(thinking) 'may I with-

draw myself from Death 1

(5)

Com*—Since rowels, &c , are the parts of Indra,

&c ,
therefore all vowels should be pronounced
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with, sound and strength*—with a view that 'I

am imparting strength to Indra.' Similarly* all

sibilants should be pronounced, neither as if

swallowed, — i e , not totally concealed—nor,

as if thrown out, but Veil-opened,* i e» endowed
with a well-opened out effort,—(with a view that),
1

1 am offering myself to Prajapah** All con-

sonants should be pronounced slowly and without

being crowded together,-—(with a -view that), *I am
slowly withdrawing myself from Death, ]ust as

little children are slowly (extricated from nets,

&c.r

Thus ends the Twenty-Second Khanda of Adhyaya II

ADHYA'YA II

KHANDA XXIII.

II
I

If

There are three branches of Duty : Sacrifice,

Study and Charity are the first : Austerity alone is

the second and one who leads the life of a Student

in the house of the Teacher, absolutely mortifying

his body in the Teacher's house* is the third. All

these attain to the worlds of the Virtuous ; but only

one who is firm in Brahma attains immortality. (1>
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Com,—With a view to lay down the meditation

of the syllable
u0m" the Text begins with " There

are the three branches oj diiUf\ &o. It should not

be mistaken that the result hereafter mentioned is

obtained only from meditation upon the syllable
liOm " specified above as the Vdgitha f

&o., forming

parts of the Sdma , but what is meant is that the

result, the attainment of Immortality—which is

unapproachable by all sorts of Sdma—meditations
and sacrifices—is obtained solely by meditation

upon the syllable
isOm " alone by itself And the

mention of this in the chapter on Sdma is only with

a view to add to its glory "Three"—in number

—

''are the branches"—divisions—" of Duty." Which
are these ?

IC S&GiiS.e&'—AgmhoLra, &c*—
, "Study**

—the getting up of the Rtk, &c, with proper rest-

rictions and observances,—"Charity"—giving away
to beggars, outside the sacrificial altar —this is

the fi9 bt branch of Duty. Inasmuch as these duties

belong to the House-holder, these arc called "first"
—ue , one (branch of Duty), and not the best; because

the ''second" and the
4

'third
1
' are also mentioned.

If

Austerity is the second"—by " Austerity" are

meant the observances of the Kriehchra ''Chandra-

yana" &c; and this branch of Duty belongs to the

Tdpasa or the " Panvrtit*' who is still leading the

life of the House-holder, and not one who (has re-

nounced the House and) takes his stand on Brahma,
the " Sanya&t"; because it is declared that this

latter obtains Immortality (which does not belong

to the Tdpasa )One who leads the life of the Student,

and lives in the house of the Teacher, *• absolutely 1 '

i.e., all through his life—mortifying bis body by
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means of penances and observances: this is the

third branch of duty. The adverb u absolutely"

implies the "perpetual Brahmach&n" or "Life-

Student." As for the ordinary student, his student-

ship is only for the purpose of studying the Veda,

and hence such studentship cannot be the means of

attaining the regions of the Virtuous. " All these"

—that is, people belonging to all these three states of

life, attain by means of the aforesaid duties, to

regions of the Virtuous. The remaining fourth, not

mentioned by name is the ^Panvidt " who 1

stands

firm m Brahman * in the right manner , and he

obtains Immortality, which is something beyond,

and distinct from the regions of the Virtuous , and
this* Immortality is absolute, and not comparative

like the Immortality of the gods ; because the

Immortality here mentioned is laid down as some-

thing apart from the regions of the Virtuous and

the blessed ones h*<>„ the regions of the gods) If

Immortality were only a certain phase of the
s
* regions of the blessed," then it would not have
been mentioned apart from these " regions *' There-

fore, on account of its being mentioned apart, it

must be taken to signify absolute *' Immortality/*

In this connection the laying down of the duties of

the different states of the House-holder is with a view
to add to the glory of meditation upon the Pranava
{Om),—and not as leading to the results belonging

particularly to this latter Because, if it be taken

to be for the sake of adding glory to meditation of

the Pranava, and also as leading to the results

thereof, then there would be a split of the sentence.

Therefore, it must be admitted that by describing
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Immortality as resulting from meditation upon
" Om "—after an explanation of the duties of the

different states of the House-holder,—the Text means

to eulogise the meditation of " Om" Just as in the

case of the ordinary assertion " the serving of

Purnavarmft brings only apparels for the servant,

while the serving of Rajavarma brings to him com-

forts befitting a king." The Pranava (Om) is the

True Supreme Brahman, because it is the name of

this latter; as is laid down in the Eatha Upamshad:
" This syllable alone is the imperishable Brahman,

this syllable alone is the imperishable Supreme ;

"

and hence it is only proper that immortality should

result from meditation upon It (the Pranava).

Some people (the author of the Vntti among
others) make the following remarks in this connec-

tion .—What is meant here is that the attainment

of the regions of the blessed accrues equally to

persons in all states of the House-holder, if Ihey

perform their duties properly but are without know-
ledge ; that is to say, all such persons, who have
no real knowledge, attain to the regions of the

blessed. And the Sanydsi is not left; out of these ;

because for the Sjnyusi also, the duties are

Knowledge, Restraints, Observances and Austerity;

hence the sentence " Austerity is the second **

includes both the Sanydsi and the T&pasa* There-

fore, the meaning is that from amongst the

aforesaid four, whoever happens to be firm in

Brahman and a meditator upon " Om '% he attains

Immortality ; because all the aforesaid four classes

of men being equally entitled to it ; and because the

standing firm in Brahman is not prohibited to any
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one ; and lastly, because it is quite possible for

one> during intervals in the performance of his

duties, to stand firm in {i.e., think of) Brahman,
Nor can it be held that, like the significations

of the words * Yava ' * Vm aha ' &c, the denota-

tion of the word*
'

'Brahmasanstha" is restricted by
convention, to the "Sanyasi' alone, because the

word is used on the basis of the fact of standing

firm in (meditating upon) Brahman (and as such it

cannot have its meaning restricted to any particular

clas?, as it is a qualifying term, and as such can be

applied to any one who so stands) and as for the

fact of standing firm in Brahman, this is applicable

to ail Wherever the ground of the application of

the word,—m the shape of standing firm in Brahman
—exists, all such become denotable by the word
"Brahmasanstha and as there is no reason for

redtiiotmg the word, so denotative, to the ''Sanyasi'

aloxifr, it is not proper to preclude it (from applying

to other classes of men). For again can it be said

that Immortality results only from the performance

of the duties of the "Banyasi " because, m that

case, knowledge would come to be of no use. If it

be urged that it is knowledges accompanied by the

due performance of the duties of the Sanyttsu that

brings about Immortality,—this cannot be ; because

all are equally the prescribed duties of the different

stages of the House-holder (and as such no special

preference can bo reasonably given to the duties

of the Sanyasi, knowledge, accompanied by the

performance of any duties, being the means to

Immortality), Even if it be held that
4

the perform-

ance of duties, accompanied by knowledge, leads
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to Immortality',—this too would apply equally to

the duties of all stages of the House-holder, Nor is

there any such direct assertion (in the Veda) that

it is only the Sanyasi standing firm in Brahman

—

and none other—that obtains Liberation;—the view

held by all the Upanishads being that Liberation

results from knowledge (without any specification of

the class of duties to be stuck to). Therefore, from

among those that duly perform the duties of their

respective states, whoever meditates upon Brahman
attains Immortality.

This cannot be (the meaning of the text),

because there is a mutual contradiction between the

Ideas bringing about actions, and those leading to

knowledge (of Brahman). The injunctions of

actions are chiefly based upon the fact of the person

concerned having notions of the diversities of the

Doer, the Means, the Action and the Result. And
this basis doe& not originate m the Scriptures ; in-

asmuch as such notions of diversity are found to

exist in all hvmg creatures. And the Idea, in the

form of knowledge is such as is brought about, by
such Scriptural assertions as "Real entity is one
only, without a second/'

1

6

All this is Self alone,"
*' All this is Brahman alone," &c, &c. And the Idea

never appears without having previously completely

suppressed the basis of actions, in the shape of

notions of diversities of Action, Means and Result,

(I) because there is a mutual contradiction between
the notion of diversity and that of Unity or Iden-

tity, the" idea of the singleness of the moon, on the

removal of darkness, does not appear without the

suppression of the idea of its duality due to dark-
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ness ; (2) because th^re is a mutual contradiction

between the notion of Knowledge and that of

Ignorance Therefore one, for whom all notion

of diversity — on which inunctions of actions

are based— has been suppressed by the notion

of unity, brought about by such assertions as

*'the real entity is one only, without a second,**

" that alone is true", " the diversity of modifi-

cations is unreal " and the like, — such a one

alone is free from all actions, because of the

removal of the basis of all actions ; and one

who is thus free from actions is called
11

Brahma-
sansiha, " (meditator of Biahman) ; and this is the

Sanyasi alone ; it being possible for none else (all

others being absorbed m aotions). Because all

others having their notions of diversity unsuppress-

edi and seeing one thing, hearing another, then
being of a third, and knowing another, always think
that

11
having done this, I will obtain that " and so

forth. And one who does all this cannot be said to-

be " Brahmasanstha,
"—because all his notions are

based upon unrealities in the shape of modifications,

which have their origin m speech alone (having no
other than a verbal existence). And when the
notion of diversity has been suppressed as untrue,
there arises no such further notions of the means
and object of knowledge, such as

4

this is true, and
this is to be done by me 1

and so forth ;—just like

the notion of the dirtiness of surface with regard to

A'k&sa, for one who has the power of discriminating

(the real nature of things). If even after the sup-

pression of the notion of diversity, one were not to

desist from actions—just as before the suppression

9
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of the notion of di^emty,—then, m that case, all

Vedio passages laying down the reality of the idea of

unity would become falsified. And the authority

of the passages laying down unity is just as proper

as that of the passages prohibiting the eating of un-

eatable (prohibited) food ; specially as all the

Upanishads tr«at of that (unity). If it be urged

that m that ca«e, the passages enjoining actions

would become falsified,—we deny this . because

these have their authority for those whoso ideas of

"diversity have not been suppressed ;
just like the

cognitions m a dream, before awakening- If it be

uiged that wise and discriminative peisons not

performing the actions, the passages enjoining

these would lose their authority,—we deny this

because we do not find deficiency in the authority

of such passages, as lay down actions with a defi-

nite end. Because actions with definite onds are

not performed, by such people as have the idea that

it is not proper foi one to h*ve any deshe , it does

not follow that the injuncfei »ns of such actions lose

all their authority— such actions being performed

by people desiring certain ends In the same
maimer, because such people as meditate upon

Brahman, and know Brahman do not perform the

duties (laid down for the House-holder, &c), it does

not follow that passages enjoining such duties lose

all their authority,—such duties being duly perform-

ed by people not knowing Brahman. If it be urged

that " just as the actions of begging for food, &cs
do not cease for even the Sanyasi,—so in the

same manner, even if the House-holder happens to

realise the notion of unity, the actions of Aqmhotra*
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&-cM will not cease for him,*
9—this cannot be:

because when considering the validity of Injunctions

the actions of men (such as the begging of food

in r lanced) cannot serve as (authoritative) instances,

e the "killing" of an enemy, being prohibited,

—

simply because some one has been found to be doing

it, it does not follow that such killing is to be done

by wise discriminative people, even though they be

without any harmful intention towards an enemy.

And on the suppression of the notion of diversity,—

which is the sole foundati on for the application of

the passages laying down actions,—there is no
active agency left which would urge people towards

such actions as the Agmhotra and the like ; though

in the case of the Sanydsi what urges him to beg for

food is hunger* If it be urged that
c,
in the case in

question too, what will urge people to the perform-

ance of such actions will be the fear of sin lesult-

ing from their non-performance,"—this cannot be ;

because it is only one who has notions of diversity

that is entitled to such actions; we have already

explained that it is only one who has notions of

diversity, whose notions of diversity have not

been suppressed by knowledges that is entitled

to the performance of action. And the sin,

resulting from the non-performance of an
action, accrues to him only, who is entitled to its

performance,—and 'not to one who is not so

entitled ; for instance, the non- performance,

by a s<Ho\ise-holder>" of the duties of the 'Student"

does not constitute a sin* If it be urged that

"m that case, all people, who are still in one of

the four stages, hut have realised unity, would be
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Sanyasis"—this cannot be; because so long as a

man continues in one of the stages of the ideas,

ownership are not suppressed ; and because the

other stages are for the performance of actions, as

declared in the Sruii "then should he perform
actions." Therefore, the mendicant alone, who is

devoid of all notions of ownership, can be a

"Ba.nyd.si" which the House-holder and others can
never be. If it be urged that "inasmuch as all

notions of diversity, on which injunctions for

actions are based, are suppressed by the notion of

unity got at by means of the texts laying it down,
none of the Restraints, Observances, &Co can apply
to the Sany&xi"—we deny this: bee ause these (Rest-

raints, &c), helping one to restrain himself, do
apply to the Sunydsi, when he happens to be

separated, from the notion of unity, by Hunger, &c.

But from this it 'does not follow that for the Sany&si,

there is also a chance of stooping to prohibited

deeds. Because such deeds are prohibited even before

the realisation of unity. As for instance, because

one falls into a well or in a thicket in the darkness

of night, it does not follow that he should fall down,

even when the sun has risen. Therefore, it is

established it is only the mendicant, who desists

from all actions, who is called "Brahmasan&tha." It

has been said above that all that are devoid of

knowledge, attain to the' regions of the blessed ;

this is true enough. But it has also been said that

the "Sany&st" is implied in the word " Austerity'*;

this is not true. Why ? Because it is the Sanydsi
alone, to whom the character of " Brahmasanstha"
can possibly belong, as we have already explained
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that it is the SamjCist alone who is left, after the

other orders have been mentioned ; because there is

a cessation of all such actions as the Agmhotra,

&c, for one who has realised unity The duty of

performing penances devolves only upon one who

has notions of diversity. These reasons also serve

to set aside the possibility of being
11 Bahmasanstha"

m the intervals of actions, and also the fact of the

non-prohibition (of the character of Brahmasanstha

for the House-holder, &c.)—-(both these facts having

been urged by the author of the Vrittt). It had

also been urged that if only such men endowed

with knowledge, as have desisted from actions

were to be Sanydns, then knowledge by itself

would have no use. And this reasoning too is met

by our arguments. Then again, it has been urged

that the signification of the word
"Brahmaaanstha"

is not conventionally restricted to the " Sany&si**

like the significations of such words as ** Tava"
" Vat aha" and the like. This too has been set aside

by the arguments advanced by us, showing that the

name "Brahmasanstha" can apply to the Sanydsi

alone, and to none else. It has also been said that

words whose significations are fixed by convention,

do not stand in need of any reasons for their

application. But such is not the case ; since we do

find this to be the case with such words as " Gn-
hastha*\ " Taksh&'\ " Barivrdjaka", &oM—which
have for grounds of their significations the facts of

remaining in the house, of carpentering and of

wandering about as mendicants ; and yet they have
their significations fixed by convention to two
stages of life (in the case of the words "Grihastha"
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and "Parwrdjaka"); and to a particular class of
men (xn the case of the word M

TakshCt")\ but there
is no such haid and fa^t rule as that these are not
to be used where the aforesaid grounds are not
immediately perceived ; because such is not the

commonly recognised fact- In the same manner,
the word "Brahma^ansiha" can b3 held to be
applicable to the "Paramahan*a' who is beyond the

ordinary stages of human life, and who is a SanydSi
having all actions and their means suppressed for

himself ; because the accruing to him of the chief

result of Immortality is directly asserted (in the

Veda), Hence, it must be admitted that the cha-

racter of the Sanyttsi mentioned in the Veda is only
what has been explained, and not the taking up of

the sacred thread, the "tudawla", ox the scared

waterpot, &c y—as laid down m such passages, as
" with head shaved, without acquisitions and with-

out attachment, &c.
s

" and also "the supreme and
sacred for those who are above the ordinary stages

of life, &c, tec,," in the Svetasvatara Upanishad, and
also in such Sinriti passages as, "without prayers,

without obeisances/' &c«, &c ; and also "ior this

reason self-restrained ones, seeing beyond, do not
perform actions/' and "for this reason he is without
marks, knowing the Law. having his marks un mani-
fested," &c, &c The renunciation of actions

propounded by the Sanklujas is false ; because they
hold the ideas of the diversities of Actions, Instru-

ments and Results to be real (and not unreal as the

Ved&ntin does). And the theory of the non-activity

(of the agent) as propounded by the Bauddha, is

also untenable ; because they hold all things to be
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void ; and the theory of non-activity presupposes

the fact of its being an Entity, And the theory of

inaction held by lazy illiterate persons is &ho
untrue ; because these people have not their notions

of activity suppressed by any valid authoritative

means (as it is for the Verhlntm)* Therefore, it is

established that Ihe character of the '* Brahma-
sanstha" or the * Sanytta"—-which consists m the
cessation of all Actions—belongs only to one who
ha* come to realW Unity by means of the valid

iwomngs and authorities of the Vcrfdnta. From
this aKo follows ihe fact that the House holder too
becomes a S<fhya&i if he happens to get at the
realisation of uni'y. Olrjo, tion .

" But, a house»
holder, becoming a SanyOsi, would become guilty
of neRlfcCtmg the 'Sacrificial) Fire,—as says tbe
Stuti/one who neglects the me, J becomes the
murderer of the b-avn among the gods." Not so :

because a* soon as unity becomes realised, the Fire
by itself becomes, neglected an mentioned m the
Sruti. "Fire loses the character of fire," &c.
Therefore, a house-holder becoming a Panydbi, is

not gnyy of any crime.

q^qxf^T a<faTOPJT ^T^Ufa ^T^-H
^ftfcf \\ \ |i

Piajapoli brooded on the woilds From thsm,
thus brooded upon, the Tnadic knowledge issued
forth. He brooded on thi* And from this, brooded
upon, issuod the syllabhs Bhuh, Bhuvah and
Svah.

(2)
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Com.—The Text now begins to explain that,

wheiem standing firm one attains Immortality.
*' PrajdpaU Virdt or Kasyapa—with a view
to find out the pith of the worlds brooded, upon
them,—that is to say, performed meditation and
finance, with that end m view. From these thus

brooded upon, their pith, the Tnadio knowledge,
issued forth,— appeared in the mind of Prajd-

patu H He brooded on this"—as before And from
this, thus brooded upon, these syllables issued forth

;

v\z» the Vyahutis " Bhfth \ "Bhuvah*" and u
8vah*'

He brooded on them , and from them, thus

brooded upon, issued the syllable
1 Om* As all

leaves are attached to the stalk, so is all speech

attached to the syllable ' Om ' The syllable * Om *

is all this—yea the syllable
4 Om ' is all this. (3)

Com.—He brooded npon these syllables ; and

from them, thus brooded upon, issued the syllable
i Om \ which is Brahman. Of what nature was

this ? Just as all the leavee are attached or fastened

to the stalk

—

% e., are pervaded over by it ; so is all

speech—all words—pervaded over by the syllable

* OmS which is Brahman^ and which is the counter-

part of the Supreme Self .—As is also declared m
such Svutis as

u
the syllable a verily is all speech/'

And since all name is a modification of the Supreme
Self, therefore, the syllable ' Om 9

is all this:

The repetition is meant to show reverence for the
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subject treated of. The mention of the accomplish-

ment of the worlds, &c.j is with a view to eulogise

the syllable
4 Om 9

Thus ends the Tuenty-Third Khanda of Adhyaya IL

ADHYAYA II.

KHANDA XXIV.

'The teachers of Brahman declare that the

morning oblation * belongs to the Vasus, the * mid-

day oblation * to the Rvdras, and to A'dttyas and
the Vtsve-Devas the third oblation (1)

Com.—In connection with SSxaa-meditation, the

syllable,
4 Om ' has been accomplished as secondary

to Actions, and then it has been highly eulogised as

being the counterpart of the Supreme Self and
bringing about Immortality ; and now the Text
begins to lay down the S&ma and the Incantations

of the Homa, &c, which form parts of the sacrifice.

The teachers of Brahman declare that what is

known as the
£ moriimg-oblation * belongs to the

Vasus ,—that is to say, this world while connected

with the morning-oblation is kept under control by
these Lords of this oblation. Similarly, the worlds

of the sky is kept under control by the Rudras* who
are the Lords of the midday oblation. And the

- third world is kept under control by the A'dityas

.and the Visve-Devas, who are the Lords of the third
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oblation. Thus, then there is no other world left

for the sacrifioer.

Where then is the world of the sacrifioer ? He
who does not know this, how can he perform

(sacrifices) ? If he knows this, then he should per-

form (them). (2)

Com —Then where is tbo woxld of the sacrifioer,

for the sake of which he sacrifices ? That is to

say, his world is nowhere. And the St ui\ says
;

" One who sacrifices for the sake of a world/' And
if the sacrifioer were not to know the means of

acquiring a world— such moans being m the

shape of the Sama, Homa Mantra, <ftc,»—not

knowing this, how could he perform sacrifices ?

That is to say, the proper character of the sacri-

fioer can never belong to an ignorant person.

This is meant to eulogise the Sdma> and as

such, should not be taken as prohibiting the

performance of sacrifices for one who is ignorant

of thepe, and knows only the sacrifice. Because, if

it were taken as eulogising tho knowledge of S&ma,
&c , and, at the same time, as prohibiting the

performance by ignorant persons —there would be

a split of the sentence. And we have explained in

the beginning, in the Chapter treating of Ush&sh,

showing why even an ignorant person can parform

sacrifices. If however he knows such means as the

SWra<7, <&c.,—to be hereafter explained—then he
should perform sacrifices.
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Before the beginning of the 'Matin-chant

sitting behind the G-tirhapntija fire, and facing the

noith, (the sacrificer) sings the Suma sacred to the

Vasus , (3)

Com*—Now, what is it that has to be known
(fox the performance of sacrifices) *> It is explained*

Before beginning the hymns constituting the

"Morning Chant," sitting behind the GQrh apatya

fire, and looking towards the North, the sacrificer

sings the Sdma sacred to the Va&us*

Open the door of this world, that we may see

thee, for the Kingdom. (4)

Com*—-Open the door of this world of the eaith

—0 Fire 1—So that, thiough that door, we may see

thee, for the sake of the Kingdom (of this world).

Then he makes offerings (reciting).
1

Adoration

to Fire, who dwells on the Earth, who dwells in the

woild 1 Obtain this world for me, the sacrificer ' To
this world of the Sacrificer I am to go.* (5)

Com.—After this he makes offerings into the

fire reciting the Mantra "Adoration to Fire
11-—

we bow, O Fire, to thee, who dwellest on the Earth,

and who dwellest in the world , obtain for me the
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worlds of the sacnficer ; verily to this world of the

sacnficer I am to go,

fcISfcl cRW^R: JTRP ^R^^sTO^EI II ^ II

Thither will the sacrifices after this life go,

Sbr/Wtake away the bolt; haying said this, he

rises. For him the Vasus fulfil the morning obla-

tion* (6)

Com.—' 1

Thither ' i e.i to this world, I the

sacnficer, after death, will go

—

Svahd: thus he

makes the offering, adding
—"remove the bolt"— i.e.,

the bolfc closing the door of the world. Having
pronounced this Mantra, he rises. And by means of

these, the worlds connected with the morning

oblation, are purchased, from the Vasus ;
hence,

these fulfil the morning oblation for the sacnficer.

\ i \ *nw ^ \ ^ \ w V(U\ sfo iu ii

Before the beginning of the midday oblation,

sitting down behind the Agmdhriya fire and fac-

ing the North* he sings the Scma sacred to the

Madras. (
9
)

14 Open the door of the world, that we may see

thee, for VairdjyaS' (8)

Com.—In the same manner, sitting behind the
M Agmdhriya\—the southern fire, and looking to-

wards the North he sings the S&ma sacred to the

Rudras for the sake of attaining
i{

Vair&pja"

{Kingdom of the Sky).
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m ^m: Wcn^; ^i^TOit qforfii^R^r-

Then he makes the offering, (reciting) Adora-
tion to Vdyu, who dwells in the sky, and dwells m
the world ! Obtain this woild for me, the saorificer I

To this world of the sacrificer I am to go (9)

Thither will the sacrificer, after this life go

—

Svahti '
*' Remove the bolt'"—having said this, he

uses ; and the Sudias fulfil the midday oblation for

him. (10)

Corn,—" "Who dwells in the sky, &c, &c."—as
before.

£tvrai"iw^} \\ t^t c^tt ;w< i&m \\\\\

Before the beginning of tne third oblation, sit-

ting behind the Aliavaniya fire, and, facing the

North, he sings the Suma sacred to the A'dtiyas,

and also that sacred to the Visvedtivas

" Open the door of the world,—that we may
see thee, for the kingdom of Heaven."
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" This is sacred to the A\l>tyas. Now, the one

sacred to the Visvfc!elua*>. * Open the door of the

world,—"that we may see thee, for the Kingdom
Supreme/' (11—13).

t7o?7i.—Similarly, sitting behind the A'havaniyu

Fire, and looking towards the North, he sings the

Sdma sacred to the A'dityus, and then the one

sacred to the VtsvectSvas—fov the sake of the King-

dom of Heaven and the Kingdom Supreme respect-

ively.

Then, he makes the olfenng (reciting)* * Ado-

ration to the A'thtyas, and to the VtsvecMvas, the

dwellers of Heaven, and the dwellers of the woild 1

Obtain the world for the saciificer 1*

To this world of the saenficer, I will go. "Thither

will the sacrificer after this life go—Stdhd. Remove
the bolt 1—having said this, he rises.

For him, the A'chiyax and the VtsvSdevas fulfil

the third oblation. One who knows this, knows

the real character of sacrifice—yea, one who
knows this. (14-16)

Com.—" Dwellers of Heaven," &c , &c.—as

before ; the only difference being the plural number
in "Vmdatu" and " Apahaia" All these recitations
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belong to the sacrifice^ -on account of the marks in
" I will go" pointing 1c .he sacrificer; the meaning
being

44

1, the sacrlfioei, knowing this, fee/* " One
who knows this"— the Soma, &c, as explained

above—knows tho real character of sacrifices. The
repetition of

u
one wh ) knows this" is moant to

denote the close of the Adhydya

Thus ends the Tik >hj-Fourth Khanda oj

Adl >jCnja 1L

Thus ends th*- Second Adhyaya>



^be Cbba'nbog^a mpantebab

ADHYA'YA III

KHANDA I.

This sun verily is the honey of the Devas. Of
this. Heaven is the cross-beam, the sky is the hive,

and the rays, the Eggs. (1).

Oom—"This sun c&c,
"—shows the context of

the coming Adhyaya. At the close of the last

Adhy&ycu it has been said : "One who knows the

measures of the sacrifice and the articles of the

sacrifice, as they arise out of the S&ma, the Homa
and the Mantras^ and constituting the parts of the

sacrifice,—have all been clearly explained, with a

view to the attainment of particular ends. And
the Sun, embodying the accomplishment of the

results of all the sacrifices, shines with great

splendour. And this Sun, being the result of the

actions of all living beings, is directly perceived by
all, Hence, after having explained the sacrifices, the

Text begins a treatment of the meditation of their

resulfc in the shape of the Sun, with a view to de-

scribe the highest of the ends of man. 41
The Sun

indeed is the honey of the Devas
t
etc., <6rc." The Sun

is the honey of the gods, as it gives them pleasure,
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and, as such is like hdney.The fact of the Sun being'

a source of pleasure to the Vasus and the rest will be

explained later on, as being based upon the fact of

the Sun embodying the results of all sacrifices. But
how does the character of " honey " belong to It *

Of this honey, Heaven is the cross-beam, just like

the beam to which the honey-bee hangs. Because
the Heaven appears to be slanting crossly (to the

gods who dwell in the sky, when they look up-

wards) : and the sky is the hive, hanging as it

were, by the beam of Heaven ; hence resembling^

in this, the hive, the sky is the hive,—as also

because it is the support of honey in the shape of

the sun. By ''rays," are meant the watery vapours
drawn from the Earth by the Sun, and, con-

tained m its rays ; as described elsewhere **the

water is the rays of the Sun " And these "rays"

—

being contained in the rays existing in the hive of

the sky, and thus resembling the eggs of the bee

—

appear like "eggs,"—* e , the eggs contained in the
cells of the bee-hive.

II \ I!

"Its Eastern rays are the honey-cells on the
East. The Riks are the honey-producers ; the Rig
Veda is the flower; and those waters are the nectar*
and th ose very Riks indeed (are the bees) "

(2)

Com* Of this Sun—the receptacle of honey

—

the rays that point to the East are its honey-cells
on the East. And since the Riks produce the red
honey contained in the Sun, therefore these are the

10
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bees producing the honey ; inasmuch as like the

bees, these also produce the honey after extracting

the essences of flowers ; and this flower is the Rig

Veda. By the word "Rig Veda" is meant the Action

prescribed in the Rig Veda , because the name "Rig

Veda" rightly belongs to the collection of verses

and Brdhmanas ; and as such, consisting only of

words, it is not possible for such collection to pour

out (bring about) essences, &cM while it is quite

possible for Actions to bring about such essences,

as honey and the like. Just as the bees produce

honey by extracting the juices of flowers, so do the

Biks accomplish their honey by extracting the

juices of Actions prescribed in the Rig Veda. Now*

what are these juices ? These juices are the

"waters," in the shape of the Soma-juice, butter

and milk, that are poured out into the fire , and

these, being therein cooked, become "nectar" (so-

called, because they are supposed to lead to im-

mortality) , that is to say, they become juices with

excellent flavouis and those very Biks, taking the

essences of these, are like the bees extracting juice

from the flowers.

wi^^wra H \ 11

These impressed the Rig Veda. And from it

thus impressed, .proceeded, as essence, fame,
resplendence, the senses, strength and health. (3)

Com—These Btks, employed m Actions,

impressed the flower—like Actions prescribed in

the Rig Veda. Proper essences, like honey, are

given out only by such Actions as are performed by
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means of the Rih-Maniras employed during the

sacrifice, m the form of the various hymns ; just as

honey is produced only by the sucking of the flowers

by the bees. With this view it is said ''from it thus

impressed** It is next explained what is the essence

that flows from the brooding of the ifr/c-bees :

"Fame" t.e t) renown ;
" resplendence " i.e.^ bright-

ness of the body ;
'* the senses," the full activity

of all the senses
tm their virility ; " strength " i e

,

power, and " health," z.eM that whereby there would
be a continuance of the gods every day. Such was
the essence that proceeded from Action, m the

shape of sacrifice, &c

Wit 8 II

It flowed out. It went towards the sun* This

it is that appears as the red form of the Sun. (4)

Com.—The Essence*—
1 fame &c, ending in

* health '—flowed out , and having flowed out, it

went by. the side of the Sun, to the Eastern side of

the Sun Just as the fire is prepared by the peasant

so Actions are performed by men for the purpose

of acquiring certain results, m the shape of Fame,

&cM—the idea in their minds being ' we will eat of

the honey stored up m the sun m the shape of the

results of all the Actions.' And in order to bring

about confidence, this is directly shown*
u
This it

as, &c; what is it ? It is the red light of the rising

sun.

Thus ends the First Kkanda of Adhyuya III



ADHYA'YA III.

KHANDA 11.

Its southern rays are the honey-cells to the

South. The Yafwh verses are the honey-producers
;

Yajur Veda is the flower , and those waters are the

nectar. (1)

Com*—" Its southern rays, &<>.•" as above, Tha
honey-producers are the Yajnsh verses ; tu\ % the

actions prescribed in the Yajur Veda are like bees,

as explained above. The actions prescribed in the

Yajur Veda perform the work of flowers ; hence,

they are called the "flower
M

Those waters—Soma,
&a

5
are the nectar

v^w \ ll

And those very Yajush verses impressed the

Yajur Veda And from it, thus impressed, proceed*

ed, as essence, fame, resplendence, the senses,

strength and health. (2)
*• It flowed out ; it went towards the Sun , this

it is that appears!as the white form of the Sun/' (3>
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Com.—''These Yajush verses, &c."—all as

before. It is this " honey " that appears as the

the white form of the Sun.

Thus ends the Second Khanda of AdhyCiya IIL

ADHYA'YA HI.

KHANDA ill.

>^tp^ |] ^ 11

And its western rays are the honey-cells to the

East, the Sdmas are the honey-producers ; the

Sama Veda is the flower, and these waters are the

nectar* (1)

** The SCimas impressed the Sama Veda, and

from it thus impressed, proceeded, as essence, fame,

resplendence, the senses, strength and health." (2}

" It flowed out. It went towards the Sun* This

it is that is in the black form of the Sun." (3)

Com.— 1

Its western rays, &c.,"~same as

before. The honey of Sdmas constitutes the black-

ness of the Sun.

Thus ends the Third Khanda of AdhyCiya IIL
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KflANDA IV

W il ^ ll

Now, its northern rays are the honey-cells to

the North, The Atharv&ngirasa are the honey-

producers ; the Itihdsas and PurunassxQ the flower.

Those waters are the nectar- (1)

"These Atharv&nqtrasa impressed these lUr
Msas and Purdnas And from these, thus im-

pressed, proceeded, as essence, fame, resplendence,

the senses, strength and health. "
(2)

It flowed out. It went towaids the Sun. This

it is that is the extremely black form m the
Sun.' (3)

Com.—u Now, its northern ray8,&c„—as before.
" Atharvangirasa" means * the Atha? vana and the

Angirasa Mantras 1

employed at sacrifices ; these

are the honey-producers. The Itihdsas and Purdnas
arc the flower. " It is an established fact the

Itihdsas and Pvrdnas are employed at sacrifices,

—
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as for instance, at the Aavamedha during the
n
Pariplava nights." This honey is that form of

the Sun which is extremely black.

Thus ends the Fourth Kkwida of A'lhydya IJU

ADHYA'YA III,

KHANDA V.

m vmm nf*n^ Tim

ss^rr igjfii\ affa ctr s^ptr sir: H
?

B

^m?f ^ il ^ ti

Now, its upward rays are the honey-cells on

the top-

The secret instructions are the honey-pro-

ducers : and Brahma Itself is the flower. Those

waters are the nectar. (1)

These secret instructions impressed this Brah-

ma ; and from It, thus impressed, proceeded; as

essence, fame% resplendence, the senses* strength

and health (2)

It flowed out. It went towards the Sun ; this

it is that appears as quivering in the centre of the

Sun. ' (3)
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Com*—Now, its upward raijb, &c+,—as before
** Secret " means tmdisclosable ; and " instructions "

mean the inunctions with regard to the gates of the

worlds, and also the various meditations, as form-

ing parts of Actions; these are the honey-produ-

cers, " Brahma " here signifies the Pranava (0m) t

because, the section deals with words. This is the

flower. The rest is as before. This is the honey

that appears to one who fixes his eyes, to be quiver-

ing or moving in the centre of the Sun^'

These indeed are the essence of the essences :

The Vedas are the essences ; and these are their

essence, These indeed are
fthe nectar of the nec-

tars . the Vedas are the nectars , and these are

their nectar- (4)

Com,—" These "—the forms red and the rest

—

"are the essence of the essences." It is explained

of what these are essences. The Vedas are the

essences, because they floio from men. And of those

Vedas as essences, and as they take the foims of

Actions—these red and other forms become the

essence, i.e.* the final essence. In the same manner,
these are the nectar of the nectars. " The Vedas
are the nectars'*—because they are eternal ; and of

these, the red and other forms are the nectar.
u Essence of essences, &c, are meant to eulogise

Actions, of which such nectars are shown to be the

results.

Thus ends the Fifth Khanda of Adhyaya IJL
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KHANDA Vf.

That which is the first nectar* on that live the

Vasus with Agni at their head. Verily, the gods do

not eat or drink ; looking upon this nectar, they are

satisfied. (1)

Co?n.—Of the above, that which is the first

nectar—in the shape of the red form of the Sun,

—

on that live the Vasus, the lords of the morning
hymns with Agnt at their head. The assertion that
" from it proceeded as essence, health or appetite"

would show that they eat m the ordinary way, with

their hands, This is denied. *' The gods do not eat

or dunk" How then do they live ? Having seen,

i.e.. enjoyed by the senses,—the aforesaid red form,

they become satisfied, the Eye being the door so to

say of all the sense-organs. Objection :
" It being

directly mentioned that it is only on seeing* that they

become satisfied) how do you make out the shape

to be amenable to all the senses ?
,f Not so ; since

Fame, &c, are amenable to the ear and the rest

:

Fame is cognisable by the Ear ; Light and colour

belong to the eye, and the activity of the other

senses too are to be inferred from the nature of the

varioxis effects, "Strength" is virility of the body.

And "AnnadycT (Health) is that which daily leads
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to the continuance of the body. "Essence"—^., all

the afforesaid are essences
,
seeing which, they are

satisfied. ''Seeing this, the gods become satisfied"

means that they enjoy it by all their senses, and
then become satisfied —becoming, through their

connection with the Sun, free from bad smell and
such like discrepancies of the body and the senses.

They retire into this colour , and rise from this

colour, (2)

Com—Do they live upon the nectar idly ? No.
Having realised with regard to this colour, that
"now there is no occasion for my enjoyment,"
they retire—i.e., become indifferent And when
again the opportunity of enjoying this colour
occurs, they again

* f

rise from this colour, ?.e,,—

again become active for the sake of that colour.

And it is seen m the ordinary world that there is

no enjoyment for those who are idle and inactive

"ll % H

One who knows this nwotar, becomes one of
the Vasus

, and, with A'gnt at his head, he comes
to be satisfied by looking upon this nectar* He
retires into this colour, and rises from this

colour.
(3)

Com,—Whovec knows (1) the bees m the shape
of the Riks to give rise to the flowing of honey
from the flower m the shape of the Actions
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prescribed in the Rig Veda, (2) the nectar to lie m
the Sun to have a red colour, to be located in the

Eastern rays of the sun, and to be enjoyed by the

Vastis, and (3) the knowers of these to be identified

with the Vasu% to live upon it with Agni at their

head, to be satisfied by mere sight, to rise on'ithe

occasion of their enjoyment, and to retire on the

lapse of this opportunity,—whoever knows all this,

enjoys all this just like the Vasus.

*r «rfe*p gwcng^TT w^i m
So long as the Sun rises m the East and sets in

the West, so long does he attain the sovereign

heavenly kingdom of the Vasus. (4)

Com.—How long does such a knower live upon
the nectar ? This is explained : So long as the

Sun rises, in the East, and sets m the West,—so

long does he attain the sovereign heavenly kingdom
of the Vasus,—that is to say, as long as the period

of enjoyment of the Vasus* One who resides in

the lunar disc, doing mere actions, and is dependent,

becomes the food of the gods. Not so the knower
of the nectar, who attains to the Kingdom of

Heaven.

Thus ends the Sixth Khamhi of AfJhydya 1IL
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KHANDA VII

That which is the second nectar, on that live

the Rudras, with Indra at their head. Verily, the

gods do not eat or drink . looking upon this nectar,

they are satisfied. (1)

They retire into this colour, and rise from this

colour. W
^ q ^ER|d it? ^pti^ri g^^ra^r-

One who knows this nectar becomes one of the

Btidtas and with Indra at his head, he comes to be

satisfied by looking upon this nectar; he retires

into this colour, and rises from this colour. (3)

*r wfe: gssen^n w^tst ftswf^
^mateqaftcTr tfwzjfam^ *mz% wit

li « ii

So long as the Sun rises in the East, and sets in

the Weetj twice as long does it rise to the South,

and set to the North : and so long does he attain

the sovereign heavenly kingdom of the Budras. (4)
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Cow.—" That which zs the second nectar, on

that live the Budras", &c.,—the same as before. So

long as the Sun rises in the East and sets in the^

West, twice that time does Tt rise to the South and

set to the North. So long is the time for enjoyment

by the Rudras. (1—4}

Thus ends the Seventh Khanda of Adhyaya TIL

ADHYAYA HI,

KHANDA V1IL

gcn^r II ^ II

q% n 8 II

That which is the third nectar, on that live the

A'diiyas, with Vat una at their head. Verily the

gods do not either eat or drink. Looking upon this

nectar, they are satisfied. (1)

They retire into this colour, and rise from this

colour. (2)
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One who thus knows this nectar becomes one

of the A'dityas ; and with Vai una at his head, he

comes to be satisfied by looking upon this nectar.

He retires into this colour, and rises from this

colour, (3)

So long as the Sun rises in the South and sets

m the North, twice as long does It rise in the West
and sot in the East. And so long does he attain

the sovereign heavenly kingdom of the A'dityas* (4)

Cbm.—Similarly so long as the Sun rises m the

West, in the North and overhead : and sets opposite

to these respectively. The mention of the period

of time following being twice the time preceding is

opposed to the theory of the Pur&nas. Those versed

in the Puranas have declared that, ton the four

sides of the Sun—in the regions of Indra, Tama,

Vai una and Soma—the time of rising and setting

is the same ; inasmuch as to the North of the

Manasa lake, on the top of Mount Merit, the

space tiaversed around is always the same.

Tho teachers of old have explained this dis-

crepancy 'between the Text and the Puranas'. In

the regions of Amardvat and the rest, the time of

residence in the one following would be double the

one of residence in the region mentioned before

;

and so on. By the "rising" of the Sun here is

meant the capability of the Sun to be visible to the

eyes of the creatures inhabiting those regions ; and
"setting" means its invisibility. It is not the ordi-

nary rising and setting" that is meant here. If there

be no inhabitants in any region then though the Sun
would be passing through that region, yet it would
not be said either to "rise" or to "set," because hi
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such a case there would be visibility or invisibi-

lity. So the Saim/Cfmam (the Southern Region of

Gods) continues to be inhabited twice to as long

as AmarCivah (the Eastern Region) ; and for the

inhabitants of the Southern Region the Sun would
rise towards what would be South in our concep-

tion, and set towards what would be North for us ;

and similarly with the Northern Region. For all

these Regions, the Me? u is to the North At the

time that in Amuravati the Sun would be meridian,

m Sumyamain, it would be seen to be just rising;

and when it would be at meridian at this latter

place, it would be found to be rising in Varuna's

regions, the Western, And similarly in the

North ; the circle traversed being everywhere the

same. For the inhabitants of It&vrita, who have

the rays of the Sun stopped by enclosures of moun-

tains all round, the Sun is always seen to rise over-

head and set below the feet ; since the light of the

Sun enters through the crevices in the top of the

mountains In the same manner, it may be inferred

that persons living upon the various nectars, Rik,

&c,—as also among the nectars themselves,

—

there is a gradual increase m their strength and

virility , such inference being based upon the

fact of the time of enjoyment being doubled, one

after another. The ''retirement," " rising,*, fee, are

the same for the gods Radra$> &c„ as well as for

theose that know the aforesaid nectars. (1—4)

Thus ends the Eighth Khanda of Adhy&ya IIL



ADHYATA III

KHANDA IX.

q% ll « l!

That which is the fourth nectar, on that live

Ma?uts, with #o?na at their head. Verily, the gods

do not either eat or drink; looking upon this nectar,

they are satisfied (1>

They retire into this colour and rise from this

colour. (2)

One who knows this nectar, becomes one of the

MarutSj and with Soma at his head, he comes to be

satisfied by looking upon this nectar. He retires

into this colour» and rises from this colour, (3)

So long ,as the Sun rises in the West and sets

in the East, twice a«t long does It rise in the North

aud set m the South. And so long does he attain the

sovereign heavenly Kingdom of the Maruts. (5>

Thus ends the Ntnth Khanda of Adhydya III



ADHYA'YA HI.

KHANDA X.

3 ^f^f^^^Hifqip^ II ^ II

\\\ II

tl « II

That which is the fifth nectai, on that live the

Stidhyas, with Brahma at their head. Verily, the

gods do not either eat or drink. Looking upon this

nectar, they are satisfied fl)

They retire into this colour, and rise from this

colour. (2)

One who knows this nectar, becomes one of the

Sddhyas ; and with Brahma at his head, he comes

to be satisfied by looking upon this nectar

He retires into this colour, and rises from this

colour. (3)

So long as the Sun rises in the North, and spts

m the South, twice as long dops it ri«*e overhead

11
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and eet down below. And so long does he attain

the sovereign heavenly kingdom of the S&dhyas* (4)

Thus ends the Tenth Khanda of Adhydya III

ABHYA'YA III.

KHANDA XI.

tier gist sVf TOcit sfi^aJ^w ^^ fit-

Now rising from thence upward, He neither

rises nor sets ; He stands alone in the middle. (1)

Com*—Having by the aforesaid rising and
setting helped the creatures to experience the effects

of their actions,—when these experiences have
ended—the Sun takes all the creatures into himself

;

and then, having risen beyond the time of helping

the creatures, He rises within himself, on account

of the absence of the creatures for whose sake he

used to rise. And thus being located within himself,

He does not rise, nor does He set , but alone, by

Himself,—^,e.J without any parts—He stands in the
41 middle

M—
i e., within himself. Now, a certain

learned person, being in the position of the Vasus,

&c, and partaking of the enjoyment of the nectars
44 Red " and the rest, and having worshipped the

Sun as the Sell, and thereby becoming meditative,

saw this mantra ; and then rising from his medita-

tion spoke to another person who had questioned

him thus :
* Since you have come from the Brahmic

regions, will you tell me whether, there too as here,
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the Sun moves along nights and days and thereby

cuts short the lives of living beings*" Being thus

asked, the reply that the meditating person gave is

expressed in the following verse, as mentioned in

the text below.

It is not so there ; He has not set ; nor has He
ever risen* 0 ye gods 1 by this truth, may I not fall

from Brahma. (2)

Com.—In the regions of Biahma, from where I

have come, there is nothing like what you ask.

Because there the Sun has never set; nor has He ever

risen at any time. Being exhorted that his assertion,

as to the Brahmic region being without the Sun,
rising or Betting, is not possible,—the Yogi swears
as it were : O ye gods who are witness to what I

say, listen to what I say as the truth ; and by this

truth may I not fall from—be opposed to

—

Brahma*

q^m^s^foq?^ II \ li

One who thus knows the secret of Brahma,—
for him, the Sun neither rises nor sets ; for him,
there is day once for all, (3)

Com.—With a view to show that the reply

.given above is true, the Text declares :
" For him9

&c." For one who knows Brahma as explained

above, the Sun neither rises nor sets ; but for the

Brahma-knower, there is day once for all,—i.e., for

him there is always day, inasmuch as he is self*

luminous. This is for one, who knows the secret
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of Brahma—i.e , the three Vasus, <£c, the relations

of the nectars, and whatever else has been explained

above The meaning is that the knower becomes
the eternal unborn Biahma, not conditioned by time

as marked by the rising and setting of the Sun.

Btahma explained this to Praj&pati, Prajdpah
to Manu, and Manu t to his descendants And to

Udddlaka A'rum the eldest son, his father explained

touching this Brahma. (4)

Com*—This doctrine of Honey, Bi ahmd Hiran-

yagarbha explained to Projftpati Virat. This latter

explained it to Manii. And Maun to his descendants

Xkshtdku &c This line of teachers is mentioned

m order to enhance the value of the doctrine And
further this doclime of Honey was explained to

Udddlaka A't uni hy lus father*

—

A'rum being the

eldest son.

grief st^jhtc g^PT fw ^ R^qaTI^q 3TS-tf~

efrfMif ii <\ ti

This Btahma, the Father may explain to his

eldest sou or to a worthy disciple, (5)

Com.—The aforesaid doctrine of Brahma may
be explained by other people also to the eldest son,

Tjvho is the dearest of all, or to a worthy or deserv-

ing disciple.

3F*ret w&src nwm\ q-ftn^mr mm
gpft ^f%H^r ^efrsr cf^ *jjr ffci n ^ i!
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And to no one else ; even if he gave him the

-whole of the sea-girt earth full of treasure ; for this

is greater than that,—yea greater than that. (6)

Com-—He should not explain it to any body
else. For all the teachers of innumerable places,

only two are allowed (for the imparting of the
secret) Why this limitation ? If to such a teacher
one was to give all this sea-girt earth filled with all

sorts of treasures and necessaries of life—-in ex-

change for the secret doctrine,—even then, all this

would not be a fit exchange for it, because the im-
parting of the secret of the Honey-doctrine ^ very
much greater—more useful—than all the treasures.

&c« The repetition implies reverence for the doc-

trine.

Thu* ends the Eleventh Khunda of Adhyayu 111*

ADHY AYA III.

KHANDA XII.

HPflft Ml ^ m ^ qftS" far? 37^ JTPPfT

f?- st! ^ qnfcr *r^ ^ \\ \ \\

Quyatrt is every th.mg, whatsoever here exists.

Speech indeed is Gdyatn ; for speech sings out and

protects everything whatsoever here exists, (1)

Cow.—Inasmuch as this doctrine of Brahma
leads to such excellent and transcendental results,

it should be explained in another way also, In

order to do this the text begins with
tfi Gdyatn *s,

&c*\ and explains the Brahma by means of the
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Gdyatn ; because Brahma—being free from all

specifications and amenable only to such negations

as 'not this, not that'—is incomprehensible by
itself. Though there are many metres, yet it is

the Gdyatri alone that is taken as a means of

explaining Btahma^ simply because this is the

most important of all the metres. And the all-im-

portance of the Gayait i at a sacrifice is due to the

facts (1) of the Soma being held by this, (2) of its

including the letters of all other metes' and thus

pervading over them, and (3) of its pervading over

all the oblations at a sacrifice. And further, since

Gdyatn is the essence of the Brdhmana, even the

aforesaid Brahma does not have recourse to

anything greater, neglecting the Gdyatn, which is

very great m itself, and which is like the mother of

the Brdhmana. And this, because it is a well-

known fact the Gdyatri is something very great.

For this reason it is by means of the Gdyatri thai

Brahma is explained. " Va" means indeed.
" Everything 99

% <?, all the living beings, animate
or inanimate—is Gdyatn. Since ,it would be im-
possible for a metre to be everything, the text

explains Gdyatn as " speech " which is the source
of the Gdyatn. "Speech indeed is Gdyatri:

1"

Speech is everything." Because speech, having
the form of Word " sings out all living brings,"—
ue , names them as " the Cow " " the Horse **—and
protects them—u e

, encourages them, such as
1

don't be afraid of this ; wherefore doest thou fear
*

and the like: and these being thus encouraged,
become saved from all cause of fear. That speech
sings and protects all things is due to the fact of it&
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being mdentical with G&yutru Because the Gdyatri

is called ''Gdyatu," simply because it sing* (Gayati)

and protects {ir&yatS).

That G&yutri is tbis earth. For everything

that exists rests on this , and does not go beyond
it (2)

Corn.—The aforesaid Gdyatn t winch is every-

thing that exists, is this earth It is explained

how it is the earth ; because it is related to all

living beings. But how is it related to all beings ?

Because all beings, either animate or inanimate,

rest on the earth and never transcend it Just as

the G&tjatn comes to be related to ail beings, by
sinqinq and protecting, so does the earth become
related to all beings, on account of the beings

resting upon it Hence Gdyatri is this earth

That earth again is the body in man ; because

the -vital airs are located in this and do not go
beyond it. (3)

Com,—That earth which has been said to be

Gayafri is this- What is it ? It is that aggregate

of causes and effects which is known as the
* 4 body"

in a living man. Because the body is earthy But

how does the body come to be G&yatri ? Well, be-

cause it is in this that are located the vital airs

—

known by the name " Bhilta" (Element). Thus
then like the Earth, the body is the residence of the
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vital airs known as " elements *' and hence the

body is Gdyatri Also because the vital airs do not

transcend this body

That body in the man is the heart within the

man. Because, m that, the vital airs rest , and
they do not go beyond it. (4)

Com.—The body in man is Gdyatri, And that

which is the heart m man—known by the name of

"lotus "—is Gdyatru How 9 Because the vital airs

rest in it, therefore like the body, it is Gdyatri And
the vital airs do not transcend this. " Prdna is the

father, P) dna the mother ! not harming any beings"

—such are the Srutis. The vital airs are denoted

by the word
14
Bhilta"

m ^gcq^r «rfsp*T ^i^z^^K II ^ II

This Gdyatri has four feet, and is sixfold. This

is also declared by a Rtk. (5)

Com*—The Gdyain is a metre with four feet

each foot having four syllables. It is sixfold in the

shape of speech, creatures, earth* body, heart and
vital airs. Speech and vital airs, though mentioned

m connection with something else, are also forms
of the Gdyatru Otherwise, the number six would
be impossible. This Brahma, known as " G&yatn"
is also declared by another Rik, through the

Gdyatru

^Tft ft^FTIJjd %ftfcl W \ II
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Such is the greatness of It. Greater than It is

the Pw usfta. His foot are all things. The three-

footed Immortal is in heaven (6)

Com —Such is the greatness of this Brahma
called " Gdyatrt."

11 Such ,>—i.e., as much as has

been just explained as the Guyatn having its foot

as an emanation from Brahma, and having four

feet and being sixfold. Than this Brahma, named
Guyatn, and partakiner of the nature of an emana-

tion, and having only a verbal existence,~the

Purusha is greater,—this Purusha, having an
existence in reality and not being a product, is

called " Puiunha" because it fills everything

and lies in the bo>ly." Hit* foot ate all things"—
Light, Food, &c, animate as well as inanimate.
" Three-footed"— having three feet- The three-

fooled Immortal-—known as " Pw usha"~~lies m the

neaven of all that consists of Qayati i ; that is to say,

in the resplendent Self of his own.

This Brcthmu is the Alcdm outside the

Pin tisfia. (?)

Com.—That which has been explained by

means of the G&yatri, as the three-footed Immortal

Brahma, is the same as the well-known element

A'k&sa, which surrounds the Purusha on the

outside.
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The A'kdsa that Is outside the Put usha is the
A'kdsa that is inside the Purusha (8)

Con*—The A'kdsa which surrounds the Purusha
on the outside is that A'kdsa which is within the

Purusha.

The A'kdsa that is inside the Purusha is the

A'kdsa within the heart ; and this is omnipresent
and unchanging He who knows this obtains com-
plete and imperishable greatness, (9)

Com —The A'kdsa that is inside the Pvi usha is

the A'kdsa within the lotus of the heart. How can

a single A'kdsa be threefold ? This is explained

with regard to the ob]ects of the external senses ;ux

the A'kdsa of the waking state, we come across an
excess of unhappiness* In comparison with this

the pain is less intense inside the foody, which is the

place for dreams ; for, one is dreaming In the

A'kdsa inside the heart again, one does not desire

any desires, and dreams no dreams ; hence the

A'kdsa of deep sleep is one, wherein there is

complete cessation of all pain. In this way it is

only proper that a single A'kdsa should be three-

fold. Beginning with the A'kdsa, outside the

person the Text has gradually confined the A'kdsa

to within the heart, with a view to eulogise the

place where the mind is to be concentrated. Just

as M among the three worlds Kurukshetra is the

most important; half of it is Kurukshetra and half

PritMdaka*' This Brahma, in the shape of the

A'kdsa in the heart is omnipresent, and should not
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be taken as being confined within the heart only.

And though the mind is concentrated upon the

A'kasa m the heart, yet, It is unchanging— not

capable of any changes, and as such imperishable.

Other things being changeable and limited are

perishable ; but the A'kasa within the heart is not

so. He obtains complete and imperishable great-

ness, --one who realises, during the present life, the

existence of the omnipresent and unchanging
Brahma just described

Tims ends the Twelfth Khumla of Adhydya IIL

ADHYA'YA III.

KHANDA XHL

aft jr htt^ ispiFT y% ^gw: mf

Of that Heart there are five gates of the Devas*

That which is the Eastern gate is the Prdna ; that

is the Eye ; that is the Sun One ought to meditate

upon this as brightness and health. One who knows
this becomes bright and healthy. (2)

Com.—" Of that, &c "
. this section is begun

with a view to lay down the specialities of the gate-

keeper, &c, as forming part of the meditation of

the Brahma named *' G&yatrt." Just as in the

ordinary world, the gate-keepers, being won over
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by the service of the King, become the means of

approaching the King himself, so too, in the present

case. Of the Heart, spoken of above, there are Ave

gates belonging to the Devas ; that is to say, the

door-ways by which one could get at the Heavenly

Regions, and which are guarded by the Devas,

Prance Sun and the rest. It is for this reason that

they are called the
u
Gat°s of the Devas." Of this

Heart—which is, as it were the Palace of Heaven

—

that which is the Eastern gate—that is to say, the

gate-way on the Eastern side,— is Prdna residing

therein,—that is to say. the particular breath that

moves forward along that gate. Connected with

this, and identical with it is the Eye ; and so also is

tho Sim,— as declared by the Sruti—
t( He is the

exterior Prdna." And the Sun resides m the heart

through its residence m the shape of the eye ;—as

declared in the Vdjamneya u Wherein is the Sun.

resident ? In the eye.*
1 The deity of the up-breath-

mg (Prdna) is one and the same with the Eye and
the Sun, together with its substratum. It will be

declared further on Svaha to Prdna—the oblation

offered with this satisfies all this." This Prdna,
being the keeper of the gate of Heaven, is Brahma.
One desiring to get at the Heavenly regions should

meditate upon Pi ana as endowed with brightness

—in the shape ef the Eye and the Sun,—and as

Health,—because the Sun is health. And the

result accruing is that one who knows this becomes
bright and healthy- Being won over by medita-
tion, the gate-keeper becomes the means of arriving

at the Heavenly Regions. This is the most import-

ant result.
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Now that which is its Southern gate is Vydna,

that is the Ear, that is the Moon. One ought to

meditate upon it as prosperity and fame. He who
knows this becomes prosperous and famous, (2)

Com —" That which is its Southern gate
,f—the

particular Breath located therein performs vigorous

deeds by taking hold of the Prdna and Ap6na% and
then moving alone ; hence it is Vydna ; and related

to this is the Ear, and similarly that is the Moon,—as

declared by the Sruti :
" By means of the Ear are

created the Quarters and also the Moon,"—both of

these together with their substrata, as -explained

above
,c As prosperity and lame the Ear and the

Moon are the causes of knowledge and food res-

poctively ; and hence through these, the Vydna has

piosperity (for its attribute). And one who has

knowledge and food (wealth) obtains fame ; and

thus leading to fame, it has the character of fame,

Hence, one ought to meditate upon it, as endowed
with these two pioperties. The rest is similar to

the last passage,

That which is it ^ "Wt^tern gate is Apdna t that

is Speech, that is Fire One ought to meditate upon
it as Brahmic glory and health. He who knows this

attains Brahmic glory and becomes healthy* (3)

Com.—"That which is its Western gate"

—

particular breath located therein Apdna- so
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called because it serves the purpose of throwing
out; the excretions It is speech And being

connected with speech, it is also Fire. This is
41
Brahmic glory "—the glory of countenance

resulting from a proper study of the Vedas ; and
a proper study of the Vedas is connected with Fire,

And Apdna is also health, inasmuch as it serves to

swallow food. The rest as before.

II 8 It

That which is its Northern gate is Samaria,

that is Mind* that is "Rain, One should meditate

upo& it as Fame and Beauty, One who knows this

becomes famous and beautiful, (4)

Corn.—''That which is its Northern gate"

—

the particular Breath located therein is Samcina,—1

so called because it reduces all food and drink to an

equilibrium. Connected with this is the Mmd,
the internal organ , and it is also Rain, t.e,, the

deity presiding over Ram ; because Water was
created by the Mind , so says the Srutt \

" By the

Mmd were created Water and Varuna/* This is

fam8 ; because the knowledge of the Mmd brings

about Fame>—by which is meant celebrity behind

one's back ; and " Vyushti
M

is self-recognised

beauty of the body. And since this leads to fame ;

one acquires Fame, &c*, &c,, &c, as before.

%c$F3W ^cg^^^ft ^m^^rftf ^ ^ IK II
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That which is its upper gate is Ud&na, that is*

Air, that is A'kfoa* One should meditate upon it

as strength and greatness. One who knows this

becomes strong and great. (5)

Com.— tf That which is its upper gate ib

lidiina"—so called, because from the soles of the

foot upward, it keeps moving along upwards, and

works for prosperity. It is Air, and also its sub-

stratum, the A'Msa. And since Air and A'kasa are

the causes of strength and greatness, it is strength

and greatness. The rest is similar to what has gone

before*

^^TOTO^ ?«PTW 5R77T ! ST *T

These verily are the five Brahma-persons, the

gate-keepers of the Regions of Heaven. One who
knows these five Brahma-persons, the gate-keepers

of the Regions of Heaven, in his family a brave

one is born ; and he himself reaches the Regions of

Heaven,—one who thiib knows the five Brahma-
persons, the gate-keepers of the Regions of

Heaven, (6)

Com*—The five persons described above in

connection with the five gates, are the persons

—

servants—of the Brahma in the heart,—and
these are the gate-keepers of the Regions of Heaven
m the Heart ; just as there are gate-keepers for a
King. By means of these—theEye,Ear,Speech, Mind
and Prana, when engaged in upward activity—are
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closed the gates by which the Bvahma in the heart

could be reached. It is a fact of ordinary percep-

tion, so long as the organs are not sub]ugated, the

mind does not rest in tho Brah via in the Heart-

on account of its being submerged in attachment

to external objects, devoid of any reality. There-

fore, it is only too true that these five persons

of Brahma are the gate-keepers of the Regions of

Heaven. Consequently, one who knowa and
meditates upon the above-described five persons of

Brahma, the gato-keepers of the Regions of

Heaven,—-that is to say, brings them under
control, by means of meditation,—such a person
reaches the Brahma m the heart ; ]ust as

a person who has won over the wardens of a King,

is not stopped by them, and approaches the

Kmg without any molestation. And further, in

the family of such a one who knows this, is born a

brave son ; because he serves a brave person And
since a son serves to clear off one's debts, therefore

the hope of such a result leads to people meditating

upon Brahma. And again, then gradually, such

knowledge leads to another result, viz., the attain-

ment of the Regions of Heaven.

m (Mi ^if^Ncr fceRp ssg wm>

Now that light which shines above this Heaven,
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above everything, above all, in the highest worlds

beyond which there are no worlds, that is the same
as the light within the man. And it is thus visible :

as when, in this body, we know the warmth by
touch. It is thus audible : as when, on closing the

Ears thus, one hears something like rumbling or

bellowing, or the flaming of fire One should

meditate upon this that which is seen and heard.

One who knows this, becomes conspicuous and
celebrated

—

yea one who knows this. (7)

Com --It has been declared that one who knows
this and meditates upon the brave person, reaches

Heaven ; and it is also said that the three-footed Im-
mortal resides m Heaven Now, it must be proved

that such a one is cognisable by means amenable
to such organs as the Eye and the Ear

; just as the

existence of Fire is proved by the presence of

smoke, &c. It is only by this means that people

could have a firm belief in what has been said
; by

no other means could any conviction result. With
this view, it is declared :

" That light which shines

above this Region of Heaven,"—-the light self-

luminous, and appearing as if shining, (because

there is no possibility of that supreme light shining,

in the ordinary sense of the word, as applied to Fire,

&c.) " Above everything " is explained by " above

all things that is to say* above the universe
;

because the universe is everything; and also because

that which is beyond the universe is one and non-

different. " Beyond which there are no worlds." In

order to avoid the chance of people interpreting
1

anuitameshu
9

as a Tatpunisha compound (mean-
ing not high), it is added '* in the highest worlds

"

13
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—t*e.i in the Regions of Satya, &c. These are

called " highest " because they are very near to the

Supreme Lord, as residing in his immediate effects,

Hiranyagaibha and the like This light is the same
as the one which is within the man,—cognisable,

through warmth and sound which are perceivable

by the Eye and the Ear. The touch that is perceived

by the skin is also perceived by the Eye ; the skin

only serving to strengthen the visual perception ;

because colour and touch are always concomitant.

It is now explained how the marks of that light are

amenable to the Eye and the Ear.
Jt As when "

—

an adverb
—

"in this body," touching it by the hand,

one cognises the warmth of touch, which is always

concomitant with form This warmth quite consis-

tently comes to be the mark of the Light of the

Intelligent Self, which has entered into the body,

for the purpose of differentiating name and form
Because warmth is never apart from the Self during

life, one is known to be living while he is warm,
and to be dying when he is cold ; and at the time of

death, the Light reverts to the Supreme Deity ; and
is thus held to emanate from the Supreme. There-
fore warmth is a distinguishing mark of the Light,

3ust as smoke is of Fire. Thus then, of this Supreme
Light, the following is the means of seeing It

directly. In the same manner, of that Light, the

follow ing is the means of hearing It directly. When
a person wishes to hear the mark of the Light,

then he closing his ears thus,—by means of his

fingers—hears within the body, a rumbling like

that of a chariot, or a bellowing, like that of the

bull, or a sound like the flaming of fire. Thus then,
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this Light, having visible and audible marks,

should be meditated upon as something seen and
heard. By such meditation one becomes conspi-

cuous and famous. ^Conspicuous"—this expresses

the result accruing in the form, or body, from
meditation upon the Light as endowed with warmth
of touch , because touch and form are always
concomitant; and also because conspicuousness of

form is what is most desired* It is only in this

way that the mention of the result—conspicuous-

ness—could be explained ; and not if the result

were said to consist only in softness of touch and
the like, * One who knows 1 '—the two properties as

described above. (This is the visible result). The
invisible result has already been explained, in the
shape of the attainment of the Eegions of Heaven.
The repetition is meant to show reverence for the

subject treated of.

Thus ends the Thirteenth Khanda of Adhydya 111*

ADHYA'YA III.

KHANDA XIV.

m> pqtm ^far*£ft %® wfa

All this is £iah?na ; beginning, ending and
continuing in It. One ought to meditate upon It

calmly. Now, because man consists in his will*
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According as his will is in this world, so will the

man be after he has departed hence. He ought to

have (this) will (1)

Cbm.~With a view to lay down the meditation,

as endowed with particular excellences, of the same

Brahma as the one described above as the "three-

footed Immortal" ono, endowed with endless

properties and infinite powers, and capable of being

meditated upon endless forms,—it is declared . "All

this, &c? : "Khalu" is only as an ornament of

speech without any meaning here. '"This" universe,

differentiated into Name and Form, forming the

object of Perception, &o.~-"is Brahma" the cause

;

it is called "Brahma" because of its high develop*

meat, "But how can the character of Buthma
belong to all ?" Tt is explained : "a* beginning,

endiny and continuum in it," Everything, begin-

ning with Light, Food, &oM is born out of Brahma ;

hence "beginning m It " Similarly m an order

reverse of that of birth, all this dissolves into

Brahma,—becomes identified with Tt : hence

"ending in It-" In the same manner, during

existence, everything lives and moves in It
;
(hence

"continuing in It"), Thus, at all periods of time

this universe remains one with Brahma; and is

never cognised apart from It. Consequently, this

Universe is That {Brahma) iUelf, As such is the

case, so il is one, without a second,— as wiU be ex-

plained in detail m the sixth A.dhy§ya. Because

all this is Brahma, therefore one ought to meditate

upon all this, as Brahma, endowed with the pro-

perties hereafter explained ; and such meditation

should be carried on with calmness,-? e,> while
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meditating, one should keep himself controlled, free

from the discrepancies of affection, aversion and
the like. In what way is one to meditate ? " tie

'night to have this will? 1 "will" is determination

that such and such a thing will be thus and never
otherwise ; and it is this feeling that one should
have, and thereby meditate ; such is the construc-

tion of the passage. Now, what is to be accompli-
shed by having the determination ? And in what
way is one to have the determination ? "Now man,
&c'\ is meant to show the having of a will brings

about the accomplishment of a desired end. "Atha

khalu "—'because', because the living man consists

in Jus will—t e , is conshiute'rt by his determination*

According as a man's will or determination is, in

this world) during his present life,—so does he

become when he has departed from this body ;

—

that is to say, his condition is in keeping with the

result m accordance with his will. This fact we
come to know from the scriptures :

" Thinking

over whatever disposition, one renounces the body

in the end, &c " (Bhagavad Gita ) And inasmuch

as such sequence is maintained by the Scriptures,

one who knows this, should have this will—t.e., the

will or determination that we are going to explain.

The meaning is that since the Scriptures lay down
the fact of future results being in keeping with

one's determinations, therefore one ought to have

this will.

q#pn jpfORpftd TOT: mKlRW m-
*HN?pr wp?: ^tft^^Ts^q^:

11 \ It
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The Intelligent, whose form is light, whose

thoughts are true, whose nature is like A'kdsa, the

Creator of all, all desires, all odours, all tastes,

—

pervading over all this, being without speech,

without confusion. (2)

Com —What sort of will or determination is

one to have ? " The Intelligent "—(literally) con-

sisting of the mind,
k Mind ' being explained as that

by which one thinks ; i.e.
9 "that which exercises its

own independent function towards objects. " " Con-
sisting of mind " means functioning like the mind
and desisting also like it. Hence also it is one
" whose body is spmt by "Prana" here is meant
the "Astral self*' imbedded in intelligence and
activity. " That which is 'Ptuna is intelligence,

that which is intelligence is Prctna " —says

the Siuti. And this Pi&na is his body. " Whose
form is light :" " Light " is effulgence in the

shape of consciousness , and this is his form.
" Whose thoughts are true -" one whose determina-

tions are never false, Of ordinary worldly people,

the determination is not always successful; such

is not the case with the Lord. A determination is

said to have false results, when it is based upon
untrue foundations , as will be explained later

on—" based upon untruth, &c." " Whose nature
like A'kdsa :" the similarity of the Lord to

A 7Msa consists of omnipresence, subtle charac-
ter, absence of shape, &c,

44
Creator of all

"

the whole universe is his creation ; and the
whole world being His creation, He is one whose
creation everything is ; says the Srutt :

" He
is the Creator of all," ''Having all desires /'
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one who has all the desires, that are free from

evil ;^says the Srult * "I am the desires, with

regard to creatures, not contrary to virtue," 'Well,

the assertion being that 'I am the desires,* the word

'Sarvakdma' in the Text cannot be explained as a
%

BahuvrthV compound (but a Genetivs TatpmushaV
Not so. Inasmuch as de&it e is something caused,

(if the Lord were held to be identical with the

desire), He would come to be for another's sake,

just like sound, &c. Therefore, the assertion
t£

I

am desire" must be explained in accordance with

'Barvak&ma* taken as Eahtivtthi compound. "Having

all odours z.e., one who is endowed with all

pleasing odouis ; says the Srult . 'Pure smell in the

Earth
1 The same is the case with "tastes**, inas-

much as the experience of impure odour and taste

is declared to be due to connection with evil says

the Sruh : "Hence, one smells both what is good-

smelling and what is bad-smelling, because he is

struck with evil." And for the Lord, 'there is no

connection with evil': inasmuch as in Him, there is

no possibility of tho discrepancies of ignorance and

the rest
n
Pervading over all this

9
' univer&e "With-

out speech": "V&k" is that whereby any thing is

spoken, and identical with this is "V&ka
%t

; or

"V&ka" maybe explained as "Vachi + ghan (instru-

mental)." One to whom this belongs is "Fd/a'\

and he who is not that is "Av&ki" The negation

of speeoh is tentative ,
people would think that for

the purpose of cognising odour, taste, &c, the Lord

has adequate organs, the nose and others , but all

these are negatived by the negation of speech : say

the Texts also ; "without hands and feet He moves
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and holds, sees without eyes* and hears without

ears." "Without confusion when one fails to

attain a desired object, he becomes confused, while

the Lord, having all His desires fulfilled, and thus

being eternally satisfied, can never have any con-

fusion.

This is my Self within the heart, smaller than

a corn, than barley, than mustard, than the kernel

of the mustard seed. He is my Self within the

heart, greater than the earth, greater than the sky,

greater than heaven, greater than all these

worlds, (3)

Com.—* 'This'
1

the above-described, "Self is my
Self within the heart

—

i.e , in the lotus of the heart,

—smaller than a corn, than barloy, &c, all of

which are meant to denote Its extremely subtle

nature. "Stnalle? than mustard, and than the he? ml
of the mustard, fee,," would mean that the Self

having a definite size, has the size of an atom
;

hence with a view to negative such an idea, it is

added: 4<

This is my Self within the heart greater

than Earth, &c , &c '* This shows that, when of a

great size, It is great, whereby it is signified that

It is of infinite size. Such being the import of all

the passages beginning with " The Intelligent '* and
ending with " greater than all these worlds,"

wtf atsm-. simper:

*m h ^ws^i^ ^gl*: ^ifrofrciT
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5*?: STTf&^q: II 8 II

Having all actions, having all desires, having
all odours, having all tastes, pervadmg over all this,

without speech, without confusion —this my self

within the heart, is that Bi ahma. I shall attain It,

on departing from this world. Verily, one who has
this faith, has no uncertainties Thus said Sandilya
—yea S^ndilya.

Com.—The Loid is to be meditated upon as

pointed out; by the aforesaid qualifications, and not
as qualified by them. In ordinary parlance, when
one says

1

bring the King's man " or
tc

one having
cows of variegated colour," people do not go to

fetch the qualifications ; so too, people might apply
the same rule to the case in question- Hence, with

a view to negative this misconception, the Text re-

peats .
" Havivg all actions* dec'

1

Therefore it is the

Lord, as qualified by the above-described properties

of Intelligence* and the rest, that is to be meditated

upon. It is for this reason too that in the 6th and
7th Chapters, wo have That Thou art,"

14
All this

Self alone/' " It does not make him the King of

Heaven here." The force of the sentence " This my
Self is Brahma " shows that the word " Self " here
does not denote the " counter-self '* alone; because

the genitive case ending m " thy," which denotes

relation, as also " this I shall attain/' shows that

the one is the nominative and the other the objec-

tive.
<{ In the 6th Chapter too, 'then do I attain

eminence/ points to the fact of the attainment of

-eminence being removed by a certain period of
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time." ITot so : because tho passage you quote only

signifies the fact of the body continuing for a while,

under the influence of the momentum imparted by

past experiences and as such there is no difference

of time Otherwise, the meaning of these passages

would contradict the sense of such passages as

" That thou art," &c Though it is true that the

fact of the word " Self" here signifying the

*' counter-self* is supported by the fact of Biahma

being the object of the discourse, on account of

such passages as " All this is Brahma" " This my
Self in the heart is that Brahma"—yet the text

makes mention of the disappearance of this Self

without totally giving up the aforesaid Self : "when

I shall attain this, on departing from this body.'
1

One who has a firm conviction that, 'I know the

Self of the nature of the will
1

and has a firm faith

that on departure from this body he would surely

return to it, such an one has no uncertainties as to

any chance of his not reaching that. One who

knows all this becomes endowed with the powers of

the Lord, with reference to the above-described

results of the aforesaid determination,—so said

Stindtlya, the sage. The repetition is meant to

show reverence to the sub]ect treated of*

Thus ends the Fourteenth Khawla of Mhydyu 1IL



ADHYA'YA III.

KHANDA XV.

faa^ II \
II

The chest, having the sky for its inside and the

earth for its bottom, does not decay , the quarters

are its corners, and heaven is its upper lid. This

chest is a treasury ; wifhm it rests all this- (1)

Commit has been said above that "a brave

son is born in his family, '* But the mere birth of

a brave son is not enough for the protection of the

father, because says- another text. "It is only a

properly instructed son that they call good."

Hence, with a view to consider the means of

making him long-lived, the Doctrine of the chest is

now begun. It would have been brought in, just

after the aforesaid passage; but since the considera-

tion of more important matters intervened, it is

considered now The chest that has the sky for its

inner space—is called ' chest ' because it resembles

a chest in many respects ;—and it has the earth for

its base or bottom. This chest never decays;

because it constitutes all the three worlds \ and as

§uch continues to exist through thousands of aeons,

The quarters are its corners, and heaven the upper

lid of this chest. This above described chest " is a
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treasury "—i.e., that in winch treasures, m the
shape of the results of the actions of living beings,
are deposited Within it, rests " all thi* "—the
results of actions together with the causes thereof

as cognised by means of sense-perception and the

rest.

fisif %cr 3? g^te^dfefe ^T5^c$4 mi fern snff

Its Eastern side is called Juhti, its Southern
side is called BahumanCr, its Western side is called

Rtijm, its Northern side is called 8ubli#trt< The
child of these is Air. One, who thus knows Air, as

the child of the quarters, never weeps for his son. I

verily know Air as the child of the quarters,—may
I never weep for my son * {%)

Com.—Of this chest, the part to the East is

called
u
Juhu, the side East, turned towards

which isacnficers offer the oblations. The Southern
side is called the

u
SahamdnCt y—that quarter,

the region of Tama, in which people suffer the
results of evil deeds. The Western side is called
" Btijni "—so called because it is lorded over
by the king Vat una, or because it is rot with

the colours of evening* The Northern side is called
" Subh&ta, *' because it is lorded over by I'sa,

Kubera and others, all having much wealth* ' Of
these quarters Air is the child,"—because Air is

produced from the quarters ; as declared by such
texts asfche"fiist wind, fee." Thus then, if one
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who wishes his son to be long*lived, knows tbe

above-described Air as the immortal child of the

quarters, he never weeps for the sake of his son,

—

% c>M his son never dies. Since the knowledge of the

doctrine of the chest, the quarters and their child is

so excellent, therefore I, desiring my son to be

long-lived, know Air as the cbiJd of the quarters.

Therefore, may I not weep for the death of my
son,— may I have no occasion to weep for the

sake of my son.

I turn to the imperishable chest, for such and
such and such. I turn to Prima* for such and such

and such. T turn to Bhvh for such and such and
such. I turn to Bhiivah for feuch and such and
such, I turn to FSvah for such and such and such. (3)

Com.—For the sake of the long life of my son,

I turn to the imperishable chest, described above.
u For such, fee/*--he pronounces his son's name
three times. Similarly, "I turn to Prana, &c.

}

&c, &e.;" always saying " I turn " and repeating

his son's name thrice.

ftp* afcr fjfinqfhr ll « ll

When Isaid'/^r/fc to Pruna? Pr&na, is all

this that; exists—to that I turned.
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When I said * 1 turn to Bhuh» what I said was
that I turn to the Earfch, the Sky and Heaven. (5)

Com —When I said " I turn to P? dna "—This

is introduced with a view to explain what has been
said above. P? dna : all this, the whole world, that

exists; as
t
will be explained later on: " Just as

spokes in the wheel, &c" Hence by turning to

Pr&na, I turned to all this. In the same manner,
when I said " I turn to Bhiih" what I meant was
that I turn to the three worlds, the Earth, &c.

W( 5^ S&fo m^ *TTfe*?

Wfo 5R5Jf^ cI^H 51531^ II vs II

When 1 said ' I turn to BhuvahS what I said

was that I turn to Fire to Air and to the Sun. (6)

When I said ' I turn to Svah,
9

what I said was
that I turn to Rig-veda> to Yajur-veda, to 8ama-
veda,— Yea that was what I baid. (7)

Com.---When I said * I turn to Bhuvah,' I

meant to say that I turn to Fire, &c. When I said

*I turn to SvahJ I meant to say that I turn to

Rig-veda> &c. One ought to recite the aforesaid

Mantias and then he should meditate upon the

above-described imperishable chest, together with

the child of the quarters. The repetition (of
" Yadavocham") is meant to show reverence to the

subject of discourse

Thus ends the Fifteenth Khanda of Adhyaya III.



ADHYAYA III

KHANDA XVi

^gf^^icw to sra- wri w
S^FRIT- STMT cf"R^ ^ ffl^* ^T^fccT \\ \ ]|

Man, verily, is the Sacrifice, His twenty-
four years are the morning libation. The G&yatn
has twenty-four syllables, and the morning-libation

is related to the Guijati t With this the Vasus are
connected The P/ a7ias are the Vasus, for they
make all this abide. (1

Com*—The method of meditation and recita-

tion, for the sake of the long life of the son, has
been explained- Now, the Text proceeds to lay

down the meditation and recitation whereby one
could prolong his own life. It is only while one is

living that he en]oys the company of his son and
others ; hence, the Text describes the person as the

Sacrifice "Man"— i*e , the material aggregate

endowed with life
—

" Venly " " is Sacrijice," The
Text next proceeds to establish the fact of the man
being Sacrifice, on the ground of his similarities

with the Sacrifice, How ? The first twenty-four

years of the man's life are the mormng^libafcion of

the Sacrifice named " Man." What is the similarity

between the two 9 It is this : The Gdyatn metre

has twenty-four syllables, and the morning-libation
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of the Sacrifice is connected with the Gdyatii metre.

Therefore through the first twenty-four years of

his life, the man becomes, as it were, equipped

with the morning-libation. And this being a point

of similarity between the ordinary Sacrifice and the

man, he is the Sacrifice* In the same manner the

other two parts of the man's life may be explained

as the other two libations, baeed upon the similarity

of the years with the number of syllables in the

Trtshtub and Jagatt metres. And again, with the

mornmg-libation of the " Man " as Sacrifice, just

as with that of the ordinary Sacrifice, the Vasus

are connected ;—z.<?«, they being the deities of the

Libations are their Lords. It may be considered

that, as in the ordinary sacrifice, so m the '* Man "

too, the Vaws meant are the deities Fire and the

rest ; hence (in order to remove this misconception)

this point is specially explained :
" The Prdnas are

the Vasus"— 1
* Prdna '* being the Senses, Speech,

&c„ and also the Breaths ; because they make all

the living creatures, beginning with man, " abide."

It is only while the Prdnas abide in the body, that

all these continue to live, and never otherwise.

Hence, inasmuch as the Prdnas abide, and make

others ubide* they are " Vastus"

If, in that age, anything ail him, he should

say :
* Oh ye Prdnas, ye Vasus, extend this mf>

morning-libation to the midday-libation, that L the
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Sacrifice, may not be out off an the midst of the
Pranas— Vagus' Thus, he recovers from the illness,

and becomes free from ailments. (2)

Com.—For one who has accomplished the

aforesaid sacrifice, if, in his age equipped with the

morning-libation, if some disease, or other cause of

danger of death, should bring about some pain,—
then the sacrificial person, thinking himself to be
the Sacrifice, should recite the following mantra :

" 0 ye PrCtuas, Vasus, extend this accomplished
mormng-hbatioii of mine to the midday-hbation
ue.> join together the first period of life with the
second half , may I not be cut otf m the midst of
Prdnas, Vasus, the lords of the morning-libation."
The practical * iti' is meant to signify the end of
the Mantra to be recited. By means of this recita-
tion and meditation, recovers from that illness ,

and having recovered from it, becomes free from
ailments.

The foity-four years are the midday -oblation.
The T7ibhtub has forty-four syllables, and the
midday-libation is i elated to the Tushiub. With
this, the Hud? as are connected. The Prttnav are
the Budras ; for they make all this cry. (3)
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If, w that age, anything ail him. he should say:
{ OyeP< anciH, ye Jtwhas, extend tins my midday-
Jibation to the thiid libation , that I, tho Saciifioe,

may pot be cut off in the midst of the * a^r/.s

—

RiidrasS Thus, he recovers from the illness, and
becomes free from ailments. (4)

Conr™" The forty-fnw years, <fre.,—similar to

the above. Those that make to cry are the

"Rudias" Inasmuch as people are cruel in the

middle age, they are called '* Rudias "

The forty-eight yeais are the third oblation.

The Jagati has forty-eight syllables and the third

libation is related to the Jagatt. With this, the

A'dUb As are connected. The Pi anas are the

A'dityus , for they take up all this. (5)

cT ^feFapife faf^Wtctf firman 3ni8c*JT ^

If, in that age, anything ail him, he should

say :
*0 PrAnas* ye A'dityas, extend this my third

libation unto the full span of life, thai I> the Sacri-

fice, may not be cue olf in the midst of thu Pranas,

A'dttyusS Thus, he recovers from illness, and

becomes free from ailments. (6)

Com.—In the same manner the A'dityas are

the Prcnuis ; since they take up all this—the aggre-

gate of sound, &c, therefore they are called
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"A'dityas "extend the third libation to the fuli

span of life"—to a hundred and sixteen years; that

is to say, complete the sacrifice. The rest is similar

to what has gone before.

tot ^i^fcf ? ^ 0 >9 il

Knowing this, Mahtddsa Aitaunja said : 'Why
do you afflict me, I who will not die by it?' He
iiv^d a hundred and sixteen years. He too, who
knows this, lives to a hundred and sixteen years, (7)

Com*—That the requisite knowledge must
necessarily bring out the proper results is shown by

an example : Knowing the above philosophy of the

saenfice, the son Ituta^ Mahuldsa by name, said;
|£ Why/' for what purpose, " O disease, do you
afflict me with this pain ">—I who am the Sacrifice,

and will never die by this disease , hence useless is

your trouble*" This he said. And being thus

determined, he lived to a hundred and sixteen years;

and any one who has the above determination, and

kno\^s the above-described philosophy of the sacri-

fice will hva to a hundred and sixteen years.

Thus ends the Sixteenth Kkanrta of Adhydga IJL



ADHYA'YA III.

KHANDA XVII.

Thai he hungers, that he thirsts, that he is not

happy,—these are his initiatory rites (1)

Com.
—

" That he hungers, &c*'
9

serves to point

out the similarity of the man with the sacrifice
;

and as such, is connected with what has gone
before.

u
That he hungers/' i+c,

y
—desires to eat,

44

that he thirsts," ue , desires to drink ,

41
that he is

not happy/' on account of the non-attainment of

some desired object, when he experiences pam ,

—

all these constitute his initiatory rites
, because

the sacrifice too leads to pain, and as such there is

the similarity of pamfulness

And, that; he eats, that he drinks, that he is

happy,—and then he comes to be (one) with the

Upasadas (2)

Com.—That he eats, that he drinks, and that he

enjoys, pleasure by the attainment of desired

objects,—then he becomes similar to the Upasadas.

The Upasadas (a particular class of sacnficers) have

the pleasure due to the observance of taking nothing

but milk. During the performance of a sacrifices

the gacrifioor breathes freely with hope, when the
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days during which he can eat little draw nearer.

Hence, there is a similarity between Eating, &c. f

and the Upasadas

m qsrsrfcF *f%t wfo ffcfa

ii \ ii

And that he laughs, that he eats, that he

delights himself —then he comes to be with the

Stutasast/as. (3)

Cow.—That he laughs, &c„ &c, by these he

comes to be similar with the Slutasastras ; because

there is a similarity of being accompanied by sound.

*rr: II a II

And, penance, chanty, uprightness and not-

killing,—these are his priestly gifts. (4)

Com.—Penance, &c M are his priestly gifts;

because of the similarity of strengthening or

completing righteousness*

W II \ II

When they say
1

Soshyati,' 'Asoshta,' that is

his new birth. His death is the Avctbhntha. (5)

Com.—Since the Sacrifice is man, therefore the

mother is going to give him birth; they say
48
Soshyati" (will give birth), with reference to the

mother And when she has given birth, then they

say
u Asoshta " {i.e , has given birth). Just as in

,the case of the ordinary sacrifice, they say

"Soshyatt So?nam " (Devadatta will pour out the

Soma) and " Asoshta Soma" (Yagnadatta has poured
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out the Soma). And thus, there being a similarity

of expressions m the two cases, the man is

sacrifice. The fact of the man being connected,

like the sacrifice, with such expressions as
11

Soshyati, Asoshta" constitutes his new birth. And
further, death is the " Avabhntha " (final Bath) of

the man, m the shape of Sacrifice,

mfa ^\^ Mil
Ghora A'nqirasa, after having communicated

this to Krishna the son of Devakt, said to him,

—

and he became thirstless*—at the time of the end,

one ought to take refuge m these three ' Thou art

the imperishable* Thou ait the unchangeable and
Thou art the subtle Pi ana* And on this subject,

there are these two verses (6)

Com*—This philosophy is such that in Krishna

the son of Devaki, it put a stop to all his desire for

any other philosophy , and hence the text eulogises

this philosophy : Ghora A'ngirasa, having com-
municated the above philosophy to Krishna, said :

''One who knows the aforesaid Sacrifice, should, at

the time of death, take refuge in, i.e., recite, these

three Mantras," These Mantras are specified . (1)

The Yajus verse beginning with ^Akshitamust"—
''Thou art imeprishable,"—addressed to the Prdna
as identified with the one residing in the Sun , (2)

the YajuB verse, addressed to the same, beginning

with Zi Achyukamam"— '*Thou art unchangeable, *

i.e.) never change3t thine form ; and (3) the Yajus

verse beginning with " Pr&nasamsitamasi"—'Thou
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a. t Prdna, properly refined, or subtle,- -i the

-very essence of Prtina" And on this sub]ect> of

eulogising the Philosophy, there are the following

two verses. These two verses are not meant for

recitation; since the Test specifies the number of

Mantras to ha recited as *' t^reo and if the

following two were ah>o meant to be recited, then

the number would become? five , and thereby con-

tradict the number specified before

Of the eternal bCcH, t!:. j s^c the day-like light,

which shines in the JSffulyent. Perceiving, above

darkness, the higher light, as the higher light within

the henri. we reached thobr^bt divine source of

energy, the sun, tho highest light,— yto the highest

light (7)

Com.—The Ha! in ' at* and tho particle %V are

both without meaning* " Of th fl eta nal seed"—*seed*

is the cause of the "drivers*., named iL
Sat of this,

they &e? tho light or bri^htno Tho %

ct* deprived

of the accompanying Ha* to bo taken with
ti
pctsyit}>ti" Y/hat is that li^ht which they see ? It

is
11

day-like'— i e., the light of Brahman n all-

pervadmg like the day The meaning of the

sentence is that those thr,t know Biahman having
their eyes set a&idis with their hearts purified by
means of the restrictions of the Ascetic life see

Jhat light all round. "Pa? ah means Parmn, by
change of gender since it qualifies " Jyvhh" which
is neuter "That which shines m the Effulgent"—
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that is, that which exists in the Effulgent Suprejne

Brahman* And it is only when brightened by this

light, tbat the Sun shines, the Moon appears bright,

the lightning lightens, and the planets and stars

shine out. And agam, another seer of the Mantra
said this * * Perceiving the aforesaid light, above the

darkness of Ignorance,—or the dispeller of Ignor-

ance,—the higher light in the Sun,—perceiving

this, we reached, &c/Such is the connection of the

sentence. That light resides in our heart; and
residing in the Sun, this light is one only ;—that

which is higher even than the other high lights.

Perceiving this light, we reached What did we
reach ? We reached

(t
the blight source of energy,"—

% the Sun, so called, because it is the Sun that

energizes the liquids, rays and Prdnas of the
Universe. This highest light did we reach,—the

light higher than all other lights did we reach 1 It

is this light that is eulogised by these two Rik
verses, and referred to by the foregoing three Yajus
verses* The repetition is with a view to show the

end of the assumption (of Man) as Sacrifice.

Thus ends the Seventeenth Khanda of Adhy&ya IIL

ADHYATA IIL

KHANDA XVIII.
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One should meditate upon the mind as

Brahman,—this with regard to the body. Now,
with regard to the gods : A'hcisa is Brahman, Thus
becomes taught both that which refers to the body,

and that which refers to the gods (1)

Com.—The Lord has been explained above, as

consisting of the mmd ; and also that "A'kusa is

the Self/' this being based upon a partial attribute

of B? ahman Now, the Text begins to lay down
the propriety of the meditating upon Mind and

A'k&sa, as the complete B) ahman : "Mind as

Brahman* "Manas" is that by which one

thinks, i e , the internal organ; and that is Brahman,

—thus should one meditate. This philosophy of

the Self is with regard to the body, Next, we are

going to explain it with reference to the gods : One

ought to meditate upon the A'hasa as Brahman.

Thus, becomes taught the philosophy of Bi ahman t

both with regard to the body, and with regard to

the gods. Inasmuch as both A'k&sa and Mind are

subtle in character, and Brahman is approachable

by means of the Mind, it is only proper to meditate

upon the mind as Brahman. The same with

A'k&sa* inasmuch as much as this also is subtle, all-

pervading, and free from limitations

That Brahman has four feet. Speech is one

f*D0t f odour is one foot, the eye is one foot, the

-car is one foot ; this with reference to the body.

Now, with reference to the gods : fire is one
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foot, air is one foot, the Sun is one foot, the

quarters are one foot. Thurii become taught both

that with reference to the body, and that with

reference to the gods. (2)

Com.—Tins Biahman, 'Mind' by n<mie> has

four feet. How is the Mind-Brahman four-footed ?

Speech, odour, eye and ear are the feet. This with
reference to the body. Now that with reference to

the gods, as regards Brahman named *' A'kdsa" ;

Fire, Air, Sun and the Quarters are the four feet.

Thus, comes to be taught both the four-footed

Brahman,—that wifch reference to the body, and
that with reference to the gods.

Speech is the fourth foot of Brahman It

slimes and warms with the light of Fire, One who
knows this shines and warms up with renown, fame
and Brahmio glory, (3)

Qom.—Speech is the fourth fool of Mind-
Brahman, in comparison to the other throe feet

Because it is by means of the foot of Speech that
the Mind approaches the tianofcable objects, cow, &c,
Therefore, Speech is like a foot of Mmd, In the

same manner, Odour is a foot Because it is through
Odour that the Mmd approaches objects of smell.

Similarly, the Eye is a foofc , the Ear is one foot, &c»
This constitutes the four-footed character of the

Mind-Brahman, with regard to the body, Now, with
regard to the gods—Fire, Ail, Sun and the Quarter
are the feet of the A'k&sa- Brahman, attached to it,

like the feet; of the cow to its belly. Hence, the
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fire, &c.> are called the feet of A'kfrsa. Thus comes
to be taught the four-footed, both with regard to
the body and to the gods Among these, Speech is

the fourth foot of the Mind-Brahman; and this

shines and warms, with the divine light of Fire.

Or again, Speech, when inflamed by the food of fire,

in the shape of oils, butter, &c , comes to shine and
warm ,—that is, comes to be encouraged to know.
The result accruing to the knower of this is that

one who knows what has beta said before, conies to

shine and warm with fame, renown and Brahmic
glory.

^ ii 8 II

Breath (Odour) is the fourth foot of Biuhmun
It shines and warms with the light of Air, One
who knows this shines and warms with renown,

fame and Brahmic glory. (4)

^ li <\ ii

The Eye is the fourth-foot of Biahman. It

shines and warms with the light of the Sun One

who knows this shines and warms with renown,

fame and Brahmic glory- (5)

^ ^nfcf ^ cfqrfcr qfatfw srgra^R q ^ ^ *r ^
^ II s il
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The Ear is the fourth-foot of Brahman It

shines with and warms with the light of the

Quarters. One who knows this shines and warms
with fame, renown and Brahmio glory, (6)

Oorn^In the same manner, Odour is the fourth-

foot; of Brahman* It shines and warms, for the

purposes of smell, with Air, In the same manner
the Eye shines and warms with the Sun, for the

perception of colour* and the Eye with the Quarters,

for the perception of sound. And the result accru-

ing to one who knows this, is the accomplishment
of Brahman everywhere* The repetition is meant
to signify the end of the philosophy.

Thus ends the Eighteenth Khanda of Adhydya 11L

ADHYA'YA III.

KHANDA XIX,

The Sun is Brahman- such is the teaching,

and its explanation is this : In the beginning this

was non-existent. It became existent. It grew It

turned into an egg. It lay for the period of a year.

It burst open. Then came the two halves of the

egg, one of silver, the other of gold. (1)
IN

Com.—The Sun has been spoken of as a foot of

Brahman and now begins the section wherein it is
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shown that one should think of it as the full

Brahman, That the Sun is Btahman is the teaching;

and its explanation is now given. In the beginning,

the whole universe, prior to its appearance, was
non-existent,— a state when its Name and Form
had not been manifested ; and " not existent

J

not

signifying an absolute non-entity. Because the

theory of the Univers being produced out of non-

entity is negatived by direct assertions like
u How

could entity be produced out of non-entity*
4
' "It

may be that the fact of the Universe being a non-

entity may be another alternative theory
1 No ,

because &uch alternative processes are only

possible with regard to Action*, and never with

regard to the definite character of a thing. "Is

this, then, always non-existeni 9 " No: we have

already explained this to mean that, not having its

Name and Form differentiated, it was as if non-

existent, " But the ova in the Text has a definitive

force , (pnd so it would mean that the world was an

absolute non-entity}." True, but this does not

totally deny the possibility ot existence. The fact

is that the woid
1,1

existent " is found to be used

only with regard to that which has its Same and

Form differentiated, and this differentiation, or

manifestation, of the Name and Form of the Uni-

verse almost always proceeds from the Sun ;
for, in

its absence all being pitch dark, nothing could be

recognised ,
hence, the sentence may be taken as

eulogising the Sun, and meaning that even though

an entity, even prior to its creation, yet it appears

tote non-existent this eulogy of the Sun being

meant to show that it is capable of being thought
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of as Biahman* The use of the word " existent
"

m the woild is due to the Sun; 3ust as, in the

absence of the excellent king Piunavarma, his

kingdom, is, as if it were, non-existent. What
is meant to be understood here is neither the

existence nor the non-existence of the Universe,

but only the teaching that the Sun is Brahman*

Specially so, as m tha end, the whole section is

summed up m the sentence k< one should worship

the Sun as Bialman"* ° It became existent"—

That which, prior to its appearance, was called

*non-existenfc,'~heing dormant and inert, as if

<non-existent'-~btcauseturred towards an existent

effect, having its activity aroused a little ; and thus

became 'existent' i*t>., mobile,
u
It grew" . by means

of a alight manifestation of Name and Form,—just

like tho sprouting weed, it became further

materialised ; and from this materialised water

came out the egg The long a m 1

A*mla' is a

peculiar Vedic form This egg lay—?,£?., continued

in the same form—lor the period of time known
as a " year. " After the expiry of this year, it burst

open, like the eggs of birds* And of this broken

egg, there appeared two halves, one of silver, and

another of gold.

The silver one was this earth ; the golden one,

the sky , the thick membrane was the mountains ;

the thin membrane was the mist with the clouds ;
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the veins were the rivers, and the fluid in the
stomach was the Sea. (I)

Com,—Among the two halves, the one that was
of silver became the tenth, meaning the lower half

of the egg. The golden half was the sky ; the

higher rrgiorp, the upper half of the egg. The
thick membrane, cording thu embiyo, that

appeared at tha breaking of the egg into two,

became the mountains*. The thin membrane Uiafc

covfcied the embryo, became th? mi^t together with

the clouds* Those that were the veinc of the

unbryo wlun bum, hrcame the rivers. The fluid

than vras m its stomach Ivcanie the Sea

^ Him* 8 \ it

And what wab boin fiom it was the Sun. When
he wan born, shouts of hm rah arose, as also all

beings, and all obj scts of desire. Therefore, wherever

the Sim rises and sot*, shouU of hurrah arisb, as

also all beings, and all objects of desire. (3)

Com*-—Now, that which was born out of that

embryo, was the Sun ; and when he was born, loud

shouts of hurrah arose ; ]ust as they arise at the

birth of the first son of a King ; so also did arise

all beings, mobile .md immobile, as also all

objects desired by these beings,—such as wife,

clothing, food and the like. And because the

production of the beings and the objects of their

desire depends upon the bnth of the Sun, therefore
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even now-a-days, whenever the Sun rises and sets,—"

or the sentence may only mean, whenever the Sun,

returns—-on account of this alone, shouts of hurrah
arise, and also all beings and the objects of their

desire, These phenomena are well-known, as

happening at the rise of the Sun

If any one, knowing this, meditates upon the

Sun as Biahman, pleasant shouts will ^oon

approach him, and will continue,— Yea mil

continue. (4)

Com*—If any one knows the Sun as endowed
with the excellent properties described above, and

meditates upon It as Brahman, then he reaches Its

state—i.e., becomes identified with it And there is

also some visible result. Joyous shouts will soon ap-

proach him Joyousness of the fohout lies in the

fact of the experiences being free from all taint of

evil.
1

Will approach him> ami will continue" 'i.e.,

they will not only approach, but also continue to

give him pleasure. The repetition
r

v? meant to

signify the end of the Adhydya*

Thus ends the Nineteenth Khanda of Adhyaya III*

Thus ends the Third AdhyCtya*
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ADHYA'YA IV.

KHANDA I.

stt^M y\mm> sraofrrr aro % $

There lived a descendant of Jfinasratt^ his

great-grandson, who was a ptous giver, generous,

and having much cooked food. He built resting-

places all round, thinking that 'everywhere they
may eat of mine/ (1)

Com.—Before this, has been explained tit

6

imposition of Air and Odom, of the charaoter of

the feet of Brahman. Now, the Text begins a new
section wherem it is shov n that they are to be
meditated upon as Brahman ifoself. The introduc-

tion of the story is with a vuw to make the subject

easily comprehensible, and also for showing the

method of imparting the kn'owied^e referred to*

By moans of the story it will be shown that pious

generosity and calmness, &c., are the means to the

acquiring of the knowledge.
i(

Jdnas? uit " a

descendant of Jdnus?uU ** Ho 11

signifies the

fact being based on tradition '* Pautruyana"—
grandson of the son He was a

41

pious giver "

—

i.e.,

h% bestowed gifts upon Brfihmcmas with duo res-

pect.
if Generous "—one who is disposed to give
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much. " Having much cooked food "

—

i.e., m whose
house plenty of food was cooked every day , that is

to say, he used to have much food cooked in his

house, fcrthe hungry. Such a great-grandson of

Jdnasiuti lived at ,a certain place, at a particular

time. He got resting houses built everywhere, on
all "sides, in all villages and towns* He did this

with the motive that
6m these resting places people

would live and eat of the food given by me '

$ ?[\sfq qgEff qgieff m for So-

fter cFIT ^T^clW HT R^TO II \ II

Once at night some flamingoes flow along. One
flamingo said to the other flamingo :

4 Hey, O short-

sighted friend, the bright glory of Janasititi's

grandson has spread like Heaven. Do not touch it,

lest it should burn you/ (2)

Com —Once upon a time during the summer,

when the king was sitting on the top of Lis palace,

some flamingoes flew along at night. Certain sages

or gods, having been pleased with the generosity of

the '.kmgi had assumed the shapes of flamingoes

and flew along in his view (with the purpose of

seeing hirn« and showing themselves to him)*

Among these flamingoes, the one that was flying

behind addressed the other who was flying away m
front calling him as " Hey 0 BhalldWat ' the

repetition being meant to show respect for the

object to be seen, just as one says " Look, look."

The name * Bhcdlaksha* signifies short-sightedness.

Or, ho may havo been frequently pained by the

other oftsii taunting him with a superior know*
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ledge of Brahman that the latter possessed : and

hence with anger, he addresses him as " BhaUdksha**

(short-sighted). Equal to the Heavenly Regions,

has spread the glorious hghi of Janasruti's great-

grandson due to his great generosity ,— that is to

say, his glory has touched the Heavens. Or*
** Diva" may be taken as meaning " Day. " Do not

come m contact with that light, lest a contact with

that light should burn you. The verb
"
PradMhshiti'

is to be taken as bemg m the Third Person.

The other replied .
* How can you speak of

him, being what he is, as if he were Paikva with

the cart f Of what sort; is this Rathva with the

cart * (3)

Com—When he had said this, the one going in

front replied: "Oh this king is a mean fellow*

being whdt he is this being added with a tone of

reproach—' and yet, you talk of hi in so high, as if

he were Rathva, with the cart that id to say, you
talk of this man? as you would of Rathva, The
meaning is that " when this man is not at all

like Rttihva, it is not proper to speak of him, as

if he were Ratlcva" The other said. " what
sort of man 13 this Raikva with the cart, of whom
you are talking, 0 short-sighted one *° The other

said :
" Listen, what sort; of man that Rathva is.

"

M»ll
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Just as all the lower castes (of the dice) belong-

to one who has won with the Knta- caste ) so does

belong to him whatever good the men do. He
also who knows what he knows, he is thus spoken

of by me. (4)

Com*—Just as, in the ordinary world> at a

game of dice, one who wins the caste, numbered
'four' known as " Krita,"—to such a one
belong all the lower castes—bearing the numbers
one, two, and lliiee, and named " Tteta " L

*Dvftpara*
%

and ** Kali \ that is to say, these latter aie

included in the former, on account of the lower

numbers already existing m the Knta-cu&te bearing

the number foui ; so exactly, in the same manner,
to Raikva resembling the Knta*caate

% belong all the

rest resembling the castes, Tictti and the rest. What
is the

ci
all " that belongs to him, It is all the good

that men do, z*e , all their virtuous deeds become the

deeds of Raikva That is to say, m the result

accruing to him are included the results of all the
virtuous deeds of other living beings Same is the
case with others also, who know what he knows If

one knows what Raikva knows, then to such a one
also, as to Raikva, belong the results of all the
virtuous deeds of living beings. That is to say, one,
who is thus spoken of me, as possessed of the
knowledge, comes to resemble the Kttta-caste. just
like Rmkva,

^ I <*Wt 3qgSFT % tffaffR qsf

m §1% ii \ 11
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Janasrutis great-grandson overheard this , and

as soon as he woke up, he spoke to the door-keeper*

'O friend go and speak to Raikva with the cart.*

'Well, what sort of man is this Raikva with the

cart ' (5)

qfNm %w m% fitter wtifc it $b

II ^ II

Just as all the lower castes belong to one who
has won with the Krtta^caste, so does belong to him
whatever good the men do. He also who knows
what he knows, he is thus spoken of by me. (#)

Com.—The king, J&nasruti's great-grandson,

lying upon the top of his palace overheard the

above conversation of the flamingoes, deprecating

him, and praise another learned person Raikva.

And frequently cogitating over that conversation of

the flamingoes, he passed the remaining portion of

the mght. Then, having been roused from his

slumber by the eulogistic chants of the bards, spoke

to the door-keeper, as soon as he awoke, '0

friend, did you speak of me as of Rmkva with the

cart ?' The meaning being that it is hp who is

worthy of praise, and not I Or, the meaning
may be

—
" Go and speak to Raikva with the cart,

that I am desirous of seeing him. 'Eva' may
be taken as having a restrictive force, or as having

no signification. The gate-keeper desirous of

fetching Raikva, and knowing the king's mmd,
replied : 'What sort of man is this Raikva with the

* cart ?
} He asked this with a view to know his dis-

tinguishing characteristics, before he went to fetch
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him, as ordered by the king. The king repeated

what Bhctll&ksha had said. (5,6)

The gate-keeper having looked for him, came
back, (saying) 'I found him not'. He said , 'Oh,,

where a Bi&hmana should be searched, there go

for him ' (7)

Com.—Keeping the instructions in his mind, the

gate-keeper went to villages, and towns, and having

looked for Raikva, came back, saying * I did not

find him/ The king then said to the gate-keeper:
* Where the knowers of Brahman should be searched

—in solitary places, in the forest or on the banks

of rivers—, there go, and look for this Raikva."

He went near him, while he was underneath

a cart, scratching his itch. He addressed him :
* Sir,

are you Raikva with the cart V He said • 'Well, yos*

I am/ The gate-keeper came back (saying) 'I

have found him.* (8)

Qom.—Having been thus ordered, the gate-

keeper, looking for him in solitary places, found
him lying underneath a cart, scratching his itch,

and thinking him to be Raikva with the cart, went
and respectfully sat near him , and addressed Raikva
thus : 'Sir, are you Raikva with the cart f Being*
thus asked, he replied in an off-hand manner •

lYes ?
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I am/ Having thus known him, the gatekeeper
came back, saying

c
I have found him 1

Here ends the First Khaada of Adkycuja IV.

' ADHYA YA IV.

KHANDA Ih

®l sr sTRgf5f« fam: ^wtifo rat. f^irw^w
cf^rr^ sftrWt ^WWK Mil

Then Jurcasntfi's great-grandson took with him
six hundred cows, a necklace and a carriage with
mules, and went ov^r to him, and said. (1)

Com,—The king, understanding Raihva lobe
anxious to settle as a house-holdt-i, and as such

desiring wealth* took with him some nches, in the

shape of six hundred cows, a necklace and a

carnage with mules attached and went to JRaikva.

And having gone there, spoke to him.

Rmkva, here are six hundred cows, a necklace,

and a carriage with mules. Now, sir, teach me
that Deity which you worship. (&)

Com.—O Baikvcii I have brought for you these

Six hundred cows, this necklace and this carriage

with mules. Accept these riches, Sir, and teach

* me that Deity which you yourself worship, -t >

instruct me m the science of that Deity.
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%f^\i Hffamft \\\\\

The othor replied to him .
' Fie, Fie I this neck-

lace and carriage with the cows be thmo, 0 Sftdra*

Then JttnasrutVs great-grandson t®ok with him a

thousand cows, a necklace, a carriage with mules*

and his daughter, and went over to him* (3)

Com.—Ratkva replied to the King who had
addressed him a3 above The indeclinable ^Aha* is

elsewhere used to bigmfy resentment ; hut here it

means nothing , because of the separate use of the

word jSW." This carriage with the necklace and
the cows may be thine-—lot them be with yourself,

I do not require these, when they are enough for

my purpose. " 0 BMra *'—the person addressed

being a king, because he had a gate-keeper, as said

above,—and a Stitlra not homg entitled to approach
a BiAhmana for the purpose of receiving mstruc-
tions>—how is it that Raikva spoke what was not
true, m addressing the king as " SftdraV The old

Teachers have explained this point thus : By
addressing him as " Stidra" the Sage Ratkva shows
that he already knows what is passing in the king's
mmd f the word, " Siltlra" meaning 4

one who is

inciting (rlravati) with sorrows at hearing the great-
ness of Ratkva, as spoken of by the flamingoes.' Or,
it may be that the king is addressed as "Stidui"
because he comos for instruction, with an offering
of riches, like a Silrha

t and not with proper
obeisance and attendance, as befits the higher"*
castes ; and it does not mean that the king is a
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<8&dra by caste Others however explain that

Raikva addressed him thus, because he was enraged

at his offering him so little ; because it is also said

that riches are to be accepted when plenty of it is

offered. The king, knowing the Sage's wishes took
with him a thousand cows, &c, and over and above
all this, he also took his own daughter as a proper

wife for the Sage, and then went over to him.

He said to him :
* Raikva, here are a thousand

^Csws, this necklace, this carriage with mules, this

wife, and this village m which you dwell. Wow
Sir teach me.' (4)

Holding her mouth, he said : 'You have brought

these, 0 Siidra , by this mouth alone do you make
me speak

1 These are the villages named Raikva-

parnd, in the country of the Wahavi ishas, where he

lived. He then said to him. (5)

Com —" 0 Raikva, here are a thousand cows,

this necklace, this carriage with mules, and this

my daughter as a wife for you, I have brought for

you ; and this village m which you dwell, this I

offer to you. Accept all this, and instruct me, OSir/'

Being thus addressed Raikva held the mouth of the

king's daughter—the mouth being the door for the

Imparting of knowledge. There is a well-known

. declaration of knowledge to this effect
:

" A life of
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studentship) giving of wealth, Intelligence, Know-
ledge of Veda, Affection of Knowledge itself—these

six are my heavens. ' Knowing this, RaikvaJcLol&mg;

up her mouth, said : "You have really brought all

these cows, and these riches,—and thou hast done

ucll
99

(this much is understood). " 0 Stith a" is only

an imitation of what he had said before, but with

no other intent, "It is by this mouth alone, the

heaven of Knowledge, that you make me speak

now/' These are the villages known as " Raihva-

parnft" in the country of the Mahfivrishasj—in

which villages Baikva dwelt *-these very villages

did the king give to Baikva. And when the king

had given him all this wealth, Baikva spoke to him
about the Knowledge (of the Deity he wanted to be

instructed about

)

Thus ends the Second Khanda of AdhyciyalV

ADHYA'YA IV.

KHANDA 121-

Air indeed is the absorbent. For when Fire

goes out, it goes into Air ; when tho Sun sets, it

goes into Air ; and when the Moon sets, it goes into

Air. (1)

Com.—"Air indeed is the absorbent?'" Vdva ir

has a definitive force. " Absorbent" is that which
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absorbs, takes in, or swallows up i.e ti that which
absorbs, into itself the deities of Fire, &c«> mentioned
below. The quality of Absorption is to be meditated
upon, like the Air, because it is exemplified as being
included in the Krita-casU. But how does the Air

come to have the character of an absorbent ? It is

explained .—When Fire goes out, i <?., becomes ex-

tinguished, then it goes into Air , that is to say,

becomes identified with Air. Similarly, when the

Sun sets, it goes into Air. And when the Moon
sets, it goes into Air.

u
But, how is it thai; the Sun

and Moon are said to be absorbed into Air, while,

as a matter of fact, they continue m their own
shapes ? " This does touch the position The
above assertion is based upon the fact of their set-

ting being due to Air. It is by Air that the Sun is

made to set ; inasmuch as motion proceeds from
Air. Or the explanation may be that at Universal

Dissolution, the Sun and the Moon lose their res-

pective forms, and become resolved into simple

Light
,
and, as such, become absorbed into Air

When water dries up, it goes into Air. For, Air

indeed absorbs them all. This *vith regard to the

gods. (2)

Com.—When water dries up, it goes into Air.

Because it is Air that absorbs all the aforesaid

powerful deities. Hence, Air, being the great

Absorbent, is to be meditated upon as such. Thus
feas been explained the philosophy of the Absorbent

with regard to the gods.
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*F*rfcT am^ vm^m m mm ^t^#s~
sf^tfi^r 11^ 11

Now, with reference to the body, Breath indeed

is the Absorbent. When one sleeps, Speech goes

into Breath
; Sight goes into Breath, Hearing goes

into Breath ; Mind goes into Breath. For Breath

indeed absorbs all this (3)

Com*—Next follows the philosophy of the

Absoibent with regard to the body : The Breath in

the mouth is the Absorbent. When the man sleeps

Speech goes into Breath,—as Fire goes into Axr ;

—

and into Breath go also seeing, hearing and mind.

Because Breath indeed absorbs all these, Speech

and the rest-

^ 0 sMf m§m ii s H

These two indeed are the two Absorbents : Air

among the gods, and Breath among the senses, (4)

Com.—Thfebe two indeed are the two Absorb-

ents—endowed with absorbing properties. Air is

the Absorbent among the gods, and the Breath in

the mouth is the Absorbent among the senses,

Speech and the rest.

Once while Saunaka Kdpeya and Abhiprat&ri

Kdkshaseni were being waited upon at their meals,

a religious student begged of them. They did nc?t

give hirn anything. (5)
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Com.—With a view to eulogise the aforesaid

Absorbents, a story is added. Once upon a time,

the son of Saunaka, of the family of Kapt %
and one

Abhipiat&n, the son of Kdkshasena were sitting at

their meals, being waited upon by the cooks ; and

a certain arrogant religious student, knowing

Brahman, begged of them. They understood the

student to be proud of his knowledge of Brahman^

and with a view to question him they did not give

him anything ; 311st to &ee what he would say to

them

$t m ciwr ^gfqfcf n s n

He said .

' The one God, Puijaputt—swallowed

up the four great ones , ho, the guardian of the

Universe Him O Kap&ya, mortals do not see ;

0 Jbhtpt atari though He dwells in many ways.

He for whom this food is, to Him it has not been

given.' (6)

Com.—The religious student said .

41 The four

gieat ones "—are in the Second Person, Plural,

" The one God "—1.0., Air (swallowing) Fire, &cM
and Breath, Speech, &c " Kah " the Prajapati—

that " swallowed up,'' Some people explain as

" who is it that swallowed, &c " " The Universe "

—" Bhuvana " is that wherein creatures are born ;

that is to say, the Earth, &a, comprising the whole

Universe ; of this Umv^se, " the guardian "—i.e.,

£he protector, Him, the " Kah " (i Piojfiputi),

know net the mortals, devoid of wisdom, 0 Kaptnja,

and O Abhiprutftrwit—though He dwells in many
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ways—such as with reference to the Body and to

the gods, &c. He, for whom, every day, food is

prepaied and offered,—to him, Prajfipati, this food

has not been given.

^fft^T SPfHT* feflxqe*' ^^S^ft%FcI^ UfalH-

The Saunuka Kapeya, pondering over it, went

over to the religious student, (and said) .
* It ls-the

Self, the oieator of the gods, and of all beings, with

undecaying teeth, the Eater, not without intelli-

gence, They describe His magnificence to be very

great indeed, because without being eaten, He eats

even what is not food. We, O student, meditate

upon tins [Buthman)** (Then he said to his

servants) * give him food/ (7)

Com.—Pondenng over what the student had
said, Saunaka went noai hnn 5 and said .

* We do

see Him, whom, you say, no mortals see.* How?
It is the Self of all mobile and immobile beings

,

and again It is that which absorbs into Itself

the gods, Fire, &c, and then again brings them
forth— being, m the shape of Air, the creator of

Fire, &c, with reference to the gods, and with
reference to the body, the creator of the beings,

Speech and fche rest. Or the meaning may be that

It is the Self of the gods. Fire, Speech, &c.
}
and,

the creator of all beings, mobile and immobile.
" With unJecaying teeth"—i.e., whose teeth are not^
damaged. The eater" having the character of

being such. "Not unintelhgenf'—Le., Intelligent.
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And the knowers of Brahman describe the magni-
ficence, of this ProjdpaU to be very great,

illimitable , inasmuch as without being eaten

Himself, He eats what is not, (common) food, such
as Fire, Speech, &c. ' Yd * has no meaning here :

" We, O student, it is such a Btahman, as described

above, that we meditate upon " The construction

is—" Wo meditate, " while others say that

they do not meditate upon this Biahman, but on the

supreme one.
1

' Having said this, he ordered his

servants to give him food.

ir? ii ^ ii

They gave it to him Now, these fire and the

other five, making ten, are the Knta (caste). There-

fore, m all quarters, those ten are the food, and the

Knta* This is Virdt, the eater of food* By means
of this, all becomes seen. One, who knows this,

sees all this, and becomes an eater of food,— "Te^

07ie who knoivs this (8)

Com*—They gave him the food. The " five"

are those that are absorbed, Fire, &c
, together

with that which absorbs them—Air ; the " other

five" are Speech, &c.» together with Breath, These

become ten m number, and thus constitute the

Knta caste. One caste has the number four, and

hence they (the absorbed) are four; another caste

is numbered three, and they are also three (.leaving

*off one); the third is numbered two, and they are

also two (leaving off two m each); and the last is
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counted one ; and the Absorbent is one (m each

case); and this latter is different from the rest* Thus*

these numbers (4, 3, 2, 1) making up ten^ constitute

the Knta caste. Since this is so, therefore, m all the

ten quarters, Fire, &c, together with Speech, &c,
are the the food,—because of the number ten being-

common to both
;
says the Sruii :

" The Vtr&l

consisting of ten syllables is food." Therefore,

the Fire, &c, are the food,—because of their

number being ten ; and for the same reason

they are the Krita , because all the castes are

included in the Krita caste, as we have already

explained. *' This is Virtd '* — containing ten

syllables, is food and also** the eater of food/'

because of its being the Krita In the Knta the
number ten is included : hence, the Yii at is an eater

of food. One who knows this becomes identified

with the ten deities, comes to be Virdt, through the

number tern and thereby becomes food,— and by
the member of the Knta caste, he becomes the

eater of food. By this eater of food, " all this
"

world* located m the ten quarters,
u becomes seen,"

that is to say, by means of the member of the

Knta caste, all things come to be realised come to

be realised. And one who knows all this becomes
the memtoer of the Krita caste, and as such comes
to realize (and obtain) all things related to the ten

quarters. And further one who realises the above

becomes an eater of food. The repetition is meant
to signify the end of the treatment of the parti-

cular method of meditation.

Thus end the Third Khanda of AdhydyalV.



ADHYA'YA IV.

KHANDA IV.

m^m % *nwr *rro tototo 5WP$ suf-

fer ffocWlft fafffl ^^Wftfcf II ? ||

Satyakdma Jabdld addressed his mother

:

fi

Mother, I wish to lead the life of a religious

student ; of what family am I ?' (1)

Com.—Now begins the laying down of the pro-

priety of having the idea of Brahman with regard

to Speech, Fire, &o., eulogised above, as food and

food-eater, as constituting the Universe,—this

latter being divided into sixteen parts ; and a story

is related with a view to show that Faith and

Penance are subsidiaries to the meditation of

Brahman* Satyak&ma
%
by name, the son of Jab&l&>

Jab&l&t addressed Jabdld his mother, and said :
' O

mother 1 wish to lead the life of a student at the

Teacher's place, for the purpose of studying the

Veda. Of what family am I? To what family of

Rishis do I belong V

gsft«TT ^fcf H r ||

• She said to him .

1

1 do not know my child, of

what family thou art. In my youth, when I had

15
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to move about much, as a servant, I conceived

thee So I do not know of what family thou art

But I am Jabdld by name, and thou art SatyaMma
by name ; so mention thyself a& Satyahdma
Jabdld: (2)

Com,—Having been thus questioned, Jabdld

replied to her son '* I do not know your family,

0 child.
51 Being asked as to why she did not

know it, she said . "In my husband's house, I had

to move about much, in attending upon guests, &o. >

and being constantly moving about, I had no time"

to ask about and know the name of your family.
*

"In my youth i.e., that was the time when I

conceived thee , and it was then that thy father

died. Therefore, having been left without a

protector, 1 do not know to which family thou

belongest. I am Jabdld by name, and thou art

Satyahdma by name ; so say to thy Teacher that

thou art Satyahdma Jab&lti ; That is to say,
<f

if

the Teacher happens to ask thee."

% WlftZfR ^n^c^TRR agpER wpfo siring-

?r*> (rarer torn 5 SFroftfa *t mm $i

Having gone to Gaulama, the son of Haruhu-
vwt, he said *

£

I wish to become a B? ahmachQti

with you Sir ; may I approach you." (3)
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He said to him .

1 Of what family art

thou, my friend V He replied :
" Sir, I do not

know of what family I am I abked my mother,

and she said

—

c In my youth, when I had to move
about much, as a servant: I conceived thee , so I do
not know of what family thou art ; but I am Jabcdd

by name, and thou art Satyakama by name/
Therefore, I am Satyakama Jabald, Sir" (4)

Com.—Sutyakthnu went over to Gautama^ the

son of Baridrumat, and said to him, "Severed
Sir, I wish to live with you as a religious

student; may I approach you, a-, your disciple ?"

Gautama said:
4

Of whax taunly ait thou, my
friend ?' as it la only one whose family has been

ascertained that can be accepted as a disciple

Having been thus askod, Satyakama replied ;

li

I do

not know of what family I am. I had asked my
mother, and she told me—'I had to move about,

&c., &c.
9—'as before). I precisely remember what

she said, I am Satyakama Jabata, Sir
"

®* II \ il

He said to him :
' Hone but a Brahmana could

thus speak out. Fetch tbe fuel; 0 friend, I shall

initiate thee. Thou ha<3 not flinched from the truth
7

Having initiated him, he chose four hundred lean

an*d weak cows, and said to him ' Go with these.*

And while taking them away, he said * T may noj
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return without a thousand (cows).' He dwelt away
a number of years, when the cows became a
thousand. (5)

Com.—Gautama said to him "Such a straight-

forward assertion none but a B? uhmana could make,
because it is Brdhmanas and not others, thai are

naturally straightforward. Since thou has not

flinched from truth, the characteristic of your caste;

hence, inasmuch as thou art a Brakmana, I shall

initiate thee. Therefore go and fetch some fuel

for the Homa of the preliminary rites for thy

purification (preparatory to the initiation). " And
having said this, he initiated him, he chose four

hundred of the leanest and weakliest cows out of

his herd, and said to him ,
* My fnond) go with

these,
1

' Having been thus ordered Satijakdmu drove

them away ; and while doing this he said "I
may not return without fully one thousand cows."

Having said this, he took the cows to a forest

where there was plenty of grass and water, and no
opposition ; and there he dwelt long, for a certain

number of years. Having been properly tended, the

cow^ became a full thousand.

Thus onds the Fowth Ehawla of ddhydya IV*

ADHYA'YA IV.

KHANDA V*

mi-mw w: wf * ^t%3^ || \ ] {
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Then the Bull said to him * * Sotyaktima *' He
replied :

' Sir i '

4 We have reached a thousand, O
friend, carry us to the Teacher's house/ (1)

Com —Him s thu3 equipped with Faith and

Penance, the Deity of the Air, connected with the

Quarters haying become satisfied, entered into tho

bull , and with a view to help hnn, t -e hull cilh d

him by his name ' Satyuku?na / and he rcplud*
4

Sir ' I The bull said " O friend, wt \nvo reech 'd

a full thousand as protmsed by you , m> -irry us to

the house of the Teacher "

qHt fhw&\ srHHt feswr efigurr iW%r
~-

r

< fv-r^ *

I will declare to yru the foot of Brahman, Tell

it to me. The East is one quarter, the Was I is one

quarter, the South is one quartei, and the North
is one quarter This, 0 friend* r Buihman^ fonr-

quartered foots named Lumrnoiio* (2)

Com —" And further, I will declare to yon the

foot of Brahman " Being thus addressed, Satya-

Kama, replied :

fi

Tell it to me, Sir Then the Ball

said to Satyakdma :
' The Pa?fe is one quarter,

the fourth part of the foot of Brahman ; so are

each, the West, South and Norfcl This, O friend,

is the foot of Brahman, with four parts, whose

name is ' Luminous \ In the same manner, the

other three feet of Bi ahman are ateo four-quartered.

*r *r q^tf f^5T^«a^pR® v\i sew ^i^r^FT-

^4 fosrr-^g^ qi? swot: ^i^r^qi?% II \ \\
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He who knowing this meditates upon this

four-quartered foot ofBrahman as named Luminous,

becomes luminous m this woild and he wins

luminous worlds, one who knowing this meditates

upon the four-quartered foot of Brahman as named
Luminous (3)

Com —If one knowing the aforesaid four-

quartered foot of Brahman, meditates upon it, as

endowed with splendour, he becomes luminous

—

renowned ~m this world ; this is the visible result

The invisible result is that, he wins splendid worlds }

connected with the gods, after his death,—one who
knowing this four-quartered toot of Brahman
meditates upon it as the Luminous.

Thus ends the Fifth Khanda of Adhydya IV.

ADHYA'YA IV.

KHANDA VI.

Fire will declare to you the (other) foot of

Brahman ? On the morrow, he drove the cows

homeward And when they came together to-

wards evening, he having lighted the fire, penned

the cows, laid the fuel, sat down behind the Fire*,

facing the East. (1)
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Com.—" Fire will declare to you another foot
"

—having said this, the Bull kept quiet. And on the

morrow, Satyakuma, having finished his daily

duties, drove the cows towards the Teacher's house.

And when the cow?, moving slowly towards the

Teacher's house, came together towards evening,

—then, he, having lighted the fire, penned the cows,

and laid fuel on the fire, sat down behind the fire

facing the East and bearing m mmd the assertion

of the Bull.

The Fire said to him . *Batyak&ma Y He replied:
1
8irt' (2)

Com*—The Fire called him by his name? and he

replied . 'Sir!'

m*t sqg^: w swms^^m it ^ II

I shall declare to y ou, friend, the foot of Brah-

man.
1

Tell it to me Sir.' He said to him :

11 The
Earth is one quarter, the Sky is one quarter, the

Heaven is one quarter, the Ocean is one quarter.

This, my friend, is the four-quartered foot of Brah-

man, named the endless. (3)

Com.—" I will declare to you the foot of

Brahman: 9 " Tell it to me, Sir/' He said to Y m :

" The Earth is one quarter, the Sky is one quarter,

'the Heaven is one quarter, the Ocean is one
quarter/'—thus did Fire declare the philoso jrl y
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of the Self "This, my friend, is the four-

quartered foot of Brahman, named the Endless"

One who knowing this meditates upon the four-

quartered foot of Brahman^ as the Endless, be-

comes endless in this world : and he wins endless

worlds,—one who knowing this, meditates upon
this four-quartered foot of Brahman as the End-
less, (4)

Com*—One who meditates upon the aforesaid

four-quartered foot of Brahman, as endowed with

the property of endlessness, himself comes to be

endowed with that property ; and after death, he

wins endless worlds,—one who, &c, &c, as before.

Thus ends the Sixth *Khanda of Adhyfiya IV*

ADHYA'YA IV,

KHANDA VII.

m qsrrfa art ^p^Tfasqw^tc w mm-
m mm> »if^fa^r mil

1 The Hamia will declare to you the (other)

foot,
1 On the morrow, ho drove the cows home-

ward. And when they came together towards
5"

evening, he, having lighted the fire, penned the
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laid the fuel, sat down behind the fire, facing

st. (1)

5**r ^qf^wn^^T? stow \ Ifa <ftr jfas

cien a Hamsa flew to him arid said :
* Satya-

i

5 He replied Yes, Sir,
Y

(8>

3?n—Jgrni told him that the Hamsa would

e to him the other foot of Baxhnan, and

Led.

Hamsa 1? means The Sun ; because of the

trities of whiteness and the capability oi flying*

the morrow, &c , &o " as before.

tiji: ^> few %

I shall declare to you, friend, the foot of

man.* ' Tell it to me, Sir.' He said to him :

e is one quarter, the Sun is a quarter, the Moon

quarter, the lightning is a quarter. This, my
:d, is the four-quartered foot of Bicihman, named

Effulgent: ^
One, who, knowing this, meditates' upon the

-quartered foot of Brahman,^ the Effulgent,

mes effulgent in this world , and he win®
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upon the four-quartered foot of Brahman s as the

Ejfulqent. {i)

Co/ra.~- *'Agiii is one quarter, &c>—is a declara-

tion of the philosophy of lights , and this implies

the fact of the Ham n/ being the Sun. The result

accruing to the known* is this : He becomes bught
in this world ; and after death, wins the bright

effulgent worlds of the Sun and the Moon, &c. The
rest as before.

Thus ends the Seventh Khanda of Adhydya IV*

ADHYA'YAIV

KHAND4 VIII.

1 The water-bird will declare to you the (other)

foot of Brahman.7 On the morrow, he diove the

cows homeward ; and when they came together

towards evening, he, having lighted the fire, penned
the cows, laid the fuel, sat down behind the fire,

facing the East. (1)

Gom*—Having raid " the water-bird will dec-

lare to you the other foot " the Hamsa kept quiet.

The " water-bird," being intimately related to

water, is here meant to signify " Prana" "Oft
the morrow, &c." as before.
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ffftgsrc u \ I)

ffsnxf wa' «fp5i %rA tot jft: %

Then a water-bird flew to him and said:
4

Suiyokama V H© replied : 'Sir V (2)
1

1 will declare to you friend, the foot of

Brahman.' He baid .

4

Tell it to me, Sir*. He said

to him * Prana is one quarter, the Eye is one

quarter, the Far is one quarter, the Mmd is one

quarter. This, my friend, is the four-quarfeered

foot of Brahman^ named the A'yatanavat? (

Com —The water-bird, Prana, explained to

him its own philosophy :
" The Pi ana is one foot,

&c, fee," ' A'yatana' means mmd, which is the

substratum of the experiences of all other organs
;

and that foot wherein the mmd appears, is the one

named " A'yatanavat"

*r *r q;gitf fam agjpRs qis *m ^ra^Tft^qRct

fw^TO qis to ^?FRiPRgqrt& n 8 u

One who, knowing this, meditates upon iha

four- quartered foot of Brahman, as A'yatanavat,

becomes possessed of a home m this world ; and he

wins worlds with homes,—one who knowing this

•meditates upon the four-quartered foot of Brah*

man, as
4

A'yatanavat* (4)
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Com.—One who meditates upon the aforesaid

path as such, obtains home

—

i e., support—m this

world; and on his death, he wins worlds with homes
—

\ e,, with plenty of room " One who, &c," as

before,

Thus ends the Eighth Kha^da of Adhydya IV.

ADHYA'YA IV.

KfUNDA IX.

sift sf55=3T%^ ^NT^rs^g^ \ ^ *$\%

Tie reached the Teacher's house. The Teacher

said :

fi

Satyakuma 1
' He said :

' Yes, Sir !

' (1)

Cam.—Thus knowing Brahmwi, he got at the

house of his Teacher. The Teacher said to him

:

4

Hatyakama \
' He replied .

* Yes, Sir.*

1

Friend, thou shinest like one knowing Brah-

man. Who has taught thee V He replied : 'People

other than men. But, I wish Sir, that you should

teach me.' (2)

Com,— tk 0 Friend, thou shinest like one know-

ing Brahman : One who knows Btahman is

altogether delighted in his senses, wears a smiling

face, is free from all anxiety and happy. Noticing"

all this, the Teacher says :
" Thou shinest- like the
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one knowing J3? ahman \
° and questions him as to

who taught him (Brahman). And Satyakama
icphed , "People other than men -/—-that is to say,

it was some divinity that taught me , the sense

being—"who else, wearing a human form, could

teach me, who am your disciple It is with a

view to this that he said . "People other than

men " "But, I wish'
1

-—according to my desire—

"Sir, that you should teach me ; what of the teach-

ings imparted by others ; I do not think much of

them."

II \ I!

For I have heard from persons like you, that

it is only such knowledge as is learnt from the

Teacher, that is the best Then he taught him the

very same thing, and nothing was left ovA 9—yca
nothing was left out. (3)

Com.—I have heard, m connection with this

point, from Rishis like you, that it is only such

knowledge as is obtained from one's own Teacher,

that is the best of all,-—that reaches the highest

grade ; hence you, Sir, should teach me. Being thus

addressed, the Teacher taught him the same
philosophy that had been explained by the gods,

and of the sixteen-quartered philosophy, nothing

was left out The repetition is meant to denote

the end of the treatment of the philosophy

Thus ends the Ninth Khanda of AdhyCnja IV



ADHYA'YA IV.

KHANDA X.

Vpakosala, the son of Kamala, dwelt as a reli-

gious student, with SatyakCima JubCtla. He tended
his fires for twelve years But though tbe Teacher
allowed the other pupils to return home after

finishing their studies, yet he did not allow Vpa-
kosala to depart* (1)

Com.—-With a view to axpLun the science of

oilman in another way, the toxt begins a treat-

ment of the condition of ono knowing It, and also

that of the science of Fire. And the story is meant,

as before, to pomt out the fact of Faith and
Penance leading to the accomplishment o" the

science of Brahman. Upakomla,hy name, the son of

Kamala, dwelt as a religious student, with Saiya-

kilma Jdbtila. "Ha"

—

So it is said. He tended the

Teacher's fires for twelve years, And yet though

the Teacher .allowed the other pupils to return to

their homes, after having taught them the Veda, he
did not allow Upakosala to return. (1)
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His wife said to hira .

4

This student has per-
formed his penance, and has tended your fires very-

well. Lest the Fires should blame you, teach him.'
But he went away, without having taught lnm. (2)

Com —The Teacher's wife said to lam • ' This
student has performed his penances, and has tended
your fires very well, in quite a proper manner; and
yet yon do not allow him to depart—ho who is

devoted to the fires Hence, the fires may blame
you for not allowing one who n devoted to them to

return home ; so you must explain the science to

rpakosala.' But though thuh advised by his wife,

the Toaoher went away on a journey, without
having taught him.

Through sorrow he resolved not to eat. Then
the Teacliei's wife said to him . 'Student, do eat,

Why do you not eat ?' He said 'There are, in this

man, many desires, proceeding m various directions

T am full of sorrows, and will not eat/ (3)

Com —On account of sorrow—, litn mental
sufferings

—

Upnkosalu resolved not to eat And
while he was sitting quietly in the sacrificial room,
the wife of hn Teacher said to him • 'O student, do

eat Wherefore do you not eat Ho said :
' In

this oidmary man, there are many de&uea flowing

in various directions , thai; is sorrows with regard

=to desirable things not obtained. And I am full of

such seniors ; hence, I will not eat,'
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Then the Fires said among themselves :
' This

student has performed his penances, and has tended

us very well. Well, let its teach him.' And they

said to Mm : (4)

00111,—The student having resumed his silence*

the three fires, finding themselves, nntended, and

being moved to pity, said among themselves: *Well,

we shall explain the science of Brahman to this

studont, who is devoted to us, and is xn trouble, and
who has performed his penances and is permeated

with excellent faith.' Having thus determined, they

said to him what follows.

oft ^ ^ g m ^ ?f reRTRPftRl ct ii^
'Breath is lit ahman , iTa is Brahman ; iT/ia is

Brahman" He said ;
'1 understand lhafc Breath is

Brahman. But I do not understand Ka and Kha*
They said . 'What is Ka is Kha, and what is iTAa

is Kd* Then they taught him the Breath and its

AMsa. (5)

Com*— 1

Breath ts Brahman , Z&? ?s Biahman y

Kha ts Brahman' The student said : 'I understand

when you say that Breath is Brahman, because the

words are known to me; I understand the word
u
Pr&na" as signifying that particular a%r % the

presence of which renders life possible, which life

ceases to exist on its departure. Hence, knowing n

the meaning of the word lPrana> I understand that
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h

Pr&na* is Brahman- But I do not understand MTa*

and
lKha* It may be questioned that the words

and 'KhcC also are well-known, as signifying

pleasure and A'kdsa respectively,—and as such,

whence the student's ignorance ? True , but what
the student is at a loss to understand is* how can

the character of Brahman be attributed to Pleasuie,

signified by the word
L

KaS which is perishable, or

to A'Mscu as signified by the word *Kha %
* which is

non-intelligent. What the student means is under

such circumstances, how am I to rely upon your

assertion as authoritative ? It is with this view that

the student said : "I do not understand." When the

studenfc had said this, the Fires said to him 1

That
which we meant by 'Kcu is also what is referred to

by s

J£ha-' The meaning being that the lKa\ (Plea-

buro) as qualified by
lKha (A'kdsa) would be free

from all taint of such pleasure as is born of the

connection of objects with the sense-organs ; just as

the lotus qualified by blue, becomes precluded from

the ?ed, &c And further what we referred to as the

'Kha
1

(A'fcafio)*—know that to be
{Ka? (Pleasure);

—m this case the
%Kha qualified by 'JTa' (Pleasure)

becomes precluded from the material A'kusa which

is non-intelligent ;
just like the lotus and the

blue. The sense being that what we meant

to represent as Bi ahman was the pleasure (Bliss)

as residing in the A'kdsa, and thus transcend-

ing all worldly pleasure ; and, secondly, the

A'kdsa, as the substratum of Bliss, and as such

transcending the material A'kdsa. "Well, if what

>s meant is the specification of A'kdsa by pleasure,

and any* one of the two may be the qualifying
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adjunct, and the order of specification may be

reversed—what is
l Kha is

f

JSTa.' " True ; but we
have already explained that what is meant here is

the preclusion of both Pleasure and A'kdsa, as

here spoken of, from the wordly pleasure and

A'kd&a* '* We grant all this , but the preclusion of

both would naturally follow meiely from the

specification of A'k&sa by pleasure." True, such
would be the case , but m that case what would
be meant as the object of meditation, would be the

A'lc&sa alone, as qualified by pleasure, and not the
pleasure, as qualifying the A'Msa \ ina3much as all

the purpose of the qualification is spent up in the
specification of the object qualified. Consequently,

Pleasure is also separately mentioned as qualified

by j4*ftcisa
t
—simply with a view to point to the fact

of this too being an object of meditation. "But how
is this ascertained?" Inasmuch as the word ' Ka 9

is also related to Brahman, Ka is Brahman. If it

were simply meant to point out the fact of A'Msa
qualified by Pleasure being the object of meditation,

—then, first of all, the Fires would have declared
that " Ka—Kha is Brahman" But as a matter of

fact, they did not declare thus ; but that
14 Ka is

Brahman ; Kha is Brahman*'* Thus, then, with a
view to remove the confusion in the mind of the
student, it is only proper to declare " what is Ka is

jUia,&c."—meaning thereby that between the words
' Ka' and * Kha' there is a mutual relation of the
qualification and the qualified And it is this fact

as pointed out by the Fires, that the Text makes
clear for ourselves in the next sentence :

" They
taught the student, Breath and its Af

Msa"~i.e,
t
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the A'Msa as the substratum of the Breath, namely,
the A'kasa m the heart ; and they also taught the

A'kasa as qualified by Pleasure, and also the
Breath, as located in that A'kfaa ; the Fires
taught both of these, as considered together, to be
Brahman \ inasmuch as both are connected with
Brahman

Thus ends the Tenth Khanda of Adlujaya IF.

ADHYA'YA IV,

KHANDA XI.

^ 3# ^sfftfCT q ^i^ftfH II \ II

Then the Qurhapatya Fire taught him 4 The
Earth, Fire, Food and the Sun. The person that is

seen in the Sun, that I am,—that I am, indeed/ (1)

Com*—The Fires together instructed the stu-

dent in the science of Brahman. "Then" after the

above conversation—each of the Fires began to

explain to him his own particular philosophy
; and,

first of all, the
<{ G&rhapatya " Fire taught him.

" The Earth, Fire, Food and the Sun"—these are

my four bodies (forms). And the person that is seen

m the Sun,—that am I, the Q&rhapaiya Fire,—i,e. %

it is the Gdrhapatya Fire that is seen as the person

in the Sun. The same fact is repeated over again :

"that I am indeed". The relation of the Garhapatya

with the Sun is not one of being the object of enjoy-

ment, winch is the relation subsisting with the
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Earth and Food. Because the characters of eating,

cooking and illuminating are ever unspecified*

Consequently, these two—Garhapati/a and the Sun
—are absolutely identical ; whereas the Earth and
Food are related to these as objects enjoyed (eaten).

One who, knowing this, meditates upon it,

destroys sin, obtains the world, reaches full life,

and lives brightly. His line of descendants perishes

not, and we protect him in this world, and also in

the other,—whosoever knowing this meditates upon
it. (2)

Goms—Whoever knowing QCtrhupatya Fire is

explained above and meditates upon it, as divided

fourfold m the character of the Eater of food,—he

destroys all sinful actions, obtains the world, hve^

to his full age ; and lives a bright—conspicuous—

life, and not as one neglected, and of such a

knowing one, the line of descendants does riot

perish ; Le^ it ever continues. And further, we
protect him m this world, during life, and also in

the other world, after death. Such are the results

accruing to one who, knowing this, meditates upon

the Fire as explained above

Thus ends the &levcv1h Khars!a of AOhyQya IV*



ADHYATA IV.

KHANDA Xll.

Then the Anvuh&ryuparhnnu taught him*
* Water, the Quarters, the Stars, and the Moon.

The person that is seen in the Moon, that I am,

—

T am that, indeed/ (1)

Com—Then the " AtivCiiiuryapuchuna"—the

Southern Fire—taught him : 'Water, the Quarters,

the Stars and the Moon,"—these are ray four form?;

that is to say, l—Anvdhdryapachana Fire—divide

myself into these four forms, and continue to exist

as such. And the "person that is seen in the Moon,

that am L— I am that, indeed,
51—as before. The

identity of the Anvdkdryapachana Fire and the

Moon, is based upon the fact of both being related

to Food, and being illuminative, and also on the fact

of both being related to the Southern quarter. The

relation of water and the stars is, as before, based

upon the fact of their being objects of food ; as it

13 well-known that the stars are objects enjoyed by

the moon; and water, being the producer of

food, is the food of the Southern Fire,—]ust as

„ the Earth is of the (Mrhapatya Fire. The rest as

before*
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One, who knowing this, meditates upon it, des-

troys sin, obtains the woild, reaches full age, lives

brightly. His line of descendants perishes not,

and we protect him in this world, and also in

the other,—whosoever, knowing this meditates

upon it (2)

Thus end the Twelfth Khanda of AdhyayulV*

ADHYATA IV.

KHANDA XIII.

Then the A'havantya taught him: 'Breath,

A'k&sa, the Heaven and Lightning. The person

that is seen m tho lightning, that I am,—I am that,

indeed." (1)

One, who knowing this meditates upon it, des-

troys sin, obtains the world, reaches full age, and

lives brightly. His line of descendants perish esr

not, and we protect him in this world, as*also in
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the other,—whosoever knowing; this, meditates

upon it, (&)

Cfam.—Then the A'haiantiia taught him : 'Breath

A'k&sa, the Heaven ard Lightning —these are my
four forms. The person that is seen m the light-

ning, I am that &c, &c M—as before. The Heaven
and A'Jatea are the receptacles of lightning and the

A'hamnvjn, and such, are related to th se, as

objects of their enjoyment* The rest is similar to

what has gone before.

Thus en-is the Thirteenth KIi ntda of A^hyfiyn IV*

ADHYA'YA IV.

KHANDA XIV.

Urn \^t\\\ II

They said :

1
Upalcosala, this friend is our

science, and the science of the Self ; the

Teacher will declare to you, the way ' The Teacher

came. The Teacher said to him ;

1 Upahosula !
' (1)

Com,—The three Fires together said to him :

* Upukosala, this, friend, is the science of the Fires

and the science of the self,—explained to you ; ihw

science being that Breath is Brahman, Ka is

Brahman, Kha is Brahman * Your Teacher will

* declare to you, the way,—to the attainment of the

result^ accruing from such knowledge* Having said
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this, the Fires ceased. In time? the Teacher came,

and said to his pupil .

9

Well, Upakosala !

1

He answered. 'Sir 1 ' 'My friend, thy face

shines like that of one knowing Brahman , who has

taught thee ? ' 'Who should teach me sir ? ' He
conceals the fact, as it were ; and saying * these,

unlike those' he pointed to the fires. * What my
friend have these told thee I

'

(
L

Z)

He replied ' This.'
1 My friend, they have

•explained the worlds alone , while T will tell you
something ; and as watei does not chng to the

lotus leaf, so no evil clings to one who knows it.'

He said :

c

Tell it to me, sir,' He explained it to

him. (3)

Com.—He replied : 'Yes, sir.' "Your face shines

—appears pleasant— as that of one knowing
Brahman ; who has taught thee?" Being thus asked

he replied :
" Who should teach me, sir, while you

were away ?" ' He conceals Vhe fact as it were'

—

the u
iva

n
(as it were) being taken after

4 nihnuta
'

(conceals). The meaning being that he does not

actually conceal the fact, nor does he plainly give •

out what the fires had told him, " These* Fires,
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being tended by me, explained it to me ; and hence,

on seeing yon, these are quivering as it were, now,

though they were quite unlike this, before"—with

this in view* he pointed 10 the Fires, hinting, as it

were, at what he meant. " What did these Fires tell

thee, friend ? '* He replied •
4
* thib, did the fires tell

me "—giving out certain portions* of what they had

said, and not telling all that he had been told.

Hence, the Teacher said
ki My friend, they have

only explained the worlda, earth, &c.» and not the

Btahman in Its entirety. I will explain to fchee

that Brahman which thou wishes! to hear of. And

listen to the greatness of the knowledge of the

Brahman that I am going to explain ;
ja.l as

water does not cling to the lotus leaf, so ou<2 who

knows the Brahman as I am going to explain, is

never affected by evil." The Teacher having said

this, Upakosala said: "Tell it to me, sir/
1 Then

the Teacher explained It to him.

Thus ends the Fourteenth Khanda of Adlnjaya IV.

ADHYA YA IV.

KHVNDA XV.

fcf II \ II

- 1 The person that is -een m the Eye, that is the

Self. This is the Immortal, the Fearless,-this is
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Brahman. If one drops butter or water mto this

(Eye), it flows away by the sides.' (1}

Com,—" The person that is seen %n the Eye" as

the "seer of Sight" by those persons who have set

aside their physical vision, are fully equipped with

such means as celibacy and the rest, and are calm
and discriminating. Says the Sruti— "the Eye of

the Eye/' Objection: " The assertion of the Fires

becomes false ; for, they said that the Teacher

would
6

explain the way' alone; and as such, it

follows that the Fires did not know what was going

to happen*" This does not affect the case ; inas-

much as the present passage is only an explanation

of the seer—fche self described by the Fires, the eye

in which the person is said to be seen being, that of

the Alcasa endowed with bhss (which has been

explained to be Brahman). " Thai is the self—at
living beings ; he explained this self as ]ust the

same as that he had explained above. *' This ts

the immoi taV—undying, imperishable, and hence
" Fearless /' it being only for whom there is a

chance of death, that any fear is possible , and

hence in the absence of such chance, it is feaihs*,

and hence also
44
Brahman'\ the " Great," a.e., the

'Endless*' And the greatness of this Brahman—
the Ocular Person—is such that if in the place of

this Person-—? <2.,mthe Eye—either butter or water

be dropped, it flows away by the sides,—it falls

along the lashes, and does not affect the Eye,—just

as the lotus leaf is not affected by water. When
such is the greatness of the residence, what would

be the inexplicable untaintability of the Person*

residing therein 1

!
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^oth p^a ^ fir m$\ rni^mfcs

This they call ' BvtnyudbuMxt* because all

blessings go to him. All hidings go to him, who
knows tins. (2}

Cam —This*—th * aforesaid Person—they call

Samyadv'hna
\ why 1 Because all 1 *amus—desirable

thing?, blessings—go over to him. So do all

blessings go to one who know^s this,

HTfn *T <#3fc[ II ^ II

He is also F'lmurt? ; because he carries all the

blessings One who kno^s this carries all bless-

ings (?)

Com.—" He is also Vuntutti ; because he carries

—to the living beings— 5

the blessings, " the results

of good deeds ; such carrying being done through

his character of the Self The result accruing to

one who knows this is that he carries all blessings

q ^ %T II « II

He is also BhOmaai , because he shines in all

the worlds. One who knows this shines in all the

worlds. (4)

(7oM»—He is also * BhCunani^
1

because, in all

the worlds, he shines in the shape of the Sun, the

Moon and Fire. And * it is by his light that all else

shines
1—such is the Sruii , and as such, carrying

dhe lights he is called BliCtmani. One who knows
this, he«also shmes in all the worlds.
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Ki^mmmq: sr ^pti

Now, for such a one, whether they peiform hi 4*

obsequies or not, he goas to light, from light to

day, from day to the bright half of the month, from
the bright half of the month to the six months
during which the Sun rises northward, from the

months to the year, from the year to the Sun. from
the Sun to the Moon, from tho Moon to the

Lightning. There ib a person, not human. TJo

carries them fco Brahman. ThiH is the divine path,

the path to Brahman. Those proceeding by this

path do not return to the whirl of humanity,

—

Yea,

they do not return. (5)

Com.—The way of one knowing Bi oilman is

now explained . when one who knows this is dead,

whether the priests properly perform his obsequies

or not, in all cases, such a know or, is not precluded,

by the unperformed rites, from reaching Ihuhman ;

nor do the performed rites in any way help him to

any higher regions As declared elaewhere " JIo

does not rise by actions, nor does he become lower,"

This neglect of the obsequies is meant to praise

up the Science ; and it is not meant that for one
knowing this, no obsequies are to be performed,

Because, elsewhere it is proved that if tho^ebsequies
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are not duly performed, there is a oertain obstacle

in the way of the fruition of his actions. The
mention of the performance or non-performance

of the obsequies here is dimply meant to show
that for such a knower, there are no obstacles

in the way of his reaching his goal, Those who
meditate upon fche Blissful A'kam in the Eye, as

\Samtja<tvama? *Vamant\ and "Bhdmani, 1

as also

upon the science of the Fires, together with Pt ana,

—for such persons, there may or may not be other

actions ; m all cases, they reach the Light,—i.c
,

tKPDivimty, presiding over Light From the

Light—Divinity, they go to Day ; from day to the

bright half of the month,—the Divinity presiding

over tho bright half ; from the bright half of the

month to the six months during which the Sun rises

northward,

—

i.e., to the Divinity presiding over the

northern declension , from these six months to the

deity of the year , from the year to the Sun , from

the Sun to the Moon ; from the Moon to the Light-

ning* And when they have reached this, a certain

Person, nofc human, comes from the Brahmic

region, and carries them over to that Brahman

which resides in the regions of Satya ; (it is such

limited Brahman that is referred to here) because of

the mention to the goer, the comer, and that to be

reached,—specifications that are impossible with

regard to the Brahman of pure Being For, with

regard fco the reaching of such Brahman the only

allowable mode of describing would be 'being

Biahman one reaches Brahman ; and it will also be

explained, later on, that pure Being is reached only

by the 0removal of all diversity. And no unseen
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road helps in going,—*as says the Srutt :
* He not

knowing it enjoys it not.
5 " This is the divine path "

—the path presided over by the Deities of Light,

&c —** the path to Brahman "—the path that leads

to Brahman. " Those proceeding by this path do
not return to tho whirl of humanity "—i.e., to

that creation of Manu
}
where there is a continuous

whirl of persons in the never-ending Cycle of birth

arid death, resembling a pulley. The repetition of
'* they do not xeturn " is meant to point to the close

of the treatment of the Science leading to a definite

-result.

Thus ends the Fijteenth Khanda of Adhydya 17,

ADHYA'YA IV.

KHANDA XVI

qfcR* g^TfcT ?ren^? ^ w«uw 9&ft

it ? II

Verily that which blows is the sacrifice; for, he,

moving along, purifies all things. And because

moving along, he purifies all things, he is the Sacri-

fice. Thereof, Mmd and Speech are the ways. (1)

Com,—The present section is begun, (1) on

account of its being connected with the chapter of

meditation ; (») on account of tts falling within the

same A'ranydka and (3) on account of the fact that r

when any discrepancy has occurred in a sacrifice,
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the Vy&hritis are to be used in expiation thereof

and for the priest who knows tins, there is

silence. " Yettly that, d&c, This—the Air—

that blows is the sacrifice. *' Hit." and " Va if are

indeelinables indicating the well-known character

of the truth. In the scriptures the sacrifice is re-

cognised to be piesid&d over by Air:
" SvdM

vdtedh(Vi> " " Thiri the sacrifice, that which blows,'*

and various other Stuti-tQXte* The Air alone,

having the character of motion, is intimately rela-

ted to actions—as says the Smti i
" The Air is the

originator of the sacrifice, the Air is its base/' He,

moving along, purifies all this world ; as there is no

purification from that which doe^ not move. It is

a fact commonly p<*rcewed that it is only of one

that is moving along, and not of one remaining

inert, that deficiencies are removed. And inasmuch

as, moving alone, he purifies all this world, he Is

the sacrifice, that which purifies. And of this

sacrifice, "Speech"—as engaged in the pronoun-

cing of mantras—and " Mind "—as engaged in the

right perception of objects—are the two " ways,"

—

% (?., it is by means of these two that the sacrifice is

duly performed : as says another text : " At a

sacrifice, the order of precedence belongs to the

Mind and to Speech, endowed with the motion of

Prdna and Apctncu" Hence, inasmuch as the sacri-

fice exists through Speech aud Mind, these two are

its ways.

V
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qf< frsq^ qTOTSSjfiisqfH fgT qRt^F^ ii ^ II

One of these the BruhmO purifies by the Mind ;

by speech, the Hotfi, the Adhvtrryu and the Udyuta
(purify) the other. The Praia? anuvdka having

begun, and before the PartdMnlya recitation, the

Brahma speaks out, (2)

He purifies only one of the two ways ; the

other is injured. Just as the one-footed man walk-

ing, and the one-wheeled cart moving, is injured, so

is injured his sacrifice. The sacrifice having fallen

off, the sacnficer falls , and having sacrificed, he

becomes the worst of sinners (3)

Com.—One of these two ways, the Brahma
purifies by the Mind as endowed with discriminative

wisdom; and by the way of Speech do* the three

other priests—tho Hota, &c—purify the other way
of Speech. Thus, then these two ways of Speech

and Mind are to bo purified in the sacrifice. Wow,
when the P) dtaranuvaka hymn has commenced,
and before the recitation of the Pandhdniya verse,

—m the intervening time—the Brdhma speaks out,

renounces the imposed silence, whereby he purifies

the way of Speech only ; without being purified by

Brahma the way of Mind is 'injured, there being

many holes in it ; and the sacrifice, having only one

way of speech, falls off. In what way ? Just as a

man with one foot walking along, falls down on the

road ; or just as a cart, moving on one wheel,

tumbles down ;™so does the sacrifice of the sacri-*

ficer fall off, when performed by a {b&&
m
J3rahma
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priest ; and the sacrifice having fallen, the sacrificer

falls ; since the sacrificer has his life in the sacri-

fice, therefore it is only proper that; the destruction

of the sacrifice should bring about his destruction.

And having performed such a sacrifice, one becomes
the wor&t of sinners

a&ft *T^§£f^ * ^SKRRJ 11 8 11

q q^WTRJPFWt ^faTRT ^sfil^T WTFP R^ifeg-

*T SgT %RF*tfH II \ II

But when the Prdtaranuvdka has begun, and

not before the PandMniya recitation, if the

JBrahmd speaks out, they purify both the ways;

and none is injured* f4)

And just as a two-footed man walking, or a

two-wheeled cart moving, gets on, so does the

sacrifice get on ; and the sacrificing getting on, the

sacrificer gets on ; and having sacrificed he becomes

better (5}

Com —On the other hand, when the wise

Srahmd keeps on his silence, and does not speak

out, until the Panelh&niyu recitation is over, then

the other priests purify both the ways ; and none of

the two is injured* The instances cited are the

reverse of those cited before. So the sacrifice,

continuing on its two ways, " gets on"~~ i te ,

continues to exist without any injury to itself. And
the sacrifice getting on, the sacrificer gets on. And

U U
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having performed the sacrifice with a Brahmd
knowing the mysteries of silence the sacnficer

becomes better, great.

Thus ends the Sixteenth Khanda of Arfhyaya IV.

ADHYA'YA IV

KHANDA XVI!,

Projaputi performed a penance (of brooding)

over the worlds; and from them, thus brooded over,

he squeezed out their essences : Fire from the Earth,

Air from the Sky, and Sun from the Heaven. (1)

Com.—In the preceding section what is laid

down is the silence of the Biuhmfi, during the per-

formance of his piiestly functions, And in case

of the m3ury to the functions of the other priests,

the Vxjdhniia are to be used. With this view the

Vydhntis are laid down in the present section.

With a view to taking out the essence, of the

worlds, Pioj&pah performed the penance of brood-

ing over the worlds. From the worlds thus brooded

over, he squeezed out their essences, these essences

being Fire of the Earth, Air of the Sky and the Sun

of Heaven.
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He brooded over these three Deities ; and from

these Deities thus brooded over, he squeezed out

their essences : the Riles from Fire, the Yajus from
Air, and the Sdmas from the Sun, (2)

Com.—Then again, he brooded over the three

Deities, Fire and the rest , and as the essence of

these he got the three Vedas

ftcfrcqt ^rftfcf q§p=q: wkfH m&v > \ "

cRifcSr ssntfa 93

He brooded over the three Yedas ; and from

these thus brooded over, he squeezed out their

essences, Bh&h from the Riks, Bhuvah from the

Tajus aiyl Svah from the Sfanas. (3)

If the sacrifice be injured with regard to Rik,

one ought to pour a libation into the Gdrhapatya

Fire, saying
4 BMh Svdhd. By the essence of the

Riks, and by the power of the Riks, he makes up

the injury to the sacrifice, with regard to the

Riks. (*)

Com.—Then he brooded over the three Vedas :

and from these thus brooded over, he got
1

Bhtih
1

as the essence of the Riks, the second Vydhnit
* Bhuvah ' of the Tajus ; and the third Vydhriti,

' Svah ' of the Sdmas* Thus are the great Vy&hntis

the essence of the worlds, of the gods, and of the

Vedas. Hence, if there be some injury to the

sacrifice, with regard to the then he should

*pom a libation into the Gdrhapatya Fire, saying
" BMJf^Sv&hd. '* And this would be the proper
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expiation. How ? * Tad ' is an Adverb. By the

essence of the Riks, and by the power of the Jtifcs

he heals the injury to the sacrifice, with regard to

the Rih

m *rfs *Fgsr fa*t$*r: wifcfa rSm$ wn^Wn-
Jfo tifa q|pPT fefev ^TfcT I Kl I

cf^t^T HTW #for SfTSTT t^ftg* ^Tfe II ^ II

If there be an injury with rega?d to the Yajus

he should pour an oblation into the Dakshma Fire

saying " Bhuwh Sv&hti" By the essence of the

Yajus and by the power of the Yajus, he makes up
the injury to the sacrifice, with regard to the

Yajus. (5)

If there be an injury, with regard to the Samas,

one should pour a libation into the A'Jwvantya^Sir^

sayiner
<s
Svah Bv&ha " By the essence of the

SCnnas, and by the power of the S&mas, he makes

up the injury to the sacrifice with regard *to the

S&mas (6)

Com.—If there be an injury with regard to

the Yajus^ then he should pour a libation infco the

Dakshina Fire, saymg " Bhuvah Svdhd *; and if the

injury be with regard to Sfima he should pour the

libation into the A'havantya Fire, saying " Svah
Sv&M, " And thereby he heals up the sacrifice, as

before. If the injury be with regard to Biuhmft,

then one should pour libation into all the three

fires, pronouncing all the three Vydhntis. Because

this injury is the injury of the three Vtdis. If it be
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asked whence the character of Brahma proceeds,—*

the reply is that *it is brought about by the three

Vedas, ' as declared in the Stuti* Or some other

rule must be sought after, in order to mend the

injury with regard to the Buthmcl

Wn *ter* tiftft ^ src H * I'

Just as one would join together gold by borax,

by gold silver* by silver tin, by tin lead, by lead

iron, by iron wood, or by leather. (7)

Com —And 3ust a? by means of borax one

would soften a hard piece of gold and then 3 or* two
pieces ; and would soften the extremely unchange-

able silver, by silver tin, by tin lead, by lead iron,

by iron wood, and wood also by means of leather-

bandage?

ll ^ i!

So does one make up any injury to the sacri-

fice, by means of the power of these worlds, of

these gods, and of the three Yedas That sacrifice

is well healed, where there is a Brahmft knowing

this, (8)

Com .—So, by the power of these worlds, of

these Deities, and of the three Vedas, one makes up

any injuries to the sacrifice. "That sacrifice is

•well healed,' —like a diseased person cured by a

property qualified doctor—m which there is a
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Brahma, knowing the expiations, in the shape of

the F^frnfo-libations, as explained above*

That sacrifice is sloping to the North, in which

there is a Brahmd knowing this. And with regard

to such a knowing Brahma, there is this Gdthd;
1 Wherever it falls, thither the man goes.* (9)

4 The silent Brahmd, as a Ritvik priest, like a

mare, protects the sacrificei\
,

*-n.e., the Brahmd

knowing this protects the sacrifice, the sacrifice^

and all the other Ritvik priests. Therefore, one

should make such a man Brahmd as knows this,

and not one who knows it not,—yea not one who

does not know it. (10)

Com.—And further "that sacrifice is sloping

towards the North "—rising towards the South or

Right ; L e.
t
leading towards the Northern Path

m which there is a Brahmd knowing this. And
with reference to such a Brahmd priest, there is

this verse, praising the Brahmd: "Wherever it

falls "—in whichsoever place the saorificer becomes

deficient,—
44
thither the man goes "—rightly men-

ding the deficiency. This is the Brahmd—called

" M&nava" Either because he is silent or because

he is thoughtful And on account of his knowledge

it is the Brahmd alone that protects the $acrificers
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just as the mare protects its riders in battle, so

does the Brahma knowing this protect the sacrifice,

the sacrifices and all the other priests,—removing,

as he does, all the deficiencies due to these latter.

And since such is the case, one ought to employ as

Brahmd only a person who knows this, and neyera
person who does not know it. The repetition' is

meant to denote the close of the Adhydija

Thus ends the Seventeenth Khanda of Adhydya 1V%

Thus ends the Fourth Adhydya,


